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Wednesday, 6 June 1990

THE SPEAKER (Mr Bamnett) took the Chair at 10.00 am, and read prayers.

PETITION - MT LESUEIJR

Coal Mining and Power Stations Opposition
MRS WATKINS (Wanneroo) [10.02 am]: I have a petition couched in the following
terms -

To: The H-onourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament, in recognition of the immense
biological diversity and importance of the Mt Lesueur area:

1) create a National Park with boundaries as recommended by the Environmental
Protection Authority,

2) no coal mining or power stations be permitted within the boundaries or
adjacent to the Mt Lesueur National Park.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you wi-ll give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 277 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

A similar petition was presented by Mr Donovan (169 persons).

[See petitions Nos 47 and 48.]

PETITION - FISHING LICENCE
Freshwater and Saltwater Opposition

MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) [10.06 am]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the recommendation by the State
Government's Fishing Advisory Committee that a general fishing license to cover all
freshwater and saltwater fishing be introduced.

We believe, that this recommendation, if introduced, would severely effect the local
tourism industry, specifically those relating to the communities located on our coastal
areas.
Whilst supporting appropriate conservation measures to protect the recreational
fishing industry, we believe that this recomnmendation, is no more than a disguised
revenue raising measure, will not contribute to the conservation of fish stocks in any
way, and will create a larger bureaucracy within the Fisheries Department.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 60 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 49.]



MOTION - STANDING ORDER 82A SUSPENSION
Matters of Public Importance

MR CARR (Ceraldton - Minister for Mines) [10.07 am]: On behalf of the Leader of the
House [ move -

That for the balance of the present session, unless otherwise ordered, Standing Order
82A is suspended and the following order shall apply -

(1) A member may propose to the Speaker that a matter of public interest be
submitted to the House for discussion. The member proposing the matter
shall present to the Speaker, at least two hours before the time fixed under this
Sessional Order for consideration of such mailers, a written statement of the
matter proposed to be discussed; and if the Speaker determines that it is in
order, he shall read it to the House at the time fixed. The proposed discussion
must be supported by five members, including the proposer, rising in their
places as indicating approval. The Speaker shall then call upon the member
who had proposed the matter to speak.

(2) Consideration of a matter of public interest may be taken on Tuesdays after
presentation of papers if any; on Wednesdays at 2.00 pm; or on Thursdays at
2.30 pm.

(3) The Speaker may permit a motion in accordance with this Sessional Order on
no more than one day in any sitting week and, in the event of more than one
matter being presented for the same day, priority shall be given to the matter
which, in the opinion of the Speaker, is the most urgent and important, and no
other proposed matter shall be read to the House on that day.

(4) It shall be competent for a member to move a substantive motion under this
Sessional Order notwithstanding no notice has been given of such a motion.

(5) No member is permitted to address the House for more than 30 minutes on
any question under this Sessional Order and, in any case, the debate on such a
question may not extend for more than one hour in total.

I understand this motion reflects an agreement reached behind the Chair between the Leader
of the House and representatives of the Liberal Party and the National Party concerning
matters of public importance. It arose from the difficulty which occurred requiring two
hours' notice to be given prior to the House sitting at 10.00 am. It has been agreed to change
the time for consideration for MPIS to 2.00 pmi on Wednesday and 2.30 pmn on Thursday.
MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [10.10 am]: Agreement was
reached on the changed times by which notice was required for such mailers. With the
earlier sitting times on Wednesdays and Thursdays in this House we faced a practical
problem when the Speaker often was not in his office at 8.00 am for members to give notice
of such motions.

Dr Turnbull: The Speaker is present early on Wednesdays now.

Mr COURT: He is here to light the coal fire, otherwise we would all be very cold.
I am not attempting to be derogatory, Mr Speaker. The persons preparing the matter of
public importance motion usually spend an hour or so doing that before notice is given.
Although we give notice to the different parties involved, prior to that we spend time
preparing the motion on the subject for consideration that day. This is purely a practical
change; it is the sensible way to handle the matter. We support the proposal.

MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [10.12 am]: The passing of the
motion will ease the problem which occurred last week. Mr Speaker, I refer to part (3) of the
motion which really is a repeat of previous motions. While you cannot give an indication, I
hope the intent of the motion is to continue with past practice where the Speaker was
responsible for determining the priority of such motions. I would hate the situation to turn
into a competition to see who was the first member to arrive at the Speaker's office to ensure
that person was able to have his matter of public importance debated on a particular day. I
would hope that early in the piece we could eliminate that and ensure any such competition
was to see who produces the best motion dealing with a matter of public importance. A
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determination in relation to that has been made in the past and I hope that the Speaker
continues to do so. In that way we will avoid the problem created by the adjustment of
sessional hours.
The National Party supports the motion.

Question put and passed.

PARLIAMENTARY SUPERANNUATION FUND - TRUSTEE APPOINTMENT
Member for Bunbury

On motion by Mr Carr (Minister for Mines), resolved -

That pursuant to the provisions of the Parliamentary Superannuation Act 1970, the
Legislative Assembly hereby appoints the member for Bunbury (Mr P.J. Smith) to
replace the member for Victoria Park (Dr G.I. Gallop) as a trustee of the
Parliamentary Superannuation Fund.

BILLS (3) - INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
1. Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Amendment Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Mrs Beggs (Minister for Racing and Gaming), and
read a first time.

2. Local Government Amendment Bill

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Gordon Hill (Minister for Local Government), and
read a first time.

3. Boxing Control Amendment Bill
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Gordon Hill (Minister for Sport and Recreation).
and read a first time.

ACTS AMENDMENT (PERTH MARKET AUTHORITY) BILL
Third Reading

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Agriculture) [10.17 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.
MR OMODEI (Warren) [10.18 am]: I wish to add to my comments made at the second
reading stage and to express my personal concern over the naming of the Perth Market
Authority. I expressed similar concern last night in this place. As the City of Perth grows
and a number of selling complexes develop within the city, some confusion will arise in
relation to the naming of the Canning Vale market as the Perth Market Authority. I wish to
reinforce the comments made previously that the market could have been named the Perth-
Canning Vale Market.

Last night I raised the issue of forklift vehicles and the licensing thereof. In his second
reading speech on 21 September 1989 the Minister indicated to the House that the trust had
been under considerable pressure from the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare to take steps to prevent the irresponsible misuse of forklift vehicles and the potential
danger to other users of the markets. The problem is that the roads on the site come under
the Road Traffic Act and the vehicles using those roads are therefore under the control of the
police.

I feel very strongly that the irresponsible use of forklifts within that complex should be the
province of the police. It appears that the Perth Market Authority is attempting to double dip
and duplicate licensing which already exists under the Police Act and the Road Traffic Act.
Of course, forlifts and forklift drivers in the market complex must be licensed under those
Acts. To suggest an additional licence to operate within the Perth Market Authority complex
is unnecessary as it would create an extra cost to those people using the market. I refer to the
Minister's second reading speech in 1989 wherein he stated that the Bill would cause no
extra hardship. I know that people at the Canning Vale market are experiencing extreme
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financial pressures at the moment and the Government should not he suggesting a further
levy. The Government is proposing a charge of $120 per annumn for that licence and, of
course, once that fee is introduced it will increase year by year and will place a greater
impost on the marker industry. Some people who use the complex have four or five forklifts
and one does not need to be a mathematical genius to calculate the amount they will have to
pay. On that basis I believe that the Government should delete that provision when the Bill
is introduced into the other House. I express my appreciation to the Minister for Agriculture
for his commitment to investigate that possibility.
MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) (10.22 aml: I support the remarks made by the member for Warren.
He has again raised the point of the Government's double dipping by the licensing of forklift
vehicles. The Government must understand that while it is all very well to use this as a quasi
revenue raising measure it has only to look at what has happened in other marketplaces
around the world. The Government must recognise that the Canning Vale market caters for
State which has a population of 1.45 million people. Imagine if the Government were
dealing with the Rungis market in Paris which caters for 20 million or 30 million people; the
licensing measure the Government is suggesting would reach huge proportions. Looking at
the Flemington market in Sydney which caters for some five million people, the measure the
Government is suggesting would be very significant as a revenue earner. The member for
Warren has very correctly signified that this is the thin end of the wedge. As the market
grows - which it will - more and more forklifts will be used and the State of Western
Australia will develop and its population will increase to three million people. This
Government's measure will be seen as nothing more than revenue raising, and the Minister
will be seen as going along with that measure if he throws out the member for Warren's
recommendat ions. The State has a new marketplace with new legislation and the
Government must act appropriately and accept that the amendments proposed by the member
for Warren have every foundation and should be acted upon. I support the comments made
by the member for Warren.
MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Agriculture) [10.24 am]: During the sittings last
night and early today this place saw an example of the Opposition indulging in disruptive
behaviour. The comnments of both the member for Vasse and the member for Warren will
harden my attitude. I will be very frank with them: If they intend TO wait and see and hold
their dollars until the odds are up, I wil oppose that measure. This Government does nor
indulge in betting activities in this place.
MrT Cowan: You must remember that people are hurting and the Government must do
something about that.
Mr BRIDGE: I ask the Leader of the National Party to give me one example, since I became
a politician, where I have played a game on the public?
NIT Cowan: The Minister must continue to go his usual way and to continue to help those
people who are hurting.
Mr BRIDGE: That is precisely what I am doing, and I will not indulge in political posturing
in this place. I gave an undertaking last night to the member for Warren, in the presence of
the member for Vasse, that I would be perfectly happy to examine this provision after I had
an opportunity to look at it. t agreed, for heaven's sake, with the deputy leader of the
National Party when he suggested I talk to representatives of the industry as well as to the
authority. I gave those assurances last night, yet members opposite are still badgering me;
that is why I say that the Opposition is involved in political posturing.
MrT Blaikie interjected.
MIT BRIDGE: I am on my feet. The member for Vasse had his two bob's worth now he
should let me have my say. I have been advised by the authority that this provision is
necessary to ensure effective surveillance and security activities and operations within the
confines of marker city. The authority has stated that it cannot always rely on the constant
presence of police officers and consequently it must have some form of control over the
market.
MrT Blaikie: Surely the authority has the power under its leases to discipline any operator
who acts in an irresponsible way?
MIT BRIDGE: It may have, but I cannot understand the members of the Opposition -
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Mr Lewis: Why?
Mr BRIDGE: Because I have given an undertaking in this place that this matter will be
amended precisely as requested by the member for Warren. However, he now gets up and
argues that I should change my position. My position is that rime will not change my
attitude. I have had advice which is contrary to that provided to this House by the member
for Warren. I have listened to the member for Warren, and I am interested in his proposition
so much so that I have given an undertaking that I may well authorise the amendment in the
other place. To my mind members opposite are labouring the point.

Mr Omodei: I am expressing a deep concern.

Mr BRIDGE: The position in this place is that the Govemment has rejected the call for an
amendment, but I have given an assurance that I will take into consideration the factors
brought to my attention by the member for Warren. I have been told that the agents at
market city are encountering difficulties and an offer has been made to them. 1 am keen to
entertain whatever proposition might be forthcoming from the agents who are representing
their clients' position if there are genuine hardships and clear examples of financial hardships
being experienced at market city. That has been put in place with a strategy between the
agents' representatives and me as Minister.

Mr Omodei: That has nothing to do with the Bill. I am saying that this extra impost is not
acceptable.

Mr BRIDGE: If the member for Warren wants to get things done in this place, he must play
his cards right and he will get all the cooperation in the world. However, if he wants to play
games he will not get any cooperation from me. Despite that, the member for Warren made
a reasonable request, which I will consider.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council.

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Agriculture) [10.31 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

Land degradation is now recognised as a major problem facing Australia in the 1990s.
Western Australia is no exception and is faced with massive land degradation problems
including salinity, wind and water erosion, soil structure decline, compaction and vegetation
decline. Of these, salinity alone is estimated to have taken some 450 000 hectares of prime
agricultural land out of production. Massive costs are also incurred through loss of amenity,
habitat and water supplies. The scale of the problem in Western Austrlia is recognised
nationally and in 1989-90 this State received some 22 per cent of the national fuinds directed
to soil conservation.

The Prime Minister's statement on the environment in July last year provided impetus to the
joint Federal and State national sodl conservation program. The national focus for addressing
land degradation over the next 10 years will be on community land care groups. The State
Government's land and water care program, adopted in January last year, sees it well placed
to respond to the national program and this increasing emphasis on the involvement of the
community in solving the problem. The Glovernment has consistently increased the amount
of direct support to land conservation districts and some 120 of these districts are now
operating in Western Australia. These cover some 80 per cent of the pastoral area and 75
per cent of the agricultural area of the State.

Despite the commitment of Government to this area of responsibility it is clear that the thrust
of its efforts must be increased. Accordingly, the Government has reviewed its programs
dealing with land degradation and at the same time reviewed the suitability of existing
legislation. While the 1988 amendments to the Act went a tong way towards tackling land
degradation it is clear that the recent trends and developments need further support. Hence,
the Government believes it is necessary to amend the Soil and Land Conservation Act. The
amendments included in the Bill are dealt with in five areas -
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I. An upgrading of the role of the Soil Conservation Advisory Commu-ittee to
become the Soil and Land Conservation Council.

2. The introduction of formal conservation covenants and reserve agreements for
the preservation of areas voluntarily and by agreement, respectively.

3. A land care trust to administer contributions from corporate and individual
donors to the land care effort.

4. Removal of the six month Statute of limitations and its replacement with more
appropriate time periods for initiating proceedings for an offence against the
Act.

5. Administrative arrangements to streamline the serving of sod conservation
notices and the retiuling of the Commissioner of Soil Conservation to the
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation.

It is appropriate to expiin each of these areas separately.

Upgrading the role of the Soil Conservation Advisory Committee: The current consultative
development of policy on land conservation is through the forum provided by the Soil
Conservation Advisory Committee. This committee comprises representatives of local
government, the Western Australian Farmers Federation, the Pastoralists and Graziers.
Association, the Environmental Protection Authority, the Department of Conservation and
Land Management, the Water Authority of Western Australia, the Department of Agriculture
and the Commissioner of Soil Conservation, as well as independent farmers. Its current role
is to provide advice to the Commissioner of Soil Conservation. However, given the
increasing importance of land conservation it is important that the profile of the committee
be raised so that it provides advice on policy directly to the Minister. Furthermore, in
keeping with the national consensus between conservation groups and farmer producer
groups on the subject of land care, it is vital that a position be made on the revised body for a
representative of the voluntary conservation movement. It is also appropriate that the new
Soil and Land Conservation Council acts as an umbrella group for the 120 land conservation
district committees currently formed or in the process of formning in this State. The new
council will provide an appropriate focus for the coordination of Statewide programs
implemented through the land conservation district committees.

Conservation covenants and agreements to reserve: The Governiment has implemented a
highly successful remnant vegetation protection scheme whereby farners voluntarily set
aside areas of native vegetation and in return receive a subsidy for fencing the vegeta tion and
the protection of it in perpetuity. The only present facility for registering these on titles and
guaranteeing protection is through notices under the Soil and Land Conservation Act. This
results in a negative stigma being attached to a positive conservation action. A positive
facility needs to be established for this purpose. In addition, it is appropriate that this facility
also provide for farmers who wish to voluntarily set aside uncleared land and to maintain it
as an area of remnant vegetation without direct encouragement from the Governiment. There
is widespread support for this facility in the rural community. The establishment of a
conservation covenant system will provide a positive facility for those land-holders wishing
to voluntarily reserve land in perpetuity for conservation reasons. There is also a need for a
positive facility to assist with clearing controls. Under the Soil and Land Conservation Act
farmers are required to notify their intent to clear land. After an assessment by the
Commissioner of Soil Conservation a significant area of that land is usually identified as
unsuitable for clearing for land degradation reasons. In order to register the fact that the land
in question cannot be cleared the only facility currently available is to serve a soil
conservation notice on the land anid register this on the title. Most farmners are very willing to
set aside such land, but they do object to a notice being invoked which historically has been
used in cases of negligence or wilful bad management. In discussion with producer groups a
system of agreements to reserve has been developed as a positive facility for reserving land
for land degradation reasons under the Soil and Land Conservation Act.

Land care trust.- With land care achieving such a high profile there is significant corporate
sector interest in contributing to this important area of resource conservation. As an
example, Alcoa has committed more than $5 million to a major land care project in the Avon
Valley over the next five years. Unfortunately, this contribution does not attract a tax
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deduction. However, the Prime Minister has made a commitment to establish ta
deductability for such contributions. It is essential to provide a trust in Western Australia
which can be registered as a vehicle to provide for tax deductability for donations from the
corporate sector and private individuals for land care programs. The land care trust as
proposed in this Hill will provide the necessary vehicle to handle donations from the private
sector.
Statute of limitations: Under the Soil and Land Conservation Act the Commissioner of Soil
Conservation regulates the clearing of land. However, any legal action taken under the Act
is constrained by a six month Statute of limitations. In a State as big as Western Australia
illegal clearing is often not drawn to the attention of the Commissioner of Soil Conservation
in time to permit prosecution. Recently examples have occurred of blatant disregard for the
Act in situations where community concern has been high and where the commissioner has
been unable to act. It is essential to remove this limitation and to substitute time periods
which will allow proceedings to be initiated for an offence against the Act. Because of the
size of Western Australia, the most cost effective means of monitoring land clearing is
through aerial photography. There is a six to eight year interval between successive aerial
photography runs across many areas where clearing is still taking place. Consequently, it is
appropriate that the time period for initiating proceedings for illegal clearing should be
10 years. For all other offences against the Act it is appropriate that the period be in l ine
with that set for the Environmental Protection Act, namely two years.

Administrative arrangements: Under the current Act the Commissioner of Soil Conservation
may be required to attend court personally to state his opinion, although this is given in the
soil conservation notice which the commissioner must sign. To streamline the process and to
save public money, it is essential that the commissioner's signature on a soil conservation
notice be accepted as evidence that he is of the opinion that land degradation has occurred,
and that his personal appearance in court not be required.
In keeping with the widening scope of the Act and the naming of the committees associated
with the Act, it is proposed to retitle the Comnmissioner of Soil Conservation to be the
Commissioner of Soil and Land Conservation. This new title will recognise the broad role
and scope of the commissioner's position with respect to soil and land conservation in this
State.
In conclusion the amendments will assist land users and Government to tackle more
effectively the problem of land degradation in Western Australia. I comnmend the Bill to the
House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Cowan (Leader of the National Party).

GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION BILL

Second Reading
MR WILSON (Dianella - Minister for Health) [l0.44 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Government's intention to introduce progressive new mental health legislation was
enunciated in its policy document "Health - Protecting the Community'. This Bill is the
second stage in the fulfilment of those policy goals. It has resulted as pant of a
comprehensive review of mental health legislation, first initiated in August 1983 by the then
Minister, Hon Barry Hodge. The proposals now before members incorporate the
recommendations made by the mental health legislation review commidttee in 1984. These
major recommendations were that -

(i) A guardianship board should be established with power to appoint limited and
plenary guardians and/or estate administrators for incapable persons who are
in need of guardianship or estate administration.

(ii) An office of public guardian should be established and the public guardian
empowered to act, among other things, as a guardian of last resort and an
advocate for incapable persons.

(iii) Appropriate consultation should be undertaken with a view to the preparation
of draft legislation.
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A Bill was introduced into the House in the last session in 1989 to give effect to these
recommendations. It was withdrawn to allow some changes and improvements to be made,
but this Bill is substantially the same.
The termn "guardianship' encompasses the main objective of the Bill. Guardianship is a legal
device which gives an individual a right to make decisions on personal matters on behalf of
some other person, The classic example is the parent-child relationship, where the parents
are the legal guardians of their children. At present when individuals reach the age of
18 years, regardless of their d-egree of disability or infirmity, they have full legal capacity and
the legal rights of a pareni end. Many parents may wish to continue to be the legal guardians
of mentally disabled adult family members, and to mate provisions to ensure continuing care
when they are no longer able to carry out this responsibility. Under the current law this is
not possible. The concept inherent in the proposals now before the House addresses this
problem and is a significant step forward in an important area of human concern.
Currently in Western Australia the law allows persons to manage the financial affairs of
others via the agency of the Public Trustee or via an individual by application to the Supreme
Court. These legislative controls allow mental competence to be assessed in one of two
ways: A person is judged to be competent or incompetent. It deals with absolutes. When a
person is legally declared to be incompetent, a trustee is appointed to look after that person's
property. It is assumed that a person's comforts will be provided at home or in an institution
by someone who cares. Under the current law the emphasis of concern is on the need to
protect property, while no adequate provision is made for actually protecting the ordinary
needs of the individual. The Bill will provide for this. This Bill replaces an overemphasis of
concern for property with a recognition of personal needs as well as the safeguard of
property. The proposals will have far reaching results affecting a wide cross-section of the
commuunity. It will be available to all persons over the age of 18 years who unfortunately are
unable, for reason of mental disability, to manage their own affairs, and who need the
protection of a caring guardian with their welfare at heart. This will be so, regardless of the
nature or extent of their disability. For example, victims of a stroke, those who have been
affected by accident, the mentaliy ill, intellectually handicapped, and elderly persons who as
a result of senility are unable to make decisions, will all benefit equally.
The framework of the Guardianship and Administration Bill gives people the freedom to
function independently if they have the competence. It recognises the existence of a wide
spectrum of disabilities between what is judged to be absolute competence or absolute
incompetence. It will encourage them, wherever possible, to develop skills for
self-management, and it will provide for guardians to act only in those areas where incapable
persons are unable to look after themselves, I shall highlight some of the important benefits
in the proposed Guardianship and Administration Act.
The Bill establishes an independent Guardianship and Administration Board which will be
primarily responsible for the appointment of guardians and estate administrators. The board
will be composed of three members appointed by the Governor. The chairperson will be a
Supreme Court judge. The board will facilitate the ongoing care of those people who are
incapable of looking after their own health and safety or managing their personal affairs, or
who require supervision, care or control for the protection of themselves or others, by
appointing guardians and/or administrators for these people, and overseeing the management
of the guardians or administrators. The board's proceedings will be conducted in an informal
atmosphere. The Glovernment believes that those attending proceedings before the board,
and especially the person who is the subject of the application, should not be overawed by
what would otherwise be a court environment. Applications may be made to the board by
the patient, a relative of that person, or any person who satisfies the board that he or she has a
proper interest in the care and protection of the person in respect of whom the application is
made.
Varying degrees of incompetence are acknowledged. Personal and individual independence
will be encouraged for those who suffer from only slight mental handicap. Limited, as well
as plenary, guardianship and administration orders can be applied for. This will enable
orders to be made accommodating individual circumstances. The scheme contemplates that
the board wil appoint a guardian only where it is established that a person lacks a decision-
making ability. The principle of the least restrictive alternative is followed in the Bill
providing for the appointment of guardians and administators.
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The Bill also provides for the board to appoint an administrator to manage the estate of a
person. The administrator may be an individual, the Public Trustee, or, in certain
circumstances, a private trustee company. A private trustee company may be appointed as an
administrator if the board is satisfied that the individual who would otherwise be appointed
as administrator has requested in writing the appointment of the private trustee company and,
alternatively, if the person in respect of whom the application is made has made a will
appointing the private trustee company as executor and the will has not been revoked at the
time of the appointment. The separation of the person's property from guardianship of the
person is based on the principle that in many cases the personal affairs should be handled by
someone other than the person responsible for the estate. However, the provisions of the B ill
do not disqualify the administrator of an estate for a person from acting as a guardian in the
event that he or she fulfils the requirements under the Act.

A key feature of the B ill is the requirement that both guardianship and administration orders
be reassessed by the board within five years from the date of the order. In certain
circumstances a review of the orders will be mandatory; for example, if a guardian or
administrator dies or wishes to be discharged from his or her appointment. Alternatively, the
board may initiate, or anty person may apply for, a review of guardianship or administration
order. The legislation permits quick action to provide back-up or alternative guardianship in
the event that the present guardian is unable to continue to serve the needs of the represented
person. There is also provision for discharging a guardian if he or she is perceived as being
unfit to act in the best interests of the dependent adult. The review process facilitates a
regular evaluation of the orders and a mechanism for adjusting orders as an individual's
circumstances change.

In order to protect individual civil liberties, the Bill provides a specific right of appeal to the
Full Court of the Supreme Court against orders of the board. Under the BWl, the person in
respect of whom the appeal is brought will be entitled to be represented by legal counsel.
The Bill also provides an extra protection in that a public guardian may act for persons under
guardianship orders.

The provisions of the Bill also provide for the Governor to appoint a public guardian. The
creation of this office is modelled on that of the public guardian in Victoria, South Australia
and New South Wales. The public guardian may act as a guardian in the event there is no
parent, next of kin or other suitable person willing to do so. Additional functions of the
public guardian will include promoting family and comrmunity responsibility for
guardianship, and acting on behalf of people who cannot make decisions for themselves.
The inclusion of the office of public guardian in this Bill represents the Government's
recognition of the importance of preserving the rights of disabled persons and providing
someone to act for them as their advocate if there is no other suitable person to do so.

An important aspect of any form of guardianship is the consent for medical procedures. The
Guardianship and Administration Act will allow a guardian who has been appointed to
consent to the medical or dental treatment of the represented person. However, it will not be
necessary to appoint a guardian merely to consent to medical or dental treatment for a person
who is not otherwise in need of a guardian. Where no guardian has been appointed, a doctor
or dentist may provide urgent health care or treatment to a person who, in the opinion of the
doctor or dentist, is incapable of consenting to the care or treatment, and is a person for
whom a guardian could be appointed under the Act. Before treatment can commence the
consent of the person in apparent charge of the person to whom the care or treatment is to be
given must be obtained. If the treatment is non-urgent, the doctor or dentist must obtain the
consent of the nearest relative if there is no guardian, provided that if the doctor believes
there has been the opportunity for a guardianship order, without one having been obtained,
he or she cannot treat on the consent of the relative. In this way the rights of adult, but
incapable, persons to obtain the medical care that they need, while protecting them from
treatment that they might not consent to, were they capable, are protected.

Ihe Bill provides an additional protection for persons under a guardianship order, or for
whom an application has been made, in the controversial area of sterilisation. It requires that
for sterilisation. procedures the consent of both the guardian and the board must be obtained.

As Minister for Health I have been responsible for developing this Bill to benefit people
suffering from disabilities. However, because the board and the public guardian's office will
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operate within a legal framework, responsibility for implementing the Bill is to be handed to
the Attorney General. He will establish both the board and the office of public guardianship,
and within three years the board will be transferred to the Supreme Court for management.
Overall there are many good reasons why Western Australia should introduce guardianship
laws. In the past, intellectually handicapped persons in this State and elsewhere were cared
for by mental health authorities, where the power to make decisions for others was often
vested in the director or superintendent of the authority or facility. The international trend of
transferring intellectually handicapped persons from large institutions to small community
living units has meant that not only is the protection of mental health legislation difficult but
new challenges and responsibilities are afforded to the mentally handicapped in the
community. Most Australians in other States have now had for some years the benefit of
appropriate guardianship legislation to protect them if they need it; Western Australia has
been lagging behind other States in establishing this important reform.

Within the community there is great concern for the appropriate protection of members
vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. Guardianship provisions attempt to satisfy this need.
Extensive consultation with community groups and professional organisations in Western
Australia has shown strong and emphatic support for the Bill. The need for guardianship
laws has been convincingly demonstrated by the Authority for the Intellectually
Handicapped. the Slow Learning Children's Group and Nulsen Haven. Advice received
from the Attorney General, the Public Trustee and the Law Society of WA has also
influenced the process of this Bill. This legislation is innovative for Western Australia. It
will bring this State into line with Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales and
Tasmania, where guardianship boards currently exist and are extremely effective.

This Government recognises the predicament that many elderly, mentally ill and
intellectually disabled people are in, and we are providing a mechanism for assisting them in
a manner which will least restrict their civil liberties. It includes legislative reform which
will improve their lives and give them hope and direction, which is long overdue. Although
this Bill has emanated from agencies concerned with the intellectually handicapped it can,
and should, be extended to all persons who can benefit from it. Accordingly, I commend this
very worthwhile Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned. on motion by Mr Hassell.

TOBACCO BILL

Second Reading
MR WILSON (Dianella - Minister for Health) [ 10.57 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This is the second time this Bill has been introduced into this Parliament. The Tobacco Bill
1989 was extensively debated in this H-ouse during the last session. Members will be aware,
however, that the Opposition members in the Legislative Council obstructed the completion
of its passage by refusing to have it reintroduced onto the Notice Paper; therefore, we have to
go through the second reading stage again. The Bill now before us represents the earlier Bill.
as amended following debate in this place. together with some minor amendments, which are
mainly technical.

The Governnenf's intention to introduce comprehensive legislation to reduce smoking and
promote health has been a part of its policy for several years. This Bill fulfils policy goals
and objectives which the Government has had since it came into office in 1983 with a strong
commitment, vigorously championed by the then Minister for Health. Hon Barry Hodge, to
reducing smoking in the community. The current proposals reflect recommendations made
by the World Health Organisation, the International Union Against Cancer, the Australian
Medical Association, and many other authoritative international and national health agencies.

The background to this Bill can be simply set out. Smoking is the largest single cause of
preventable death and disease in the community. Nationally, it causes some 20 000 deaths
each year. In Western Australia alone, more than 1 700 people die prematurely each year
because they have been smoking. They die from lung cancer, heart disease, bronchitis.
emphysema, and many other conditions. Smoking is also responsible for much ill-health
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and suffering to both smokers and their families. Smoking is also a drain on the economy.
Reliable estimates show that the cost of smoking through health care costs, absenteeism from
work, and other factors was, even in 1984, weUl over $2.5 billion annually in Australia, and
upwards of $200 million each year in Western Australia. This year the health care costs of
diseases caused by smoking will be $112 million, rising to $146 million in 1992-93.
The younger people start to smoke, the greater their risk of contracting diseases caused by
smoking; and, tragically, more than 80 per cent of smokers start their habit while they are
still in their teens, or younger. In this State, approximately one quarter of young people are
smoking regularly by the age of 15, well before they can understand the dangers of smoking
or its addictive properties.

Members of this House are rightly concerned about problems such as illicit drug use and
AIDS. These are both areas in whkch the Government can be proud of its record, at least
pantly as a result of which in 1986 there were only 38 deaths from all illegal drug use,
including opiates, barbiturates, tranquillisers and sedatives, and in 1988, eight deaths from
AIDS. Smoking causes more than 1 700 deaths each year. This is a problem we must attack
with at least equal urgency.

In response to the epidemic of diseases caused by smoking, the Government has long been
regarded as a leader nationally and even internationally. In 1983, it established the smoking
and health project. which speedily became known as the Quit campaign. It has also been in
the forefront of national initiatives to improve labelling on cigarette packs and to prevent the
use of smokeless tobacco from causing the same problems here that it has caused overseas.
The work of the Quit campaign has met with remarkable success despite formidable
opposition. Smoking is declining among adult males and females, and even among young
males. Regrettably, but hardly surprisingly in view of the way tobacco advertising has
targeted this group, smoking is still increasing among young women. During the Quit
campaign, more than 120 000 adults gave up smoking. At a conservative estimate, and
discounting its impact on young people, the Quit campaign was responsible for preventing
the premature deaths of more than 7 000 Western Australians. It is a reflection of this State's
reputation that materials from our Quit campaign are used in every other State, and in several
other countries. Western Australia was selected from 10 contending countries to host the
World Conference on Tobacco and Health, which took place in Perth in April this year. The
conference was attended by 1 000 people from over 70 countries and was co-sponsored by
the World Health Organisation, American Cancer Society, International Union Against
Cancer, Europe Against Cancer and the International Organisation of Consumers' Unions.
Western Australia was applauded at the conference as an international leader in smoking
control, education and policy.

However, all this activity has been in the face of continued promotional activity by the
tobacco manufacturers, whose advertising budgets are vastly greater than ours. Tobacco
advertising has been cynically and ruthlessly directed at all sectors of the community, and
particularly in recent years at women and young people. Cigarettes are advertised not only
through advertisements and hoardings, but also through sponsorship of sport and the arts, and
a wide range of other outlets. The cigarette companies, all now controlled from outside
Australia, have become adept at finding ways of circumventing restrictions and continue to
advertise cigarettes in a manner designed to present them as an attractive and essential
adjunct to a normal and healthy lifestyle. The tobacco companies claim that their advertising
is designed to affect only brand share - a claim properly described by the Prime Minister of
Ireland as "idle, useless, silly, and nonsensical" and contradicted on occasion even in the
tobacco industry's own trade publications. For example, the magazine Tobacco
International asserted in 1987 that, "The rise in cigarette consumption is basically due to
advertising." A spokesman for the Gallaher Tobacco Company has commented that sports
sponsorship "is a form of advertising which enables us to introduce glamour and
excitement". The general manager for Hong Kong of British American Tobacco, which now
runs the Wills. Tobacco Company in Australia, said of sponsorship -

We are not handing money out for nothing. We have gone into this very thoroughly
and the entire JPS (John Player Special) publicity is built around the motor racing
scene as a fast, exciting, trendy sport for the young ...

Despite this, the tobacco companies claim that their advertising is not directed towards young
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people. I doubt if anyone seriously believes that. Of course, they have to replace smokers
who are giving up or dying. There is ample evidence from around the world that children
notice and are influenced by cigarette advertising and sponsorship. If anyone were in any
doubt about the way cigarette advertising targets young people, they need only have attended
the 1989 Royal Show at Claremont Showgrounds, where they would have seen children
queuing up for rides on the Winfield chairlift. Currently in Western Australia, more than
100 000 school children are regular or experimental smokers. If we allowed present trends to
continue 54 000 young people now under the age of 19 would die prematurely because they
were smokers.

The tobacco industry and its supporters also argue that voluntary codes wil suffice to control
cigarette advertising. There is again overwhelming evidence to show that the tobacco
manufacturers simply cannot be trusted to adhere to voluntary codes. The position on
voluntary codes can be summarised as follows: "If we were starting fresh, I would say the
first line of action would be industry self-regulation of advertising. But we have witnessed a
charade of self-regulation for some years. The codes of self-regulation have been largely
ineffective, and I see little hope for change." These words are not mine but those of the late
Senator Robert Kennedy in 1967. His comments are as true now as they were then, when he
also called for an end to cigarette advertising with the ringing indictment, "The cigarette
industry is peddling a deadly weapon. It is dealing in people's lives for financial gain."
Small wonder, then, that there have been calls for further action. The Australian Medical
Association and many other bodies have urged this Government to take even stronger action,
and we have been impressed by the representations made to us. We have been impressed
also by the pioneering legislation introduced first in Victoria and then in South Australia
which provides a solution to the problem of how one phases out cigarette sponsorship of
sport without depriving the sponsored sports of the funds on which they have come to rely.
The Commonwealth Government has now also passed legislation prohibiting cigarette
advertising in the print media. This legislation complements that of the Commonwealth.
This Bil at last ensures that we in Western Australia are taking a comprehensive approach
towards reducing smoking, as weUl as providing far substantially increased funding in areas
where it is much needed.

I will set out briefly the main features of the Bil in two main categories - controls relating to
promoting and marketing tobacco products, and the establishment of the Western Australian
Health Promotion Foundation. First, controls relating to tobacco products: This Bill
introduces a phased-in ban on tobacco advertising in most places. It will prohibit the display
of tobacco advertisements in public places, cinemas, and other places of entertainment;
distribution to the public of leaflets and cinema documents, and of objects such as ciga-rette
lighters containing tobacco advertising;, and the sale or hire of objects such as videos which
contain such advertising. As a result, advertisements on billboards and in similar public
places will ultimately be prohibited. Advertisements for tobacco which are contained in the
print media that are printed, produced or distributed in Western Australia will also be
banned. An exception is made for constitutional reasons in the case of Eastern States-
produced newspapers and books, but these will now in any case be picked up by the
Commonwealth legislation. Although cigarettes may not be advertised in public places,
shopkeepers may advertise their tobacco wares appropriately inside their stores. The
Government will phase in restrictions on outdoor advertising from 12 months after the Act is
proclaimed early through to June 1994. We have discussed these issues with the main
outdoor advertisers and given them appropriate assurances. The phasing in arrangement will
include restrictions on paper posters and illuminated signs. The legislation provides that
there is sufficient flexibility to meet the commitments we have given to the Outdoor
Advertising Association of Australia, and to preclude any hardship for this industry. I should
also note the Government's commnitment to ensure that some of the billboards which
currently carry tobacco advertising will be replaced with health advertising. This has
occurred in both South Australia and Victoria, where some hoardings carry the message
"This poster has given up smoking, and it feels great." Distribution of free samples will be
prohibited under the Bill immediately, and competitions promoting tobacco will be
prohibited after six months.

The legislation bans tobacco sponsorship of sport, the arts and similar activities. This ban
does not apply for 12 months to contracts of sponsorship entered into before the proposed
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Act comes into force, or if an exemption is granted. Clause 15 provides for exemptions in
relation to sponsorship and advertising of tobacco products generally. Exemptions can be
provided for events of national and international significance. These exemptions will be
granted by the Minister for Health following consultation with the Minister for Sport and
Recreation or the Minister for The Arts as appropriate. The exemptions will not be lightly
granted, but will ensure that sports such as cricket, where there are events of clear national
and international significance, and horse racing, which is of little appeal to children, can
receive appropriate consideration.

The Minister may also grant exemptions at his discretion where significant hardship would
result from the application of the advertising and sponsorship ban. It is intended that these
hardship exemptions may be granted up to the middle of 1994. Particular preference will be
given to arrangements in force before the Act is proclaimed for which exemptions will be
available in cases of hardship. However, hardship to tobacco manufacturers or wholesalers
will not be a criterion for exemption.

I shall discuss replacement of tobacco sponsorship by the Health Promotion Foundation
shortly. Present legislation covering labelling of tobacco products and their health warnings
is incorporated into this legislation, The Bill also, however, makes it an offence to sell
cigarettes loose or in packets of less than 20, as these are particularly attractive to young
people. This will come into force after six months. The current law in this State prohibits
sales of tobacco products to persons under 18 years of age. The Bill increases the penalty for
illegal sale to minors from the present outdated $4 to $1 000. This will come into force
immediately.

Vending machines containing tobacco products will be permitted only on premises licensed
to sell liquor, or in areas set aside for staff amenities. They will have to be clearly labelled
with appropriate health warnings This provision will apply after six months. Present laws
which prohibit the sale of smokeless tobacco, with certain exemptions, are to be incorporated
into the B ill unchanged through regulation.

The BWl also bans after six months the manufacture and sale of confectionery resembling
tobacco products. This is an issue on which we receive many complaints from parents and
teachers. We have also amended the Bill to deal with toy cigarettes. During the previous
debate in this House, such a component of the Bill was proposed from the Opposition
benches. I undertook to consider this and it is now included in the Bill. As noted above,
exemptions may be provided under clearly specified conditions, taking into account
particular circumstances relating to events or hardship to persons other than tobacco
manufacmurers and wholesalers.

Penalties for breaches of the Act will be substantial and include provision for daily penalties
to be imposed for continuing breaches. The penalties are fines of up to $5 000 for an
individual and $20 000 for a body corporate for a first offence, with maximum penalties of
$10 000 for individuals and $40 000 for bodies corporate for subsequent offences.
Surveillance of the Act will be carried out not by any new bureaucracy but with the
assistance of health surveyors. We will discuss this aspect with local government and I am
already advised that health surveyors are in general very willing to provide assistance in this
regard.

The second major component of the Act relates to the WA Health Promotion Foundation
This is one of the most exciting developments in the health arena for many years, and much
credit is due to those in Victoria who initially developed such a proposal. I might also note
that equal credit is due to the politicians in Victoria who have been willing to support
tobacco legislation and the Health Promotion Foundation on an all party basis. I trust that
such a positive approach which reflects public health concerns rather than partisan point
scoring will be echoed in this debate. The WA Health Promotion Foundation will be
established with committed Government funding of $5 million for the remainder of the
current financial year and the Government is committed to funding for the foundation of at
least $9 million annually thereafter. The funds for the Health Promotion Foundation will be
raised from an increase in the State tobacco licence fee from 35 per cent to 50 per cent of
wholesale retail value. The remainder of funds generated from this increase will be devoted
to dealing with the health care costs of diseases caused by smoking.

The foundation will have the following functions, with a particular focus on youth: It will
fund activities related to the promotion of good health; it will offer alternative sources of
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funds to sporting and artistic activities currently sponsored by tobacco companies; it will
sponsor a wide range of sporting, recreational and artistic activities which provide an
opportunity to advance important health promotion campaigns; it will provide funds for the
encouragement of healthy lifestyles in the community and support activities involving
participation in healthy pursuits through grants and sponsorship; it will assist community
organisations to promote good health and it will fund research in areas related to health
promotion, and otherwise in furtherance of the foundation's activities.

The foundation will be able to replace all the funds and more provided by the tobacco
industry to sport and the arts. The best information available to us is that sponsorship funds
Provided to sport and the arts in Western Australia by the tobacco industry total somewhere
between $1.5 and $ 1.7 million annually. Sporting and cultural organisations which have
received tobacco sponsorship in the past will be able to apply to the foundation, which can in
turn provide alternative funds to replace the tobacco sponsorship fuinding. The replacement
funding will not be provided without some return; the sporting and artistic organisauions will
be expected to provide ample opportunity for the promotion of health messages. However.
of course, the foundation will have much more money available to it than is required solely
for the replacement of cigarette sponsorship. This will provide a remarkable opportunity for
sporting, cultural, community and health organisations to seek new funding for worthwhile
projects.

The B ill provides that at least 30 per cent of the funds available should go to sportig
activities, and at least 15 per cent to arts and cultural activities. However, no single area,
whether sport, the arts, or health, w ill be able to gamner more than 50 per cent of the funds
available. One crucial component of the B ill is of course that the foundation should evaluate
its work and report on its effectiveness. We have also provided for a full review after a five
year period.

The administration of the foundation will be by a director and minimal staff located outside
the Public Service. Perhaps crucial to the effectiveness of the foundation will be its
membership. Following much consultation with organisations in the areas of health, sport
and the arts, the Bill provides for membership of the foundation to comprise I I members,
with representation from outside Government always outnumbering that from within
Government. Thiere will be an independent chairperson appointed by the Premier. In this
regard Mr Harry Sorensen, OBE, the former Chief Executive Officer of the Challenge Bank,
has agreed to take on this task. Mr Sorensen's credentials will be well-known to the House.
H-e has recently retired from his position at the Challenge Bank; he has received various
awards for his services to the comnunity; he is the new Chancellor of Curtin University; and
he currently sits on or chairs major commnittees in all the areas covered by the foundation,
namely health, sport, the arts, and community activities such as the newly established
poverty task force. He also has the integrity and business experience which will make him
an outstanding chairman and will guarantee the independence of the foundation.
There will also be nominees from organisations representing health, sport, the arts, and local
government. The relevant organisations are the Australian Medical Association, the WA
Sports Federation, the WA Sports Council, the WA Association of Professional Performing
Arts, the Australian Council on Smoking and Health, and the WA Municipal Association.
Additionally, there will be the chief executives of the Health Department, the Ministry of
Sport and Recreation, the Ministry of the Arts and the Bureau of Youth Affairs. The
foundation will be established as speedily as possible, and I have no doubt that within a very
short space of time it will be seen as a major new force for good in the community. Indeed
many organisations have already prepared Or are preparing submissions to the foundation for
funding in the coming Financial year.

That is what the Bill achieves. Let me briefly set out what the Bill does not do, as some
misunderstanding has been generated by tobacco interests. The Bill will not immediately
ban tobacco advertising and promotion through billboards, the print media or sponsorship.
There will be suitable phasing in periods and adequate scope for exemptions where
necessary, particularly in relation to bona fide contracts and arrangements entered into before
commencement of the legislation.

The Bill will not stop any shopkeepers from selling their tobacco products. The Bill will not
fail to provide sufficient money to replace tobacco sponsorship: There is more than four
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times the amount necessary available. The foundation will not put all its money into sport.
the arts, health, youth, or any other category. There will be a fair and reasonable division on
the basis of commitments made in the Bill and decisions made by the foundation. The
foundation will not be a Government lapdog: It will have a majority of independent
members, and a chairman of great integrity and distinction.

The Bill wil not introduce dramatic new measures that have not been introduced elsewhere.
Indeed, it is less restrictive than much of the legislation banning tobacco advertising in more
than 20 other countries, including such bastions of free society as Finland, Norway and
Canada. The Bill does not infringe on any freedom other than that of the manufacturer to
promote a known carcinogen.

The Bill is also not the first domino in a series which will apply a similar approach to
alcohol, chocolates, sugar or any other product one can think of. It deals with tobacco, and
tobacco only. In this context, and lest there be any misunderstanding, I would note that the
Premier's recent calls for curbs on alcohol advertising rightly drew attention to the need to
curb alcohol advertising on television. Television advertising is, of course, a Federal
responsibility, arid we are not proposing any action on alcohol at the State level along the
lines of that proposed for tobacco. The argument that "It is legal to sell cigarettes, it should
be legal to advertise them" is also illogical. First of all, it is not legal to sell cigarettes to
young people - nor should it be legal to advertise to them. Second, there are many occasions,
as with pharmaceutical products, where it is widely recognised that a product can and should
be legally sold but it may not be advertised.

Since we announced our intention to introduce this legislation we have been overwhelmed
with support. We have received letters and phone calls of support from a wide range of
organisations. These include, as one might expect. organisations in the health rena; but also
sporting, artistic and community organisations. Some of these have even supported our
proposals through advertisements in the media. We have also measured public opinion, not
with loaded propositions but with simple and straightforward questions. We find that public
opinion has remained absolutely solid. There has been no reduction in the level of support,
even at times when the tobacco industry was advertising heavily against us. There is
72 per cent support for a ban on tobacco advertising, and 71 per cent support for a phasing
out of tobacco sports sponsorship if it is replaced with money from increased tobacco tax.

I believe this Bill will do more to benefit the health of the community than any other single
measure to have been implemented in recent years. I have no doubt that there will be some
who will simply present the tired old arguments of the tobacco industry, and its desperate
campaign for "freedom" for a company to promote its lethal product; but I believe also that
most members of this House will join me in believing that this should be a genuinely non-
partisan issue in which we all seek to benefit the health of the community. As I have already
mentioned, we have been gratified by the high level of public support for the Bill. It is of
overwhelming importance to the community.

It is pertinent to conclude by reading one of the major conference resolutions of the seventh
World Conference on Tobacco and Health held recently in Perth. The conference resolved
to -

urge all political representatives to support tobacco control initiatives on a non-
partisan basis in recognition of the fuandamental importance of these initiatives to
public health.

It is on this basis that I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr H-assell.

ACTS AMENDMENT (RESOLUTION OF PARLIAMENTARY
DISAGREEMENTS) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 5 June.

DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) [11.23 am]: I rise to support the Bill - as the
Government has done many times in this Parliament in recent days - by way of reply to the
second reading debate.
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f want to restate a number of principles that I believe are accepted by the community at large
and, in moments of cooler recollection and reflection, by members opposite as well. Firstly,
the Legislative Assembly is the House that forms Government. That is a critical tenet of our
system. It is reflected in the way Governments are formed: The majority in this House
determines Government. A critical need for Goverrnent in the Assembly is to control the
flow of funds, to be able to pay for its annual services and the facilities required by the
people of Western Australia. I believe the Assembly control of money Bills is a
constitutional foundation for the principle that -

Point of Order
Mr BLAIKIE: I have a little concern in raising this point of order, but I question whether the
Premier is reading her speech or simply referring to copious notes. I raise this point of order
because it is important that members deliver their speeches and not simply read prepared
speeches to the Parliament.

Mr Pearce: She is delivering her speech.

Mr BLAIIUE: You know what the rules are.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): Order, members!

Mr Pearce: Yes. I know what the rules are. Can't you see what her notes are? They are
20 words on a bit of paper.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the House is not helping us on this
occasion. There is no point of order. I can clearly see that the Prem-ier is referring to notes,
and that is appropriate to the manner in which debate is conducted in this House.

Debate Resumed

Dr LAWRENCE: To enlighten the member opposite, the first point in my notes says, ".
Legislative Assembly forms Government"; the second point says, "2. Control money Bills,
constitutional foundation"; and so on.

Having put that to rest, might I say that the important principle I have underlined is one that
is enshrined in this legislation; it is a basic principle of the Westminster system. Members
opposite, in the debate last night, attempted to say that the Labor Parry had a view of the
upper House that would render it without effect, that would effectively reduce its power and
would mean that it was nothing more than a House in which debate was conducted. That is
not our view. However, this Parliament clearly needs a proper mechanism to resolve conflict
between the Houses, particularly because of the nature of representation in the upper House.
The lower House, although there is vote weighting, is an Assembly elected by voters roughly
in terms of the popular will, although there is still vote weighting that is unacceptable to the
Labor Party. However, since its inception the upper House, for a variety of reasons, has been
dominated by the conservative forces in this State. Although those mechanisms have
changed from voluntary enrolment, voluntary voting and a property franchise prior to 1965
through to having the worst malapportionment of any House in the country until 1988, from
1965 to 1988 the vote weighting was as much as 16: 1. Although the Government accepted
that it was unable to achieve a complete one -vote-one -value outcome, it did achieve a
reduction of the vote weighting in the upper House from 16:1 to 2.8:1, but in some cases it is
still as high as 3A4:1.

Other communities look at our Houses of Parliament, and in particular at our upper House,
and wonder why we as a commuunity tolerate that degree of vote weighting. They wonder
why we as a commnunity tolerate some voters having greater rights than others, and that
clearly is the case.

Mr Macinnon: Whose system is it? It is your system.

Mr Court: It is your system.

Dr LAWRENCE: It is a compromise, agreed to because we have never had control in the
upper House. The concept of one-vote-one- value remains a clear principle that is endorsed
by the community as a whole, and is certainly a major element in the Labor Party's attitude
toward voting in this State. However, we are realistic and we understand -

Mr Court: Where is the biggest gerrymander in Australia? It is in New South Wales, and a
Labor Government put it there.
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Mr Shave: Who introduced it in Queensland?

Dr LAWRENCE: Both members are quite incorrect on those matters. We are talking about
vote weighting and the fact that, whatever the reason, the conservative forces have always
dominated in the upper House. We need to provide a mechanism, therefore, for resolution of
conflict, particularly for Labor Governments. Although for roughly half of the time
Governments in this Stare have been of a Labor persuasion, we have never had the numbers
in the upper House - by no mechanism.

So it is of critical significance, particularly in the current environment, to indicate to the
people of Western Australia how the Government believes conflicts between the Houses
should properly be resolved, especially in respect of the question of Supply. As members
will be aware, two mechanisms separate those Bills which can be the subject of double
dissolution from those which cannot - that is, the Supply Bill.

Mr Court: Do you think that the Council's use of its power to block Supply has been abused
in the history of this State?

Dr LAWRENCE: I am told it is about to be.

Mr Court: But has it been abused?

Dr LAWRENCE: The fact that Supply has never been blocked to me underlines the fact that
the Opposition is contemplating the unthinkable. The Opposition, despite its talk about
convention and propriety -

Mr Court: It has nothing to do with that. It is about the fact that you do not have the courage
to have a Royal Commission into the worst financial scandal this State has ever seen.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Donovan): Order! The debate before the House is about the
Acts Amendment (Resolution of Parliamentary Disagreements) Bill. It is not to do with a
Royal Commission, although obviously one could infer some related matters that affect this
Bill. Since this Bill deals with the question of this House and its status, the Chair, I assure
members, has a very keen interest in the Premier's contribution to this debate.

Dr LAWRENCE: If I were being provocative in my statements, I could understand the
enthusiasm of the Opposition to shout me down, but I am actually trying to put a case before
this House which I think deserves to be put on the public record. That is, the mechanisms to
resolve disputes between the Houses.

That has current significance but its significance extends beyond the times in which we find
ourselves, If one looks at the record, it is clear that Labor Governments have been faced
over the years with a hostile upper House which has from time to time used its considerable
powers - it is described as being the most powerful upper House in Australia - to block
legislation and to do so selectively. Were it really to be a House of legislative and
administrative review, which is what members in the other place claim, one would expect it
to behave in an evenhanded way. [ have never accepted the view that the upper House has
performed its role as it claims. If one looks at the record one finds that in the term of the
Hawke Government, which lasted six years, 48 Bills were blocked; during the term of the
Brand Government, six Hills were blocked; during the term of the Tonkin Government,
19 Binls were blocked, and during the terms of the Court-O'Connor Governments one Bill
was blocked by mistake. In the seven years of the current Labor Government, 22 Bills have
been blocked. That indicates we will have in this State for the foreseeable future a
permanently hostile upper House, as we have had for the past century. It becomes absolutely
critical that if measures proposed by the Government are necessary for its continued
operation, a capacity should exist beyond the current impasse which follows a Committee of
Managers to resolve the situation by going to the people.

T'he exception is clearly the question of Supply. I will touch on that matter in a moment, but
I draw the attention of members to the suggestion made by the Leader of the Opposition to
the media that the Opposition intends, in addition to its threat to block Supply, to add to all
the Bills which go through this House or the other place - I am not sure which - a subclause
which threatens that the legislation shall not be passed unless certain matters are agreed to in
relation to a Royal Commission with documents signed by the leadens of the three parties.
That is the most extraordinary proposition I have ever heard. The Leader of the Opposition
indicated he would not block all legislation in the upper House but would block only
A75BAI-9
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legislation the Opposition regarded as non-essential, which raises the question of what the
Leader of the Opposition sees Supply as being. However, this mechanism which the Leader
of the Opposition suggests wilt now be used in this place and the other place means that no
legislation will pass through this Parliament, because the upper House will effectively
prevent every piece of Government legislation from coming into law. To me that is the most
barbaric misuse of parliamentary power this State is likely to ever see short of the most
extreme form, which is the blocking of Supply. In that case it is clearly critical that the
Government has some means to resolve a deadlock. The Opposition's proposal to insert
subelauses in legislation means that every Bill wil be deadlocked should the Opposition
proceed as it has indicated to the media.
As I said, proportional representation in the upper House. although it improved the position
of the non-conservative forces there, clearly holds for the Opposition a warning for the
future. In the Senate and in other Houses proportional representation has resulted in an
increase in the number of smaller parties - roughly the size of the National Party in the upper
House - which can, by various means and coalitions, join together to affect the balance of
power in the upper House and certainly to increase the volatility of the upper House.
Therefore it becomes doubly important that we have some means by which to resolve
deadlocks, otherwise Governments in this State will grind to a halt, regardless of their
political colour. Members opposite should eschew the expediency of their cut-rent position
and look very hard at the relative powers of the upper and lower Houses.
Much was made last night of the Labor Party's attitude to the Legislative Council. It is true
that in the past the party held the view that that Chamber had little to offer a democracy and
should be abolished. However, that is not now a view held by the Labor Parry and it is not
enshrined in its party platform. Through this Bill to resolve deadlocks the Government is
trying to ensure - and simply this - that it is not possible for an Opposition with a majority in
the Legislative Council and a minority in the House where Government is formed to force an
early election by withholding Supply from the party properly elected by the people of
Western Australia. That is the principal aim of this Bill, and I draw the attention of members
to the fact that section 5A of the Constitution of New South Wales contains similar
provisions -

Mr Clarko: Who set that up? Nifty Neville set that up.

Dr LAWRENCE: No, section 5A of the Constitution of New South Wales was established
by a conservative Governmnent. It has not constrained the operations of the upper House in
that State. The upper House is still capable of delaying and amending Bills, but it cannot
block Supply. It can certainly defer Supply while matters of significance to the people of
that State are considered, but if one were to ask anyone in New South Wales whether the
powers of the upper House there were insufficient for the tasks of a proper democratic
system, one would be told that they are sufficient. Indeed the Royal Commission established
in this State some years ago in an attempt to resolve this matter in a way which enabled all
community members and parties to put their views clearly came to the same conclusion. It
recommended the course of action enshrined in this legislation. It is evident, although the
Leader of the National Party does not like it to be repeated, that at that time, when members
were asked as a matter of principle which course they favoured, he too clearly favoured the
view that the Legislative Council should not have the right of veto over Supply. It is
important that we are aware this Bill proposes a remedy for the sort of uncertainty and
instability which currently exist. That uncertainty and instability could be created in future if
no mechanism to resolve deadlocks is put in place, and if no clarity exists about which Bills
can be amended and rejected and how that rejection should be resolved with the Assembly.
If we do not have a mechanism of that kind we face a future in which the powers of the
Legislative Council, regardless of its composition - members opposite currently enjoy power
in the other place, but it may not always be thus - will not be circumscribed, as they must be.
The Government wants to ensure that voters representing a minority, as they do in the upper
House, cannot force the majority to choose again at an election of the Legislative Assembly.
Members in the upper House represent a minority compared with this House, and there is no
way that members opposite who actually dispassionately appraise the situation could reach
any other conclusion. To do so would be intellectually dishonest. The Legislative Council
must maintain an overview of the parliamentary Executive and administrative behaviour.
That is its proper role; it should be a House of legislative and administrative review. Judging
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by the many bids made to me as Treasurer for a substantial expansion of the Council's
corrmttee system - a very expensive one, I might say - it is clear the Council wants to eat its
cake and have it too. The Legislative Council wants to have this review power; it wants the
money, space and personnel in which to do it, but at the same time it wishes - as members
opposite wish through their opposition to this legislation - to enshrine instability in our
parliamentary system and the principle of the Westminster system in reverse. In other words,
members of the Opposition believe that the Legislative Council should determine the nature
and direction - indeed, the very existence - of Goverrnent. The Government explicitly
rejects that principle. That is a principle that this Bill will prevent operating, and is one that
members opposite will find is also rejected by the people of Western Australia.
Vote weighting has always guaranteed a conservative majority in the upper House.
However, I issue a warning to members opposite, particularly to members of the National
Patty and some members of the Liberal Party: At the last election very substantial increases
in votes went to groups such as the Greens. If the results of the Federal election and the State
by-elections were translated into an appropriate membership in the upper House the balance
of power would not be held by Opposition members but by forces hostile to the interests of
the Opposition.

Mr Macinnoni: Would that be acceptable to the Premier?

Dr LAWRENCE: It would still be a gerrymandered, vote-weighted House. I underline the
two principles that I believe are critical.

Opposition members interjected.

The SPEAKER; Order! I would like to hear one voice at a time. It is difficult to hear all of
the voices.

Mr Court: The Opposition can hear you, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER: I cannot hear the person who has the call.

Mr Shave: She is misleading everyone, Mr Speaker.

The SPEAKER: Order! I suspect that a time for that sort of statement does arise. After one
has been in this House for a time, one will become famidliar with that time and will know
when one should and should not make that sort of statement. As the member for Melville
has been here only a short time [ will take no farther action. However, let me say that this is
niot the time to make that sort of statement.

Dr LAWRENCE: In conclusion, the critical point of this legislation for the people of the
State is to end instability. It is critical to the people of Western Australia that this legislation
provide a clear and a fair mechanism for resolving disagreements between the Houses. This
legislation intends to enshrine for the first time a fundamental principle; that is, Government
is formed in the Legislative Assembly and should not be denied the right or the funds to
continue to govern.

Mr Clarko: It has been given too much power.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Dr LAWRENCE: This legislation espouses the principle that this Government should not be
denied Supply for the necessary services of the State. The upper House is certainly
constrained in that matter. As long as the Legislative Council remains vote-weighted it
cannot begin to claim that power. However, even if the principle of one-vote-onte-value and
equal representation for all existed, the Legislative Council should not hold that power. In
other Westminster systems - for example, in New South Wales - that is weUl understood.

Mr Macinnon: A Minister resigned over that.

Dr LAWRENCE: It is well understood. I reiterate to members opposite that they should
have no doubt that at the first opportunity the Governiment or its successor should enshrine
the pninciple of one-vote-one-value in the Electoral Act. Those principles are critical.

Mr Clarko interjected.

Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Karrinyup is repetitive in his interjections. Let me say to
him that there will come a day -
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Mr Clarko: I am the member for Marrnion. There is no longer a member for Karrinyup,
although he was a very good member.

Dr LAWRENCE: The member for Marmion will one day assess the outcome of this
legislation.

Mr Court: There will come a day when the country people will rise up and there will be
nothing to eat.

The SPEAKER: Order! The interjections are deteriorating to a stage where they are being
shouted down by the Premier. That is not appropriate.

Dr LAWRENCE: In some ways, Mr Speaker, it is a compliment because, if Opposition
members were not interested in what I am saying or did not want to contradict me, 1 presume
they would sit in silence.
This Bill provides Parliament and the people of Western Australia with a resolution for those
disputes. It provides a resolution for the uncertainty and instability which has been handed to
this Government and its successors. Unless members opposite, for the first time in their lives
as far as I can see. vote as a matter of principle instead of as a matter of political expediency,
that will not happen.

Government members: Hear, hear!

The SPEAKER: Order! This motion requires an absolute majority to succeed. If I hear a
dissenting voice when I put the motion, I will have to divide the House.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (30)
Dr Alexander Dr Edwards Mr Leahy Mr Taylor
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Mad borough Mr Thomas
Mr Bridge Mr Graham Mr McGinty Mr Troy
Mrs Buchanan Mr Grill Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mr Canr Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mr Wilson
Mr Catania Mr Gordon Hil Mr Ripper Mrs Walldns (Teller)
Mr Cunningham Mr KobelIke Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr P.1. Smith

Noes ( 19)
Mr Bradshaw Mr Hassel.1 Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Clarko Mr Lewis Mr Omodei Mr wat
Mr Cain Mr Macanon Mr Shave Mr Wiese
Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Suicidand Mr Blaikie (Teller)
Mr Grayden Mlr Mensaros Mr Fred Tubby

Question thus passed with an absolute majority.

Bill read a second time.

SPECIAL COMM ISSION BILL

Second Reading
MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [11.51 amn]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This is the most important Bill to be introduced into this Parliament during the life of this
Labor Government in Western Australia; that is since Brian Burke became Premier in 1983.
The Bill goes to the core of what is central to any Government in a democracy in that it
involves the question of accountability to the electorate, accountability for money expended,
accountability for Government actions and above all accountability to the Parliament. [ will
take some time today to explain four matters in introducing this Bill: Firstly, I will refer to
the reasons for its introduction: secondly, I will refer to the Bll's characteristics; thirdly. I
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will rebut the false premises upon which most, if not all, of the arguments that have been
proposed against the Bill have been based; and fourthly, I shall outline the implications of no
action being taken.

The reasons for the introduction of this legislation are quite clear: An overwhelming public
demand exists for a Royal Commission to be appointed. We began our debate on this issue
in August last year and in September of that year a public poll indicated that 64 per cent of
the people of this State wanted a Royal Commnission. In November of tha: year 72 per cent
of people polled wanted a Royal Commission, and the latest poll indicates that 83 per cent of
the public of Western Australia want a special Royal Commission. Those figures are close to
100 per cent of the population.

Dr Watson: What was the question that was asked? How was the question framed?

Mr MacKINNON: The question always was, 'Would you support a special Royal
Comnmission to look into WA Inc?" - it is simple. I suggest that members opposite go out
into their electorates and find out for themselves the answer to that question.

The SPEAKER: Order! The Leader of the Opposition has every right to be heard in the
same maimer as everybody else; he should not have to raise his voice.
Mr MacKINNON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. The second reason for the introduction of this
Bill involves the question of accountability and entitlement. The public of Western Australia
are now being asked by this Government, through an appropriation to be granted by the
Parliament, for the repayment of losses of $850 million of taxpayers' money. Also, we on
this side of the House are asked to endorse that action without answers to specific questions
to which the public of this State are entitled to have answers, especially in view of the fact
that they are asked to pay for the lost money. Where has the money tone? The Premier has
the temerity to stand in this Parliament and say, "Don't you know?" No explanation has been
offered by the Government as to where the money has gone; certainly no inquiry has been
undertaken to find this out.

Thbe responsibility weighs heavily on the Government to finid the answer to the question,
"Can any of the funds be recovered?" Surely the Government should be going to every
length possible to ensure that the moneys can be recovered! In the interests of the taxpayers
the Government also has the responsibility to ensure that if any law has been breached in the
process, the responsible people are brought to account; as I will expound later in this speech,
no inquiry is being held to do so. An inquiry is taking place into the loss of shareholders'
funds in Rothwells, but no inquiry is taking place into the loss of funds by the Government;
in other words, the loss of taxpayers' funds. Of course, that goes right to the core of this
question. If we are to learn from these mistakes - as the Premier claims so often - we need to
know what chose mistakes are.
We need a Royal Commission to determine once and for all how much the losses will be. I
seek leave of the House to incorporate in Hansard a tabulation of the funds actually lost
which now total $882.8 million. Also, the table lists the further funds which are at risk and
these total another $1 338.3 million.

The SPEAKER: The Standing Orders state that graphs, charts and statistical information can
be incorporated.

Mr MacKrNNON: It is a chart of statistical information.

The SPEAKER: Perhaps the leader of the Opposition can carry on with his speech and I will
quickly examine the document.

Mr MacKIN4NON: I hope the table will be incorporated in Hansard because it details
accurately an assessment from both the Government record and the public record of the
$882.8 million of public losses and shows that a further $1 338.3 million is at risk;, that is
over $2 billion of taxpayers' funds either lost or at substantial risk. However, we are
expected on this side of the House to continue allocating funds to a Government which will
not tell us where the money has gone, will not do anything to recover the lost funds, will not
cake any action to bring those responsible to account and will not take action to learn from
the mistakes that have seen $2 bill ion either lost or placed at risk.

This Government will not appoint a Royal Commission that would ensure that we ascertain,
once and for all, what the position is regarding the loss of taxpayers' funds. A Royal
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Commission is needed to wash away the stain of WA Inc. The Premier and Government
members sit opposite secure in the knowledge that the Government has the numbers in this
House. The Government uses argument after argument to explain the position. The situation
is the same as that which occurred in Queensland, and the stain cannot be washed away; that
is, the stain of WA Inc is ingrained into the coat of Western Australia.

Dr Gallop: It was washed away by the election of the Labor Government.

Speaker's Ruling

The SPEAKER: Order! I am prepared to give a ruling on the incorporation of material. I
refer to Standing Order No 115 which mentions the items suitable for incorporation subject
to leave of the House. That Standing Order also states, in part -

*... but which, of their nature, are not suitable for presentation in the ordinary course
of a speech.

I would have difficulty saying that the member would not be able to present this information
in the ordinary course of his speech. I know that the document is lengthy but that is the more
appropriate course.

Mir MacKINNON: I accept your advice, Mr Speaker. If I have time I will read the
information in. If not, I will abide by your ruling.

The SPEAKER: Perhaps another member can do so. I know that the Leader of the
Opposition's time is limited.

Debate Resumed

Mr MacKINNON: Members of the Government will argue otherwise, but the stain of WA
Inc will not be washed away. In answer to the Miniister's interjection about the election of a
Labor Government in Queensland. I remind him chat it was the result of the Fitzgerald Royal
Commission. What was the detergent? The activating powder was the Fitzgerald Royal
Commission. At the end of the day, the election of the Labor Government was the outcome.
Whichever party represents the Government of the day in this State, irrespective of whether
it is a Labor Government after an election, I argue vehemently that the stain of WA Inc will
not go away. Like the smell of rotting prawns, WA lIne will hang around. Until such time as
we witness a public rinsing process, that is the exposure to a special Royal Commission, it
will not go away.

The position should be acknowledged by the Government. Members should look at the front
page of The West Australian today where hospital workers are being threatened with
violence in hospitals. Yesterday's. newspaper stated people had driven motor vehicles
through the front windows of shops. Last week's newspaper stated chat people were being
bashed up. Again, yesterday's newspaper stated that people had stolen motor vehicles from
the backyards of police offices. Law and order in our society is fundamental. However, it is
under pressure, it is disintegrating, and the main reason for that situation is the failure by
Government to show any leadership. The Government fails to expose its own dealings and
fails to be accountable when questioned about those dealings. How can we expect young
people to take the lead when we do not have leadership firom the top? Young people cannot
follow the lead when the Government goes to great lengths. to hide the truth at any cost.
Without a shadow of a doubt, a breakdown of law and order has occurred in our community;
that breakdown is directly related to the inability of the Government to understand that
linkage and the need to ensure that the Government sets an example.

The overwhelming reason for the appointment of a special Royal Commission is to establish
the truth. I have asked before and I will continue to ask, "What has the Government to
hide?" Perhaps Howard Satdler was accurate in his comments in the Sunday Times recently
when he stated that the Government would probably find it easier to involve itself in an
election in an attempt to fool the public, rather than expose itself to a Royal Commission.
The Government cannot control a Royal Commission; it could to some extent control an
election campaign due to the weight of its vast resources.

To establish the truth, questions need to be asked: Who is the Premier trying to protect? Is it
the former Premier Brian Burke or the former Premier Peter Dowding? Is it, on the other
hand, the people who have been paying funds - according to Press reports - to get
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appointments with Ministers of the Government? Is it the people who benefited from the
payments made by WA Inc to the various and many business people around Australia? What
is it, or who is it, chat the Premier is trying to hide and protect? Those questions represent
the overwhelming reason to establish the truth, and to appoint a Royal Commission. That is
why the Bill should be supported.
I will outline the nature of the Bill and why it has been structured in this way. As indicated
earlier, the Opposition believes that legislation should be introduced to Parliament an the
basis that the Bill is a special one. In other words, it is not appropriate for the special Royal
Comnmission to be established under the Royal Commissions Act; the Royal Commnission
should be appointed through a special Bill. It is more appropriate to spell out the terms of
reference, to ensure that all matters are addressed and to ensure also that proper protections
are afforded.

The decision of the Opposition to seek the appointment of a Royal Commrission has been
confirmed by~the legal opinion of Terry O'Connor, QC. The Opposition has no hesitation in
tabling that opinion, unlike the Government which does not wish to table the legal opinions it
has sought. Pages 9 and 10 of the opinion, tabled earlier this year, indicated -

Therefore it could not be a contempt of court for Parliament to set up a commission to
enquire into WA Inc.

If a special Royal Commission is to be appointed, that should come about through a special
Bill along the lines of the Bill introduced today. The Bill must by necessity go back to the
beginning of WA Inc in 1983. Anyone in Western Australia would agree that a Royal
Commission should go back to the foundation of WA Inc, the days of the Burke
Government, and back to the very early days of the Ashton Mining deal. Everyone would
agree that a Royal Commnission should return to the matters spelt out in clause 3 of the Bill.
Those matters include the Mfidland Abattoir, Fremantle Gas and Coke, the Argyle Diamond
venture, the Perth Techsnical College site, the St George's Terrace property deals, Rothwells,
and the petrochemical project. The list could go on and on.

Mr Taylor: Bunbury Foods!

Mr MacKINNON: [ would be happy to include the Bunbury Foods situation in the Bill, if
the Government wishes to amend the Bill. There was no question of impropriety in respect
of that dea.
Mr Pearce: Midland Brick.

Mr MacKINNON: If the Governmrent wants to return to those days, I am happy to
accommodate it. Any one of those deals mentioned in the Bill would have been sufficient
for a mini-series to be based on Western Australia to show the scandal of the whole situation.
We do not have one case, we have mote than a dozen, so the Bill must return to 1983 and
examine all of those affairs; the inquiry should be comprehensive and specific.

The Bill will enable the truth to be established. The Bill indicates what the Royal
Commission should report on, including the full extent of such losses. That has not been
indicated yet and a Royal Commission would establish that. The Bill mentions the cause of
and culpability of such losses, and the contingent and actual liabilities remaining. The
potential loss is in the order of $2 billion. A Royal Commission would establish once and for
all who is right and who is wrong.

Perhaps the reason that Government members, particularly the frontbench members, resist so
strongly is that the Opposition wants to find out what, if any, Cabinet decisions were made
which led to such losses and liabilities and the legality and propriety of the decisions that
were made. Perhaps it is the reason the member for Eyre is quite happy about the
appointment of a Royal Comnmission - not being on the front bench he no longer has anything
to protect. That is probably the reason for suppott from other areas, but why is there stout
opposition from members of the Govertnent front bench? It is because they do not want the
Op position to know what Cabinet knew about these matters and when it knew. I am sure
they do not want the Opposition to know whether any person or party benefited or was
intended to benefit from such decisions. They do not want the Opposition to know whether
there was any failure on the pant of members of Cabinet to take collective responsibility for
what occurred and whether they should have taken action to determine what their colleagues
were doing or omitting to do and have prevented the consequences of
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such acts or omissions. A fundamental clause is whether proceedings should be taken to
recover property or damage on behalf of the State or its instrumentalities. It will determine
whether any processes or safeguards could be provided in order to prevent any recurrence of
undesirable features of such matters and whether legislation or constitutional amendments
could be made. In other words, it is what the Premier says she is comnmitted to, but about
which she has done nothing. She says she wants to identify those mistakes and learn from
them, but no mechanism has been established to identify those mistakes and to ensure that
those mistakes are not repeated.

Clause 4 of the Bill indicates that there will be no exemptions, and why should there be?
Approximately $2 billion of taxpayers' funds are at risk and members opposite are saying
that a director of a company like, for example, Rothwells - NU Connell - could say, 1I can
claim sonic privilege because I was a director- You can't ask me questions and neither will
you get access to the documents to find out the truth.' What a ridiculous proposition when
thousands of millions of dollars are at risk. There should be no exemptions and this Bill
spells it out. Clause 9 deals with exemption from, prosecution and properly so. The
Fitzgerald inquiry found that one of its most effective sources of information was people who
were not at the top of decision-making ladder, but those who held lower positions. They may
have comnmitted a minor misdemeanour, but had access to information which would
implicate others and prove what had occurred elsewhere. Of course the clause should be
included and its failure to be included would tie the commissioner's hands behind his back.
Clause I11 ensures that regular reports are provided.

Importantly, this Bill differs from the Bill released in February, At that time I was
questioned on why I released the Bill, and I said I wanted it to be on the public agenda for
comment and debate. I wanted people with concerns to express them in order that I could
accommodate them if they were valid, and in fact some concerns were raised. The legal
opinion available to the Opposition is to the effect that some of those concerns do not have a
great deal of credibility, but we have gone to extreme lengths in this Bill to ensure action is
taken to deal with valid criticism.

Clause 7 of the B ill reads, in part, as follows -

Protection of other proceedings

(1) Where the Commission is of the opinion that the interests of justice may best be
served by so doing it may make any one or more of the following orders -

(a) an order that the evidence be presented in private session;

(b) an order prohibiting the publication of any evidence which has been
given or which is about to be given or of any particular detail of that
evidence including the identity of any witness.

Our advice from Mr O'Connor, QC, was that that was not necessary, but again to
accommodate concern about the release of privileged or sensitive documentation, we have
included a protection in the Bill to the effect that in the interest of justice and for justice to be
best served the commuission may make an order. It is a proper move which ensures beyond
any doubt proper protection for the proceedings. Secondly, the Leader of the National Party
recently raised a matter concerning prejudice. Again the Opposition's advice is that that
matter was covered under the original legislation. However, to remove any doubt clause 8
has been included in the Bill. It reads, in part -

(1) A party to any litigation or prosecution may, on the ground that the inquiry by
the Special Comnmission might prejudice such litigation or prosecution, apply to the
FuUl Court of the Supreme Court for directions as to the conduct by the Special
Commission of its enquiries..

The State may make such an application. The clause provides that the commissioner should
be a judge - a person who has the ability to judge and conduct these activities. However, if
there were any doubts and any party to litigation wanted to raise concerns about what
happened with respect to the special comnmission it could go to the full court of the Supreme
Court where the case would be heard by three judges who would make a determination.
Surely that is proper protection, particularly when one considers the penalties, which are
significant - $20 000 or six months' imprisonment for breach. It is valid and appropriate
protection which indicates that the Opposition is prepared to look at reasonable arguments.
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The Opposition's legal advice indicates it is not necessary but, to remove any doubt in line
with matters raised by the Leader of the National Party, it has been included in the Bill.

The question of contempt was raised and has been addressed in clause 15. Advice from
Terry O'Connor, QC. is that it should be addressed in a proper Bill and we have done that.
Additional advice is that we must ensure that the possibility for taking action in relation to
contempt goes beyond the conclusion of the Royal Commission, The commission may
conclude after 12 months and proper powers will be required to penalise anyone who may
breach an order of the commission, even though the commission had concluded its work.
The Opposition has taken appropriate steps to ensure that where possible and where
appropriate the legitimate causes of concern have been addressed not only by obtaining legal
advice to clarify the position and making it public for all to see, but also by amending the
Bill, as appropriate, to put any of those questions beyond doubt. The Bill speaks for itself
and I am sure on examination by any intelligent person it would be seen to be a proper and
appropriate Bill.

I turn now to the arguments advanced against the Bill. Those arguments have changed from
day to day depending on what the Government feels is its best line of attack at the time. I
will go through each of them to show, firstly, how the arguments are false and have no
credence and, secondly. how often the Premier has deliberately misinterpreted the truth - that
is the best conjecture I can put on it. The first argument which has been put forward is that a
Royal Commission will infringe on other inquiries. Which other inquiries? There are only
two: Mr McCusker's inquiry which he indicates is only into Rothwehls and corporate affairs
matters and not into the affairs about which we are talking - the loss of taxpayers' funds. In
any event, clause 7 of the Bill gives that proper protection and the advice by Terry O'Connor
is that there will not be any interference in any event.

That argument is a non-argument and if the Governent were serious about it, I would be
happy to say to the Governiment that the inquiry should begin the day that Mr McCusker
reports. However, the Government must make an indelible ink commitment to this
legislation, which says that the inquiry would commence in a proper form with proper terms
of reference. The Premier said that a Royal Comnmission would interfere with the Pike
committee in the Legislative Council. It would not. Mr Pike, as chairman, has given a clear
indication that his recommendation to the committee would be that on the appointment of a
Royal Commrission the committee suspend its activities. The Premier's argument is therefore
false. Will' a Royal Commnission infringe on other inquiries? The answer is no, because the
McCusker inquiry has little relevance. The Premier claimed that the Bill would stop other
inquiries. This claim highlights how the Premier will stoop to telling monumental untruths
about legislation.

On 28 May the Premier appeared on an ABC program called "Australia Wide" - I was on the
same program. The reporter asked the Premier, "Why do you say that the Opposition is
jeopardising all the inquiries and so forth that is going on now by forcing a Royal
Commission?" All the inquiries? There are only two inquiries! The Premier answered by
saying. "The Bill actually requires that A court cases, and tribunals as described in the
legislation would be suspended and that's an extraordinary proposition." The Premier said,
"all court cases" and "the tribunals as described int the legislation would be suspended." The
relevant clause 10 is headed, "Commnission may prohibit other Inquiries" and states -

Whenever the matters to be inquired into by the Special Commission are or are likely
to be the subject of any inquiry directly or indirectly by any court, tribunal, warden,
coroner, investigator, justice or other person (a "Tribunal") which Tribunal is
authorised or required under or pursuant to the law of this State to so inquire then the
Special Commnission may order that such Tribunal cease either entirely, or to the
extent set out in the order, to make such inquiry and such Tribunal shall not make
continue or proceed with that inquiry whilst the order remains in force.

That clause provides the sort of protection about which the Premier has been so loudly
trumpeting. The Premier has said that the special Royal Commission might jeopardise other
matters. That clause states that the special royal commissioner may intervene if he feels it
would be appropriate but it specifically excludes intervention in the full Supreme Court. The
Premier claimed that the Bill requires that A court cases and tribunals as described would
be - not may be - suspended, and had that been the case it would indeed have been "an
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extraordinary proposition". That is riot what is contained in the Bill and the Premier's
argument is shown to be patently false and a grass misrepresentation of the truth. Is the Bill
in contempt? That argument has been put to rest once and for all again today. Should we
await the outcome of the McCusker inquiry and the court actions which would then
eventuate? I have already indicated that were we to wait until all of those court cases are
resolved, it is likely that we would wait another five years. In other words, as that RAG
advertisement says so often, "It will never happen.'.

The National Party had legitimate concerns about prejudice, which we have covered by an
amendment to clause 8. The Premier says that a Royal Commission would be costly. I have
indicated chat if the Government demolished the old Brewery on the river, Kings Park could
be extended and the $20 million or $30 million which would be saved would more than
adequately fund any Royal Commnission.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!

Mr MacKINNON: The Government would kill two birds with one stone: It would extend
Kings Park as all Western Australians want; and it would give the people the Royal
Commission which they want.
Mr Pearce: You would crush some of our national heritage in the same way you would crush
our constitutional heritage.

Mr MacKINNON: The Leader of the Government is the only person who crushed any of
this State's heritage; he demolished the stables at the Brewery site which were the only part
of the buildings classified by the National Trust. The Leader of the Govemnment is the
vandal int this House and he stands condemned. If 1 were the Leader of the Governent I
would quit while I was behind!

The Premier spoke last week in debate in this House and stated why the Opposition could not
have a Royal Commission. She stated that the preamble and the specific terms of reference
referred to in the Bill make allegations of wrongdoing and refer to the financial dealings of
the Burke Government arnd its successors and of WA Inc. That statement is quite astounding
when one recognises that this Bill has been out since February and the pant to which she has
referred has remained unchanged. The special terms of reference do not make any
allegations of wrongdoing, they say -

WHEREAS the State of Western Australia and its instrumentalities have suffered
considerable losses by reason of the financial dealings of the Burke Government and
its successors -

That is fact. It continues -

- and in particular with respect to those marters which have come to be known as WA
Inc and these losses continue to accrue to the State and its agencies and
instrumentalities.

That is fact! The Bill then goes on to question the matters which are unclear and which need
to be inquired into. The Premier then. said in debate last week that the Opposition should be
specific. Clause 3 is specific; it mentions companies such as Fremantle Gas & Coke Co Ltd
and the State Government Insurance Commission investments. That is specific, and the
Premier's argument is totally false. The Premider also said that the second major flaw in the
Bill is that members opposite expect the House to take seriously the proposition that the
Leader of the National Party and the Leader of the Liberal Party could, by majority.
determine who that commissioner shall be. Why should not there be agreement between the
leaders of each of the panics as to whom that commissioner shall be? What objection can
the Government raise to an agreement among the leaders as to whom that indcividual shall
be? There can be no doubt that the Leader of the National Party and I want a person of high
repute who is above and beyond reproach. If that is not the Government's wish perhaps that
is why it is concerned about that clause. Why would the Opposition want to demean what
would be the most important aspect of the Royal Commnission; that is, the appointment of the
royal commissioner? The Premier's argument is sadly wanting and it shows quite clearly
that her argument is a facade. The Government does not want a royal commissioner; and if
there is a royal commissioner, the Government wants some control over him.

The Premier went on to say that the Government's privileges would be severely curtailed.
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but that a company's protection and an individual's protection and imnmunity would remain
untrammelled. That is not correct, because clause 7 in the Bill covers that more than
adequately. The Premier claimed that individuals who might appear before the Royal
Commission established under the Opposition's Bill would, at any stage during proceedings.
be able to claim immunity. I refer to clause 7 to show the inaccuracy of the Premier's
statement. It states -

Where the Special Commnission is of the opinion that the enquiry to be carried out by
it shall be best served by so doing, it may under the hand of the Commissioner grant
to any witness or prospective witness a certificate which shall free that person from
all prosecutions and penal actions

What did the Premier say?

Individuals who might appear before the commission established under the
Opposition's Bill would, at any stage during proceedings, be able to claim immunity.
and for any reason.

The former Premier, Brian Burke. was a past master at using the English language to say one
thing and mean another, but that language is clear and straightforward. It clearly states that
they would at any stage be able to claim immunity and for any reason. What a ludicrous
proposition. The Premier expects us to take that point of debate seriously, when clearly it is
so far from the truth as to be absolutely ridiculous and ludicrous.

I could go on and on, but it is clear from my remarks that the Premier's reasons for not
appointing a special Royal Commission are all patently wrong. I have outlined the only
reasons that the Premier does not want a Royal Commission to be set up; that is, the
Government has something to hide, it also must protect certain people and, as a consequence,
no special Royal Commission will be set up by this Government unless the Opposition is
prepared to take vety firm action to ensure that that inquiry is held. If no inquiry is held a
stain will remain on the reputation of this State. That will not be restored by any other action
and the Premier is doing the State a grave disservice by resisting calls for an inquiry. What
is she hiding? Who is she trying to protect? Where is the money? Can it be recovered?
Who is responsible? All those questions will remain unanswered until an inquiry is held.
Former Premiers Brian Burke and Peter Dowding have retired from this Parliament and, as 1
said at the time of their resignations, history will be the judge of those two people. History
will not judge either of them kindly: they will be judged as two of the worst Premiers in the
history of Western Australia because they contrived to conceal the truth and covered up
Government activities. The truth about WA Inc will eventually emerge one way or another.
Premier Lawrence is in grave danger of going down exactly the same path as her
predecessors. When she retires from this Parliament she could be remembered as the
Premier who tried to cover up the disgrace and shame of WA Inc. The truth will emerge. I
draw an analogy with the Queensland situation. Mike Ahern may no longer be Premier of
Queensland, but he can hold his head high and say that at least he was responsible for getting
rid of the corruption and stain of corruption in Queensland. H-e had the gumption to put his
and his Goverrnent's credibility on the line. Hie paid the ultimate price and is no longer
Premier, but I admire and respect him for the actions he took, and I know most other
Australians feel the same.

People do not admire and respect Brian Burke or Peter Dowding; neither will they have any
admiration or respect for Premier Lawrence if she continues to cover up these matters and to
reject the calls for an inquiry. She will be tarred with the same brush when she retires, and
she should bear that in mind. History will be the judge of our actions and I can assure
members that when history writes a chapter on WA Inc, one party in this Parliament will
emerge with its head held high - the Liberal Party which said from the very beginning that
WA Inc was wrong and that it should noc continue. The Liberal Party said at the time of the
original Rothwells rescue, despite all the pressure, that it was wrong for the Government to
be involved. The Liberal Party has stood up and been counted on every single occasion.
Members of the Liberal Party can hold their heads high; history will recognise that the
Liberal Parry was right, but its opponents will be judged to be in the wrong unless and until
they appoint that special Royal Comrmission.

In summuary, I refer to an editorial which appeared in the Sunday Times of 3 September 1989.
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The editorial was written after the Liberal Party had begun its call for a special Royal
Commission. It is interesting to reflect that when the Opposition first called for the
establishment of the Royal Commission on I I August last year, the amount of money
identified as lost by the State Government of Western Australia was $377 million. The
Liberal Party asked for a special Royal Commission to be set up because of that disgraceful
loss. The figure has now been identified as $883 million, with a further $1 300 million at
risk. If that is not a good reason for proposing that a Royal Commission be set up, what is?
The comments in that editorial in the Sunday Times are as true today as they were then. It
stated

Someone is telling lies. West Australians should be asking where their money has
gone, to whom and can any of it be recovered. The only way to get intelligible and
credible answers, and to sort out the whole dreadful mess, is through a Royal
Commission under a jurist from outside WA.

Mr Graham: What are you reading from?

Mr MacKINNON: From the Sunday Times editorial of 3 September last year.

Mr Graham: Why does it have the Liberal Party logo on the bottom left hand corner?

My MacK.INNON: Let it be placed on the record that the member for Pilbara believes that
the Sunday Times is a mouthpiece of the Liberal Party. I wish it were. I read from the
editorial of the Sunday Times which stated that someone is telling lies.

Mr Taylor: It is one of your Press releases.

Mr MacKIINNON: The Press release quotes from the Sunday Times editorial.

Mr Kobelke: Does the Sunday Times editorial always carry a Liberal Parry logo?

Mr MacKINNON: The Sunday Times article does not have a Liberal Party logo. I shall read
into the record the statement which I endeavoured to have incorporated in Hansard earlier in
the debate. It states -

This document is a summary of the latest estimates of losses of public funds incurred
by the loose association of Labor politicians, public officials and businessmen which
has become known as WA Inc.

It has been divided into two major sections; moneys which have been confirmed as
being lost (together with the reference or other evidence of the loss) and moneys
which have been unnecessarily put at risk and of which some or all may be lost.
However, there are still elements of doubt as to whether the sums which have been
publicly identified as being lost are actually the total amounts. In some cases it is not
yet possible to identify the level of losses at all (as in the cases of the purchase of
shares in the Argyle Diamond venture from Alan Bond in 1983 and the purchase and
redevelopment of the Old Swan Brewery). In other cases the burden of loss has been
felt by those other than the tax-payer (as in the case of the Burswood Resort
Development).

The uncertainty surrounding the fial. total of costs and the chances of recovering
some of these amounts is one of the primary reasons why the Opposition Parties are
insisting that a Fitzgerald style Royal Commission is constituted.

The effects of having to find the funds to pay for these losses are presently impacting
on the public of Western Australia in the forms of above-inflation rate increases in
taxes and charges and in massive cuts to Government services and Capital Works
programs.

These tax increases and expenditure cuts have been far too numerous to list in this
document, but there are few people in this State who do not have first hand
knowledge of instances of cuts.

Given that the entire nation is embarking upon a recession created by a Federal Labor
Government which is unwilling or unable to implement the measures necessary to re-
vitalise the economy, there is little prospect that the suffering of the public as WA Inc
debts are paid off over the foreseeable future and every prospect that it will increase.

The funds actually lost are as follows:
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2.1 ROTHWELLS

Payment to the Liquidator of Rothwells to free the Government of its liability under
the Rothwells Guarantee to the National Australia Bank of October 1987. (It was
consistently maintained by the Dowding Government that the $175 million paid for
its shares in PLCL had fireed it of this liability) (Question On Notice No. 79. Hansard
p. 10 3 . 2/5/90) $22.5m

SGIC deposits with Rothwelis (Total $87.2m). 526.Orn written off in 1988 SG[C
accounts (p.32). $43.7m of the remaining $61.2m is classed as unsecured. (SGIC
Annual Report (1989) p.33). Latest estimate of return by Liquidator is 55c in the $1.
(West Australian 2 1/4/90) . $3 L.4m

SGIC deposits with Spedley Securities Ltd as part of back-to-back arrangements with
Rothwells. Total of $31.1Im with a maximum return estimated by the liquidator of
21cin the $1. (Hansardp.3538, 19/10/89) $24.6m

SGIC Preferential payments of $ 17.3m recalled by the liquidator of Rothwells.
Recovery of 55c in the $1 estimated. (Australian Financial Review 8/2/89)

$7.8m

Unrealized loss by SGIC on its holdings of Paragon shares. (West Australian
13/5/89) $4.8m

R&I deposits with Rothwells of $17.4m. Recovery of $55c in the $1 estimated.
(Statements by Liquidator of Rothwells 10/11/88 and 9/12/88. Australian Financial
Review 8/2/89) $7.8m

GESB shareholding in Rothwells - total loss. (Question on Notice No.79, Hansard
p. 103, 2/5/90) $3.5m

Bell Group convertible Bonds with a face value of $150~m purchased from Robert
Holmes-a-Court for $140m. $32m written off in 1989 SGIC accounts. (SOIC
Annual Report (1989) p.26). Actual value will be much less than the $108m
estimated by the SGLC due to the collapse in the price of Bell Group shares. It had
been estimated soon after purchase that the value of the Bonds would not exceed
$95m as identical Bonds were trading in Luxemburg for 63c in the $ 1.
(Australian 16/5/88) $45.Om

Legal costs incurred by the SGTC in relation to Rothwells (for advice by Whitlam-
Tumnbull Merchant Bank - paid out of Consolidated Revenue). (Question on Notice
No.79, Hansard p. 103, 2/5/90) 0O5m

SUB-TOTAL OF ROTH WELLS ITEMS $147,9m

2.2 PICL

Payments by Government to WA Government Holdings for interim Financing.
(Australian Financial Review 27/2/90) $83.2m

Remainder of interim financing to be paid out of the 1989/90 Budget. (Australian
Financial Review 27/2/90) $55.Omn
Initial investment of $175m plus interest. to be paid off over 5 years at a rate of $50m
per year. (Australian Financial Review 27/2/90) $250.0m
SCIC loan to PICL recalled by the liquidator as a preferential payment. (SGIC
Annual Report (1989) p.33) $5.1m

SIB-TOTAL OF PICL ITEMS $393.3m

I turn now to the Government Employees Superannuation Board, which is another sorry
chapter in the saga of WA Inc. I continue -

Loss realised on revaluation of shares and debentures. (GESB Annual Report (1988)
p.l18) $28.5mn.
Decrease in value of shares and debentures from previous year ($48.Orm) Less realised
loss ($28.5m). (GESE Annual Report (1988) p.26) $19.5m
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Decrease of value of units in the S.B. Investment Trust (1987 - $79.3m; 1988 -
$64.6m). (GESB Annual Report (1988) p.2 6  $14.7m

Local Goverrnent Superannuation Board - losses 1987/88 (LGSB Annual Report
1988) $12.2 million

Loss realised on revaluation of shares and debentures (GESB Annual Report (1989)
p. 17 ) $1 .9m

Dec rease in value of shares and debentures from previous year ($26.8mn) Less realised
loss ($1.9mn) and Rothwells share loss firom $2.lm ($3.5m). (GESB Annual Report
(1989) p.2 4 ) $21.4m
Decrease in value of units in the S.B. Investment Trust (1988 - $64.6m; 1989 -

$4.2m). (GESB Annual Report (1989) p.24) $60.4m

SUB-TOTAL OF SUPER BOARD ITEMS $158.6m

2.4 OTHER

Midland Abattoir - the difference between the sale price of $450 000 and the
independent valuation by Justice Seward of $915 000. (Burke's Shambles p, lO5)

Perth Technical Co~lege site - the difference between the $8.4m that Laurie Connel
paid for his 25% stake to the WADC (West Australian 12/10/85) and half of the
$30m he received from the SG[C for his 25% stakes in that and the David Jones sites
(West Australian 27/10/87) $6.6m,

Teacher's Credit Society. (Budget Papers 1988. 1989) $129.6m

Fremantle Gas and Coke - the difference between the $23.9m paid by Yosse
Goldberg's Western Continental in 1985 and the $39.8mn paid by SECWA in 1986,
the difference in value being created by a bonus share issue approved by Minister
David Parker. (West Australian 27/9/86) $15.9mn

Silicon Smelter project - the payment to Barrack for relocation costs after the site
chosen by the Government for by-election purposes was rejected by local residents.
(Budget Papers 1989) $8.0n).
Gold Corp - first 6 months result before it was transferred to its own statutory
authority (WADC Annual Report (1988) $1 .4m

WA Government Holdings Ltd - losses from 1/7/83 to 30/6/88 (Hansard 8/11/1988
p.4683) $4.3m,

Swan Building Society. (Question on Notice No.210, Hlansard p.556, 915/90)
$16.7m.

SUB-TOTAL OF OTHER ITEMS $183.Om

TOTAL FUN'+DS LOST BY WA-INC $882.8m

Any one of those areas is a major scandal in its own right, and each one of them, when
totalled up, leads to a loud, resounding and overwhelming call that rings out around Western
Australia for a Royal Commission to find out where the money has gone. I continue now
with funds at risk of loss, and this does not include the losses that will be incurred by WADC
on its sale of Underwater World.

Mr Lewis: What about Underwater World in Singapore?

Mr MacKINNON: I am talking about here and in Senrosa in Singapore. I continue -

Court action brought against the Government by Bond Corp. suing for damages for
breach of agreement over the PICL collapse. $501.Om
Bell Share Indemnity - amount the SOIC stands to lose if Bond succeeds in putting
aside the indeminity agreement. (Australian 1/5/90) $0159.m
Remainder of value of Bell Group Convertible Bonds should they prove in fact to
have no value. $95.0m.
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Repayment of $49.5m to the GESB by Rothwells which is in danger of being classed
as a preferential payment and recalled. Return of 55c in the $1 for unsecured
creditors estimated. (Question on Notice No.32 1, Hansard p.570, 9/5/90)

$22.3m.

Total capital which will be at risk in the Central Park property development by the
OESB. (GESB Annual Report (1989) p,2 6 ) $320.Om

Total capital which will be at risk in the Westralia Square property development by
the GESB and SGIC. (GESB Annual Report (1989) p.2 6 ) $24 1.0in

TOTAL OF FURTHER FUNDS AT RISK OF LOSS $I .338.3mn

If any member doubts that that money is at risk, he should read today's The West Australian.
The total capital which will be at risk in the Westralia Square property development by the
Government Employees Superannuation Board and the State Government Insurance
Commnission is $241 million. The reference for that is the Government Employees
Superannuation Board annual report for 1989. A sum of $1 338.3 million is further at risk,
and that does not include it all. The total figure is in excess of $2 billion.

The case for a Royal Commission has been made by the Opposition more than once. It is an
argument which the Government has clearly lost. The people of this State want a special
Royal Commission. Not too many people in Western Australia have been prepaired to speak
out against the actions of this Government. The Opposition is prepared to stand up and be
counted. The people of this State are entitled to know where the $880 million-add went, why
a further $ L 300 million is at risk, and why this Government steadfastly resists at every
available opportunity any inquiry which would question its activities. I wonder why!

As I said before, for the benefit of the noisy backbenchers who only speak by interjection,
the front page editorial of the Sunday Times of 3 September reads, "Someone is telling lies."
Members opposite are prepared to protect those people. They will pay the price. Western
Australians should be asking where their money has gone, to whom, and can any of it be
recovered? The only way to get intelligible and credible answers is to sort out the whole
dreadful mess by means of a Royal Commission with a jurist from outside Western
Australia. This Bill will deliver that to the people of Western Australia, and I commend the
Bill to the House.

Speaker's Ruling
The SPEAKER: Section 46(8) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act makes it clear that
this Bill will require appropriation, and accordingly I rule that it will 11ow go to the bottom of
the Notice Paper until such time as a Message from the Governor arr ives at the House.

Points of Order

Mr MacKJNNON: I want to question your ruling, Sir, on this basis, because I seek your
guidance. Section 46(8) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act says -

A vote, resolution, or Bill for the appropriation of revenue or moneys shall not be
passed unless the purpose of the appropriation has in the same session been
recomnmended by Message of the Governor to the Legislative Assembly.

I agree with that, and I am sure you, Sir, have read it as you referred to it. The key words are
'.shall not be passed"; the section does not say that the matter shall not be debated. As I
understand it, the Notice Paper of this Parliament, with the greatest respect to you and the
comments you have just made, is not for you to determnine but for the Leader of the House to
determine. He can by motion, or in whichever way he feels appropriate, determine where it
falls on that Notice Paper. Of all the Bills on the Notice Paper to date, from the Government
and elsewhere, only five have received a Message. Many of those will continue to be
debated and the Message will subsequently come forward.

I argue very strongly against your direction; where the Bill sits on the Notice Paper is, with
respect, a matter for the Leader of the House to determine.

Mr Pearce: It is for the House to determine rather than me.

Mr MacKINNON: The Leader of the House can move a motion to determine where it sits.
Should we wish to bring the Bill forward for debate, it should be brought forward for debate.
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I acknowledge very clearly your direction, Mr Speaker, that it should nat and could not be
passed without the Message. I therefore seek your guidance on that basis - that that is your
understanding of this position. If that is not the case, I would have to seek either to dissent
from your ruling or seek to discuss the matter further with you.

Mr LEWIS: Mr Speaker -
The SPEAKER: Perhaps this will solve the matter; perhaps it will not. If not, [ shall then
call on the member for Applecross.

During the rime I have been here a number of precedents have been used in respect of this
matter. Most of them-, however, favour the course I am taking at the moment. A number,
admittedly a small number, have favoured discussing the legislation right through to the third
reading and then stopping for the required Governor's Message. The reason that [ chose the
path [ have is twofold: firstly, the number of precedents in this House that I have been able
to understand which favour that course. Secondly, section 46(8) is in my view very clear. It
says simply, "A vote,' and then goes on to list a number of other things. It explains that all
of those things should not proceed unless there is a Message from the Governor.

I base my ruling on those two things: Firstly, the number of precedents, and secondly, the
first two words in section 46(8), which say that the vote shall not be taken on a matter which
requires the Governor's Message. I am not prepared to reverse my original decision. I direct
that the matter go to the foot of the Notice Paper until the Governor's Message arrives.
However, I am prepared after a period of time to give special consideration to the matter, but
it would be improper of me to take any action other than I have done.

Mr LEWIS: On a further point -

The SPEAKER: I take it this will not be canvassing my ruling, will it?

Mr LEWIS: It is perhaps to enlighten the House and reflect on your ruling.

Several members interjected.

The'SPEAKER: The member has every right to enlighten the House.

Mr Pearce: But nor to reflect on your ruling.

Mr LEWIS: The few giggling jackasses over there -

The SPEAKER: Order! Get on with the business.

Mr LEWIS: If we want to take your muling to the extreme, as I understand the order in which
legislation is brought before this House, the Governor's Message should be on the basis of
the substance of the legislation and whether, after the Parliament has considered it and after
the Government has had the opportunity to consider that legislation -

Mr Pearce: The Governor acts only on the advice of the Government.

Mr LEWIS: Until the legislation is debated, no argument can properly be put forward,
following your ruling, and therefore the Governor cannot ride on whether a Message should
be made or not.

My second point is that your ruling discriminates against parties other than those sitting on
the Treasury benches. I refer to today's Notice Paper on which appears the Tobacco Bill
which was read a second time today, and it was adjourned. The Conservation and Land
Management Amendment Bill, the lotteries Bill, the State Employment and Skills
Development Authority Bill, the heritage legislation, the Building and Construction Industry
Training Levy Bill - all these have been adjourned; none of them has a Message.

Mr Pearce: They will all receive Messages.

Mr LEWIS: The point is that your riding discriminates against a private member introducing
legislation into this Parliament on the assumption that a Message will not be granted by the
Government. If this Parliament is to act as a truly democratic House, we are all members of
this Parliament, and every member has the opportunity to pursue a private member's Bill,
whether he is a member of the Government or not, and in accordance with section 46(8) of
the Constitution Acts Amendment Act, members should be allowed to debate that legislation
at length. However, it shall not pass this Parliament until a Message has been received.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Applecross made two points. Firstly, I suppose
technically [ contravened what [ originally said; that is, that I allowed the vote on the first
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reading. I allowed the vote on the first reading simply because I should not presume, having
not heard the content of the Bill, that it will require a Message. I have now heard the content
of the Bill and I presume, I believe correctly, that it will require a Message. As a
consequence, that is the ruling.

I also said that I based my ruling on past precedents, and that other precedents -a minimal
number - ran contrary to that. That is the very reason why I am prepared to look at it over a
period of time and see whether those past precedents are in fact incorrect. However, at the
moment my ruling stands. If the member wishes to take a point of order I suggest he do it at
2.00 pm. because I amn about to leave the Chair until then.

Sitting suspended from 1.01 to 2.00 pm

Mr LEWIS: Mr Speaker, we in the Opposition appreciate your statement that you are
prepared to rake this matter away and reconsider it. To give you a little more food for
thought during your deliberations, accepting that Government members are not the only ones
who can initiate legislation to do with money Bills and what costs money, other than a
Message being received from the Governor, I draw to your attention the fact that this
morning the Tobacco Bill 1989 was read in this Parliament for the second time, and debate
was adjourned.' In 1989 the Tobacco Bill was also read, and a Message was received for that
legislation, as scheduled in the previous Messages from the Governor. To this time, no
Message has been received or read in this Parliament in relation to the tobacco legislation as
read by the Minister for Health this morning.

The SPEAKER: Let me make this clear. Are you saying it passed completely through this
House?

Ms LEWIS: No, it feUl off the Notice Paper when the Parliament was prorogued. The point I
am making is that a Message will indeed come forward for the tobacco legislation; there is
no doubt whatsoever about that. However, Sir, you have ruled on the basis of the Leader of
the Opposition's second reading speech to the Special Commission Bill that, because no
Message was forthcoming, it should go to the bottom of the Notice Paper. May I suggest to
you, Sir, with the utmost respect, that as a Message has not been forthcoming for the tobacco
legislation, and if we are to deal with all matters in this House in an evenhanded way, you
should necessarily rule that the tobacco legislation should also go to the bottom of the Notice
Paper until a Message is forthcoming. That is the argument the Leader of the Opposition and
I are asking you to consider when you further deliberate on this matter. Indeed, Sir, I would
like to speak to you privately outside the Chamber about it. If we are to deal with legislation
fairly, legislation should be able to be debated, or otherwise all legislation that has not
received a Message should be sent to the bottom of the Notice Paper.

The SPEAKER: I agree.

Mr LEWIS: What are you going to do about it, Sir?

The SPEAKER: I do not disagree with the principles which you espouse. As I said before, I
am prepared to go away and think about it. The ruling that I gave before lunch should stand,
based on the past precedents of this place, and I will relay my decision to the House as
quickly as possible.

Mr LEWIS: Just one further point, Mr Speaker. Do you mean that the legislation that has
been adjourned will go to the bottom of the Notice Paper, or will it stay where it is?
The SPEAKER: I will talk to the member afterwards.

Debate thus adjourned.

MOTION - AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT

Government Departments and Agencies -Accountability Standards

MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [2.06 pmj]: I move -

That this House -

(1) notes the comments and recommendations of the Auditor General in Volume
One of his 1990 Report and commends the Auditor General on the
professionalism of his Report;
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(2) censures the Ministers who were responsible for the various departments,
agencies and instrumentalities identified by the Auditor General as having
failed to meet acceptable accountability standards;

(3) calls on the Goverrnent to provide sufficient funds to the office of the
Auditor General so that it may monitor and report to the Parliament each
month on the progress being made by the Government in bringing itself up to
the accountability standards laid down in the report of the Bunt Commission
on Accountability and in implementing the recommendations contained in
Volume One of his 1990 Report; and

(4) calls on the Premier to state clearly that she wil dismiss any Minister or
departmental head who breaches these accountability standards in the future.

Mr Speaker, you will recall that very early in this session the Opposition attempted to bring
on a debate about what arguably is the most devastating report ever delivered by an Auditor
General to any Australian Parliament. It must also be remembered that the Auditor General
is an officer of this Parliament, not an officer of the Government, and therefore reports to this
Parliament. Given that a report of such devastating nature has been made. I would argue
very strongly that it is the responsibility of the Government to initiate a debate on it. It says a
great deal about this Government and the standards it sets itself that it has been left to the
Opposition to bring forward such a debate. In fact, it sums up all of the arguments we heard
earlier today during debate on the Special Commission Bill. A Government that is not
prepared to subject itself to the accountability standards of the Parliament really is a
Government that has no commitment to accountability.
As the motion indicates, the report itself is very professional and one that we, as a
Parliament, should commend the Auditor General for writing. It is not true to say, as the
Deputy Premier has said from time to time, that the report was able to be published only
because of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. Many of the matters in this report
would have been commented upon and drawn to the attention of this Parliament irrespective
of the Financial Administration and Audit Act.

Mr Wilson: The Opposition front bench seems really impressed with this speech.

Mr MacKIhJNON: When the debate takes place the National Parry can show how it supports
this motion. It is astounding - given the debate this morning - that the Auditor General of
Western Australia has chosen to define WA Inc in his report, although the Premier is on
record as saying she does not believe any such entity exists. On the other hand, the Auditor
General has chosen to provide a definition of WA Inc.

Dr Alexander: He did not say it was an entity.

Mr MacKINNON: He defined WA Inc.

Dr Alexander: Yes, but not as an entity; you are misunderstanding the report.

Mr MacKINNON: The report is devastating because the Auditor General was compelled to
point out to Parliament what ministerial responsibility means. He had to define it. The
report stated -

Parliament should ensure that appropriate action is taken by the Minister.

Parliament is attempting to do that today through this motion. The report goes on to
highlight amazing and widespread breaches of accountability. On page 20 of the report,
under the heading of Department of Occupational Health. Safety and Welfare, the Auditor
General recommends -

The responsible Minister to ensure that his administration complies with the
appropriate funding rules so as to ensure accountability.

He is saying that the department should start obeying the rules: his recommendation is as
simple as that. Also on page 20, under the heading of Government Employees
Superannuation Board, he comments that -

Whiist the Board's cash flow analysis (for 3 years) indicates that the investment
strategy can be funded in the short term I am of the view that the risk associated with
the investment mix is too high due to the large proportion in "developmental
property"-
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Debate has already been held during this session about that matter. The Auditor General's
commnent about the activi ties of a board which should, arguably, have one of the most
conservative investment profiles in Western Australia is devastating.
On page 27 the report comments on the State Government Insurance Commission's actions.
The Government has been forced to adopt the Auditor General's recommendation in the
report because of the Opposition's persistent activities in another place.

I also refer to comments on page 35 about the Asset Management Task Force which I
understand has been disbanded because of its inability to meet proper standards. On page 60,
in relation to the Department of Employment and Training, a staggering qualification is made
about a report in that it says that the department was unable to present the Minister's
approval for the program expenditure for the year. Why was that The case? This shows
amazing breaches of accountability by the Government within the most fundamental
understanding of the Westminster system of Government. The report goes on to indicate the
huge amounts of money involved in unaccounted superannuation liabilities in this State.
From page 67 onwards the report mentions the Esperance Port Authority, the Fremnantle Port
Authority, the Geraldton Port Authority, the Kings Park Board, the Rottnest Island Authority,
the South West Development Authority, the Agricultural Protection Board of Western
Australia, the Water Authority of Western Australia and the Western Australian Coastal
Shipping Commnission. This highlights a range of areas where superannuation liability has
not been properly taken into account in line with instructions given previously by the Auditor
General. I am sure that if those unaccounted liabilities were brought to account the results
would show that the State had a liability for huge amounts of money which had not
previously been accounted for.

The most important aspects of this report demand response by the Government in this debate.
I will comment on five of those areas and urge the Government to provide some response to
them. On page 7 the Auditor General refers to the proposal put forward by Hon Peter Foss in
another place where he said that section 229 of the Companies Code should apply to the
management of public sector agencies. The Auditor General wrote -

I now believe that there is a strong case for the Financial Administration and Audit
Act to mnirror the provisions of section 229 of the Companies Code thereby requiring
the management of public sector agencies to act honestly and with reasonable
diligence in the discharge of the functions, and for an appropriate penalty to be
prescribed for breach of such duties. Recognition would need to be given to the
accountability structure and a 'defence' provision included so that management
would not be at risk where a direction from a Minister is given in writing.

The report goes on to talk about the Standing Committee on Government Agencies. I
strongly believe that that proposition should be supported by Government; it is supported by
the Opposition and will be implemented by the Liberal Party in Government should it not be
implemented by then. Will the Deputy Premiuer - I assume the Deputy Premier will respond
to this matter - indicate the Government's position regarding that recommendation? Will
that matter raised by the Auditor General, be implemented? If so, when? Or is the House to
wait on an examination by a committee of the Legislative Council? A commitment should
be made now. Why should not public corporations like the SCIC, the State Superannuation
Board and other Government agencies with board members follow the same rules and
regulations relating to accountability that apply to public company directors around
Australia? Public corporations have greater responsibilities and should therefore have the
same accountability. That recommendation by the Auditor General should receive a firm
commitment from the Government now, not at some other time when the Government might
have thought about it.

On page 17 under the heading "Central Record of Public Sector Bodies" the Auditor
General's recommendation is as follows -

Action be taken to establish one central registry of Western Australian State public
sector bodies, and to ensure that any person or body creating, legally restructuring or
abolishing a public sector body, whether a subsidiary or "parent' body. promptly,
formally and officially notify the Parliament through the responsible Minister, the
central registry and the Auditor General of the:
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* designation of the public sector body,
* time of its creation,
* restructuring or abolition,

* extent of its responsibilities, means of its accountability, and nature of
its relationships to other bodies, and

nature of its on-going existence, or reason for abolition.
Before relationships (and the nomenclature used) are identified and included in a
central registry, appropriate criteria and decision rules be developed and pronounced
publicly to provide guidance to accountable officers and authorities.

That section of the report indicates that while efforts have been made by this Government
and by the committee of the Legislative Council to identify the various Government
agencies, those efforts have not succeeded in identifying and properly categorising all of
them. When this Government came to power, it was scathing in its criticism of the
Opposition about some of these agencies that had not been properly identified. After
eight years that process has not been implemented, as noted by the Auditor General. The
Minister should respond to this recommendation and indicate what the Government intends
to do about it. Nothing is more fundamental than the Government's keeping a record of
Government agencies so that functional review committees of the Parliament, and others, can
undertake assessments in order that those agencies can be held accountable. The Deputy
Premier should also give a fundamental commitment to accountability.
Page 34 deals with the progress of individual agencies. The recommendations read as
follows -

That the Public Service Commissioner give a high priority to the deterination, and
implementation in the Public Service, of the most feasible strategic option(s) for the
recruitment and retention of accounting and financial management expertise within
the public sector.
The determination of the option(s) consider:

the restructuring of the public sector into fewer entities to enable optimal
deployment of scarce available and future skills; and
the options utilised in resolving similar problems in the medical, legal and
engineering professions.

That the selected option(s) be communicated to, and where practicable implemented
by. public sector entities not within the Public Service
Departments and authorities with limited available accounting expertise continue
their endeavours to raise the level of expertise so as to fulfil financial responsibilities
and obligations. The steps include seeking out sources of expertise and advice in
other agencies, particularly those facing similar accounting issues.

The Auditor General is saying that there is a serious deficiency in Government agencies of
available professional skills to ensure accountability. After so many years in Government,
that is a sad commentary on the Government's lack of commitment to ensuring
professionalism in the Public Service. This was an opportune time for the Auditor General to
make that recommendation. Unfortunately there has been a significant downturn in the
economy and a large pool of skilled labour is available to the Government. That labour
comprises professional people who are looking for employment and placement. I hope the
Minister for Finance and Economic Development will comment about what is happening on
that recommendation because Western Australia now has a unique opportunity to adopt that
recommendation and to ensure that the Government's accounting and Financial management
skills are upgraded. Those skills are now available in the community, although the argument
in the past could well have been that they were not because of a scarcity of labour. However,
that argument can no longer be used and the Government should grasp the opportunity now
presented to it to ensure that labour is utilised.
Pages 43 to 46 outline the imposition of significant changes to the Financial Administration
and Audit Act. I would appreciate the Minister for Finance and Economic Development
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commenting specifically about those changes and what will occur. A series of
recommendations deal with changes to the Financial Administration and Audit Act which
will improve some of the powers of the Auditor General and so on. Perhaps the Minister for
Finance and Economic Development might comnment on whether chose recommendations
will be adopted in pant or in full, and if they are, when we may expect to see legislation
presented to Parliament.
I turn now to page 36 of thie report, which deals with the internal audit. I recall giving a
speech about internal audit in 1982, as the Minister for Industrial Development and as a
former accountant in the private sector, to a group of accountants in Government. While it
may not be a subject of major interest to the comnmunity any organisation which does not
have a proper internal audit in place is seriously neglecting its responsibilities. I was
shocked to read in this report of the large number of Government departments and agencies
who, in the words of the Auditor General -

..do not yet have an internal audit function and have, in my opinion, an
administrative need for this function.

It is fundamental to modem management practices that internal audit practices be in place. It
is no wonder that this report is so scathing. Some of the departments which do not have
internal audits in place are -

Department of Employment and Training
Department of Local Government
Office of Racing and Gaming -

I would have thought that is an area where an internal audit is essential. To continue -

Western Australian Meat Marketing Corporation -

Any business which operates in the corporate arena as a private enterprise operation, as does
the Western Australian Meat Marketing Corporation, and does not have an internal audit
shows a lack of adequate management practices. The list continues -

Corporate Affairs Department -

The Corporate Affairs Department, of all departments, should have an internal audit
function. The list continues -

Equal Opportunity Commission
Hedl and College
Karratha College
Totalisator Agency Board -

Again as the business arm of a Government department, an intemnal audit function is
absolutely essential. Any manager of a business anywhere in Australia who was in charge of
a business the size of the TAB and who did not have in place an internal audit function
would be fired on the spot - or should be - by the people responsible for that business. The
final agency on the list is Western Australian Exim Corporation. It is probably not surprising
that Exim did not have an internal audit function, although it should have had.
That is an area of major deficiency in Government. I hope the Minister for Finance and
Economic Development will give the House an indication of what the Government has done
as a consequence of that part of the report, which highlights a major weakness in
Government.
I conclude by referring to the motion itself and commending it to the House. The motion
firstly notes the commients and recommendations of the Auditor General and commends him
for the professionalism of the report. No-one could argue that is not the case; it is an
outstanding report which has drawn attention to major weaknesses within Government. I
hope th-is Parliament will take note of the report and will continue to highlight the
recommendations contained in it, to ensure that pressure on the Government is maintained in
an endeavour to have those recommendations implemented. Secondly, Ministers responsible
for the various departments, agencies and instrumentalities identified by the Auditor General
as failing to meet acceptable accountability standards should be censured. That is
fundamental and those Ministers should be reminded that they have a responsibility to the
taxpayers of Western Australia and this Parliament to ensure they carry out their duties and
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abide by the law. That is simple and straightforward, and it must be honoured. The motion
calls on the Government to provide sufficient flunds to the Office of the Auditor General so
that it may monitor and report to the Parliament each month on the progress being made by
Government in bringing itself up to the accountability standards laid down in the report of
the Burt Commission on Accountability, and implementing the recommendations contained
in the report.
There can be no better discipline upon a Government than for the Auditor General to table in
this Parliament, on a regular basis, an update of that report. Above all else that would ensure
that Government members affected by this report would get on with the job of doing
something about it. It would ensure the Government gave this report the priority it deserves.
Unless that sort of reporting progress exists, I do not believe the Government would
implement the majority of those recommendations. It certainly would not do so as quickly or
effectively as should be the case. If that reporting discipline is put in place, that would surely
occur.

Again the motion states the obvious by calling on the Premier to say clearly that she will
dismiss any Minister or departmental head who breaches these accountability standards in
the future. That should go without saying. The Auditor General's report, volume one of
1990, is an outstanding report, which I think does great credit to the Auditor General and to
his office. It should properly and responsibly be followed tough actively, and on a
continuing basis, by this Parliament as the body to whom the Auditor General reports. As a
consequence, I urge members to support the motion without reservation.
MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [2.30 pm]: I have had a great deal to do with the Auditor
General in recent years and the State should recognise that we have a very efficient Auditor
General. His report, and his reports to come, will be of great interest to the people of
Western Australia for some time into the future as the 1990 report raised many issues. In my
short time in this place - only four years - I have never seen an Auditor General's report go
into matters in such depth; I shall deal with some of these precise areas. There is no more
important section in the report than the first section dealing with accountability. I quote as
follows -

Hence it can be seen that accountability is accountability to the Parliament and, as
will appear, the Parliament is the place within which the idea of public scrutiny must
find its fulfilment.

In the main part of the report the Auditor General finds fault with many Goverrnent
departments, yet his number one argument is that the buck stops in this place. I quote again
from the report -

Parliament should ensure that appropriate action is taken by the Minister.

This is one example of many sections within the first two pages from which I could quote;
however, I will place on the record what I believe the First few pages of the report are all
about. The Auditor General is saying that the corporate sector has directors who are
responsible for their actions, and their counterpart in the public sector is this House; the head
of each department is accountable to the Minister and this is where the accountability process
has been breaking down. The Auditor General refers to the Westminster system, which
would not be a shock to anybody in this House as it was debated in the House yesterday. I
quote from the report -

Under the Westminster system no matter who is responsible for taking the decision
which ultimately impacts on the public purse it is the Minister who is essentially
accountable to the Parliament.

All the noise of the past few months has hinged on that point. If Ministers in this place are
not accountable, what sort of parliamentary system do we have? The Auditor General refers
to question time and the way in which the Parliament functions. There is no doubt, Mr
Speaker, that you have an intense interest in making sure that this House runs in a manner
that is not only successful, but also visibly successful to the people of Western Australia.
The truth is that question time over a long period of time has degenerated to a point where it
is of little purpose to the Opposition or the people of Western Australia; it has become a
statement time for Ministers.
Mr Cordon Hill: That is ridiculous. Be fair; that used to be the case but it is not the case any
more.
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Mr TRENORDEN: It is the case that it is a waste of time asking questions of the
Government. I was not here under previous Governments, but I have no doubt that it was
equally a waste of time for the Opposition to ask questions of them. We need to look at the
ways in which this place can become accountable. The Auditor General at the front of his
report refers to this issue. The Parliament sent a member of this House to Great Britain last
year to look at the Westminster system and the member for Wagin reported a few weeks ago
about how question time could be improved. The proposition was simple: In Westminster
questions are put in writing and these are answered by the Minister, and supplementary
questions are also asked. Therefore, Ministers are placed under pressure. Also, the
Parliament has a ministeria statement time, and the opportunity is given to the Opposition to
question the statements.

Mr Lewis: They could do this now.
Mr TRENORDEN: But the Government does not. The opportunity for the Opposition to
obtain information from the Government is very limited.
Another aspect of the accountability process is that of the Press. In some cases the Press has
washed its hands of reporting issues which it should report. I have no bones about saying
that when I first raised questions about the State Government Insurance Commission this was
heavily reported in the Press; I was damned by the Governiment, and I was also damned by
some sections of the Press - I emphasise that it was some sections which tipped buckets on
me without doing the necessary research. I was proved right over the year, yet some sections
of the Press still do not recognise the fact. Some weeks ago The West Australian in an
editorial said that I had shot my foot off - not using those exact words - but the editorial was
absolutely incorrect. I questioned the responsible people and they admitted after a couple of
days that they had made a mistake.
Mr Lewis: Was there an apology?
Mr TRENORDEN: No apology was published. That does not worry me as members of
Parliament have to take comments about them of one kind of another. However, it concerns
me because it may affect the way the Parliament works. If a member of Parliament fights for
an issue, the system should be responsible and accountable for that issue; that is, the
accountability applies regardless of whether it is a Governiment, a Government department or
the Press. If these aspects do not work together, accountability will be swept under the table.
Over the last year Ministers of this Governments have misrepresented matters on three
occasions in this House and in another place. This begs the question which was directly
alluded to by the Auditor General in that if we are not accountable for these matters, who is?
The issues of recent weeks of whether Supply should be blocked or whether a Royal
Commission should be established are really red herrings because there is only one
fundamental issue: If this Government gets away with the corrupt activities it has been
involved in, it will put a stamp on all Goverrnents in the future; if the rules of the game are
set today, they could be the rules forever. Only one group of people can make a judgment
and that is the voters of Western Australia. With all the misinformation thrown about by all
of us and especially the Government, as is the nature of politics, I wonder whether the voters
will be able to assess what is really happening. The fundamental issue, as placed on the
record by the Auditor General, is that Parliament is responsible; the system of this Parliament
is responsible. and it is the Ministers of this House who are responsible. If they are not made
to be responsible, what sort of system will we be looking at in the future?
Mr Shave: [ hope you are not relying on its integrity.
Mf TRENORDEN: We are relying on the integrity of the Ministers in that they should be
accountable. I will not argue with the member on that point. Nobody wants to address it and
it is very interesting that the first few pages of the Auditor General's report deal precisely
with this issue. If one ignores the other arguments it comes down to who is responsible and
who is accountable. If we cannot bring this Parliament into good repute, what sort of
parliamentary system will we have? The reputation of members of Parliament is under
consideration by the electorate. Currently most constituents hold politicians in poor repute
and if that continues to be the case, what sort of society will develop? It will be interesting to
hear what the public's expectations of members of Parliament are from here on in.
The Auditor General's latest report is nearly one year old and the issues outlined in it are not
the issues of the last 12 months, but issues of the previous 12 months. I know we may hear
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something from the Auditor General in the next few months on side issues, but the issues in
his next annual report will deal with this financial year's transactions and it will be very
interesting reading.

Those members who are of the opinion that issues concerniing the State Government
Insurance Commission have gone away will be sadly mistaken. Fortunately some of the
arguments concerning the State Government Insurance Office and the corporation have been
cleared up, but the dealings by the comimission have not changed. It still holds the same
investments it held six to 12 months ago and the losses which were learning six months ago
have been or will be realised. The Auditor General wil certainly comment on them in a few
months' time. Also, with the aid of the insurance commissioner and his report on the 50101I
can say with absolute clarity to members of this House and to the citizens of this State that
they can have confidence in the 5010 and the corporation, but I cannot say the same about
the 501 C. That entity will be of interest to this State and will affect the financial wellbeing
of the State for many months to come.

The Auditor General refers in his last report to Government issues which are very important.
One is the superannuation issue and the unfunded liabilities of State agencies. It should be
said from the outset that I am not talking about the State Superannuation Board but about the
liabilities of agencies and some of them are substantial. For example, Westrail has a
$1.7 billion superannuation liability. When moving towards corporatisation of our
departments and the whole of Government approach the question will always arise from
people like the Auditor General, and quite rightly so under the Financial Administration and
Audit Act, "Who is responsible for funding the liability of those debts?" That question has
not been resolved. I will not speak in detail about it, but I can assure members that the
Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Commnittee will release a report dealing with this
matter and I do not want to preempt that report. However, it does not change the fact that
agencies like the Fremantle Port Authority and Westrail are constantly being told by the
system that they axe responsible for the debts they incur and that is quite correct. Some of
the debts, particularly in the case of superannuation, are historical and go back a long way.
On average it takes something in the order of 23 years for a superannuation debt to vanish off
the books. The $1.7 billion superannuation debt is of serious concern to Westrail especially
as it has been told it should run in the corporate field on a profit and loss arrangement. The
same applies to the Fremantle Port Authority. Technical-ly it means that these agencies are
bankrupt. The Government will have to decide how it will apportion these debts. The
Auditor General has spent a great deal of his time examining this issue and I will be
interested to hear the Minister's response to that pant of the. Auditor General's report. I
emphasise that I will be even more interested in this matter after the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee tables its report to the Parliament.
Other issues were raised by the Auditor General and I refer to the Department of
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare - a department I am growing to dislike intensely.
Inspectors from that department run around in jackboots and brown shirts and they have done
things in my electorate which do not impress me.
Mrs Beggs: They have lessons from the member for Cottesloe who runs around in jackboots.
Mr TRENORDEN: They could do, but someone has been teaching them well.
Mr Troy: Has the department reduced injury?
Mr TRENORDEN: It has, but we must look at the activities of some of the inspectors. The
problem with the Police Force is that one third of the officers have received less than five
years' experience.
Mr Taylor: No, not quite.
Mr Troy: I am sure you will write to me about the incidents you are referring to. Don't talk
about it; act on it.
Mr TRENORDEN: Some of those excesses should be taken from the inspectors and the
same applies to the Police Force. The Police Force does an excellent job, but there is a high
number of new recruits and a low number of experienced officers and in such instances there
will be hiccups because inexperienced officers will do things which are not quite right. I am
not reflecting on the Police Force, but unfortunately it is fact. The inexperience of some
members of the Police Force is a reason for some of the problems with our youth.
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I come back to the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare which was
involved in something which could be classified as close to fraud and it has been outlined in
the Auditor General's. report. It spent money over and above its allocation.
"Misappropriated" would be the word to use if the same thing had been committed in the
private sector.

Mr Taylor: That is not right. You show a great lack of understanding of the budgetary
process and I will deal with it when I reply. It is not right to accuse all Government
orgarnisations of doing the same. That is why we have supplementary funding.

Mir TRENORDEN: The fourth last paragraph in the Auditor General's report states -

The Department con,.rnitted itself to significant additional expenditure prior to
obtaining the necessary Treasurer's approval.

It went outside its parameters and its charter and that is what we have read in the corporate
pages of The West Australian, on a daily basis.

Mr Taylor: You are totally wrong.

Mr TR.ENORDEN: We will see.
Mr Tray: If some effort was made to repay that quickly when the fee had been cancelled you
would have been standing here grizzling about the lot of small business for not trying to
accommodate them. You pick the issue to run on. Do you want to wear the cap for small
business, or not?

Mr TRENORDEN: What does that have to do with small business?

Mr Tray: Read about the issue.
MrTRENOROEN: I am not talking about the Building Management Authority.

Mr Troy: Why did they try to repay?

Mr TRENORDEN: That is my understanding of it and it appears to be different from that of
members opposite.

Mr Tray: If you blew one foot off the other day you have blown off the second one today.

Mr TRENORDEN: The tmuth is that the head of the department stepped well outside the
line.
Mr Taylor: That is not right.

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes it is. I would be very surprised if that has not now been dealt with.
The Government can talk about this issue all it lies, but my comments are on the record and
we shall see what happens. With regard to the Office of Racing and Gaming, there was some
question about whether it had the capacity to purchase the adio station 6PR. That has
caused a great deal of argument within racing circles in this State. It is important that a
competent person holds the office of Auditor General and that he can pick up these issues. I
am not saying this will not be dealt with by the Government.

Mrs Beggs: The Bill is already in Parliament.

Mr TRENORDEN: The matter will be dealt with in the Parliament.

Mr Clarko: Does that not prove the point?

Mr TRENORDEN: It is proof that the Auditor General's conmments are correct. The
Auditor General is very efficient and he has picked up certain issues which are detailed in the
report.

Mr Read: I am glad that someone meets with your approval.

Mr TR.ENQR DEN: The Auditor General is a very good operator.

Mr Kierath. What does he say about the Government?

Mr TRENORDEN: To be fair, the Auditor General says nothing about the Government. I
return to the comment [ made at the beginning of my speech, which is a very important point;
that is, the Auditor General is reporting to this Parliament. He is not reporting to the
Opposition to provide ammunition to be used against the Government, and nor is he
reporting to the Government. He is an officer of the Parliament and he reports on auditing
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and accounting issues which are not up to scratch. The Government has already dealt with
some of those matters and others are yet to be dealt with.

l am concerned that the Auditor General is very much, under-resourced and he is not able to
do all the things he would like to do. His report is excellent. However, I know from
personal conversations with him that he would like to hand some issues to the Public
Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee. If the Government were serious about these
matters, and if the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee were serious, the
committee could spend five or six years following up issues raised in this report. In my
opinion the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee does not have the proper
structure to operate in the way it should, and debate on that matter has raged for some time.

Mr Ripper: It is a serious committee.

Mr TRENORDEN: The members of that commuittee are serious but the structure of the
committee is not conducive to the type of activities that should be undertaken by a public
accounts committee. The commuittee comprises three Government members, two Opposition
members, and the chairman is also a Government member. I looked back at the records of
the public accounts commuittee for the past five or six years, and the person appointed as
chairman of that committee has always been the next person in the Government appointed to
the Ministry.

Mr Kierath: You have made his day.

Mr TRENORDEN: The member for Belmont is the next person in line for appointment as a
Minister, that is part of the system. I do not criticise the member for Belmont for that, good
luck to him. It appears that the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee
provides excellent training for these members. The fundamental problem with the system is
that the person who is next in line for appointment to the Ministry cannot take on the hard
issues in the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, particularly if three of the
five members are from the Government. How serious can such a Public Accounts and
Expenditur Review Committee be in dealing with key issues?
People may say that as an Opposition member I wish to score some points against the
Government, but some aspects of this argument have not been properly considered. The
public accounts committees in Australia which operate well are in South Australia, under a
Labor Government, and in New South Wales, under a coalition Government. These
committees have dealt with issues of extreme importance and have done so without bringing
down the Government. The South Australian comnmittee has a competent research staff
which is able to handle the heavy load of the committee. The Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee in this State does not have that support. the staff who assist
the commuittee are good, but they are not able to take on the hard issues. The South
Australian committee examined five top public servants and exposed them for spending
hundreds of millions of dollars of public money on a computer system which failed, and for
continuing to prop up that system. That matter was exposed without damaging the
Government. It was brought into the public arena, the public servants were bumnt and their
reputations were tarnished, as they deserved to be, because they were incompetent.

In his report the Auditor General directly states that he and the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Commnittee in this State should be working together. That is the truth.
The Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Commnittee should be competent and it should
be structured so that an Opposition member is the chairman, with the majority of members
from the Government, or a Government member is the chairman, with the majority of
members from the Opposition. I suggest the chairmanship of the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee should be held by an Opposition member.

Mr Ripper: Does that happen in other States?

Mr Clarko: Yes, in Tasmania and in Victoria for a while.

Mr TRENORDEN: I prefer to talk about the Commonwealth, because Governments in
Australia set up public accounts commi-ttees as rubber stamps. In Queensland two years ago
the question of a public accounts committee was a high moral issue, and terrible things were
said about the Queensland Government for not having such a commnittee. The Opposition in
Queensland made this a highly emotional issue some time ago, and I guess that was fair
enough. However, in Western Australia the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
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Committee reports only on the soft issues. Its report on unfunded superannuation liabilities
will be a good report, as will the report on the computer inquiry, which would have been
better had the committee been given more time and had the Government not whipped the rug
from under it. However, they are bath soft issues. The Public Accounts and Expenditure
Review Commrittee in this State will not cover hard issues that require some delicacy.

The New South Wales and South Australian committees have an advantage over the
committee in this State because their research staff are senior people on levels VII or VIII
They can eyeball the senior people in Government departments and they have an absolute
understanding of how Government works. They are able to prepare reports that do not bring
down Governments. That aspect is most important. Public accounts committees are not
designed to topple Governments, but are established to work on the expenditure and other
activities of Government. If these commuittees tackle these options, it is important to ensure
that they have enough competence to report on the issues at hand to the Parliament in an
even-handed and fair manner. Parliament represents all people within the system. I do not
believe that will be the case in Western Australia while this Government is in office.
Members opposite may take note for the future that if ever I am a member of the
Government, I shall seek to change the role of the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review
Committee.

When I was first on the comimittee I was opposed to doing that because I believed that my
role was a rubber stamp. [ still believe it is a rubber stamp, but I can see the potential for the
Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Commuittee. I have read reports of the operations
of Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committees in other States and it is important to
have a healthy Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee in the State. I look
forward to the day when that happens in Western Australia. I commend the Auditor
General's report to the Parliament.

MIR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) [3.00 pm]: [ take the opportunity to reply in
some detail to the matters raised both in the debate to this stage and also by the Auditor
General in his report to the Parliament. Dealing first of all with the nature of the report, the
Leader of the Opposition said that this report would have been possible in years gone by.
My understanding is that without the Financial Administration and Audit Act, which was
assented to in June 1986 - including section 95 under which this report is made available to
the Parliament - it would not have been possible for the Auditor General to deal with these
sorts of issues.

Be that as it may. I am pleased that the FAAA legislation passed by this Government
provides the Auditor General with the authority and power necessary for him to investigate a
whole range of activities of Government departments and statutory authorities as he has done
in the report which we are debating.

As far as the priority given to the outcome of that report is concerned, I have taken the
responsibility upon myself to address many of the issues raised by the Auditor General. I
have already commenced work in a range of areas which [ shall detail to the House today. I
have already written to every organisation, department and instrumentality involved, named
or mentioned in this report asking for a response, and I intend to go tough some of the
information contained in those responses.
When the report was released by the Auditor General on 11 April this year, I welcomed
many of the commuents he made about the scrutiny of the areas of Government operations
that he undertook. I said at that stage in a Press release that Government is and will continue
to be open and accountable, and in those areas where the Auditor General has identified
problems or expressed concerns which have not already been the subject of action we will
thoroughly examine his recommendations. I also mentioned some of the actions which had
already been taken in regard to the issues raised by the Auditor General, including the
Superannuation Board, where I said that many of the matters raised had their origins in past
management decision making processes of the organisation. I said there was now a new
board and chairman specifically charged with improving the performance of the fund. In
addition, as far as that fund was concerned, I said systems had already been introduced and
strategies installed to ensure a prudent and successful operation. I said also that despite poor

,retumns in the past few years, in the current year the overall rerm on funds invested was
expected to be 12 per cent, which would represent a real return of around 3 per cent to
4 per cent.
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I commented at that stage on the heavy weight given to properties, and said ts had been
addressed by a board commiitment to lower the property share of the portfolio to 30 per cent
by 1993. If my memory serves me correctly we discussed that issue in relation to an
amendment to the Address- in-Reply same weeks ago. All those measures in relation to the
Superannuation Board which had been introduced were, in my view - and it continues to be
my view - aimed at preventing a repetition of the problems experienced with property
investments in the past.

I made other comments in relation to WA Government Holdings Ltd, the State Government
Insurance Commission and the State Government Insurance Office. As I said in that Press
release, it was my intention to answer each of those points in detald, and I have done so.

I have also had my officers examine the Auditor General's report itself and provide me with
a brief summary of its contents. In total, 54 Government departments were audited, and of
those, three were qualified in relation to the control of property, one for internal audit and 10
for other reasons. In four, one reason was given, and in seven mote than one reason was
given. In other words, 21 were qualified for one reason or another. In addition to that,
explanatory comments in relation to performance indicators were raised in relation to some
of those departments.

As far as statutory authorities were concerned, 80 were audited, and of those, four were
qualified in relation to superannuation liability, one in relation to internal audits, one for the
control of public property ony, arnd eight for one reason or another. Seven were qualified for
mare than one reason in relation to audit.

In addition, explanatory comments were sought from six of those public bodies as far as
public liability was concerned, two for a failure to submit performance indicators arid one
was granted an exemption from the requirement to prepare financial statements on an accrual
accounting basis. There were also two others about which matters in relation to internal
audit functions were raised.

Other statutory authorities which were audited, 'including hospitals and nursing posts,
numbered something like 98. Of those, 10 were qualified from the point of view of control
of property, two for only one reason and two for more than one' reason. That puts into
perspective some of the comments in relation to the nature of the Auditor General's report.
I take up the issue raised by the member for Avon about the Public Accounts and
Expenditure Review Committee. As the member for Marmion mentioned, a number of
members of this House have been past chairmen of that commuittee. I am one of those past
chairmen of the committee, as also is the member for Mannion. The member for Marrnion
will recall that in his day on the committee, as was the position when I was involved as a
backbetch member of the Opposition, at the very most in terms of resources we had
pant-timne access to one of the officers of this House. That was about the limrit of the
resources available to the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee for many
years. It was only when we achieved Government in 1983 that I was given the job of
chairing that Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee, and as a result of my
efforts and those of others we began to address the issue of what sort of resources the
committee should have.
Today I am told that the committee has two research officers, both of level 3 or level 4, and
another is starting on Monday.

Mr Trenorden: Precisely.

Mr TAYLOR: There are two research officers. When I was a member of that committee we
had no research officers at all except for the pant-time services of one member of the staff of
the Clerk of this House. The committee also has the use of a stenographer, in liaison with a
number of other committees. It also has the services of a Legislative Assembly officer who
attends meetings and acts as secretary to the committee. The commnittee has confirmed that
when required it can approach the Department of the Legislative Assembly for moneys to
hire consultants. In my day we did not even have access to funds to hire consultants.

Despite the protestations of the member for Avon, the resources available to the Public
Accounts arnd Expenditure Review Committee today far exceed the tesources made available
to that commnittee in years gone by. In fact these problems have been addressed in a
thorough and proper way only since this Government came to office in 1983.
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I rake this opportunity to address many of the issues raised by the Auditor General. This
could be a rather long process, but I think it is necessary to go through these points one by
one. The first relates to the occupational health, safety and welfare area. I wrote to all the
people involved or named in the report of the Auditor General and asked them for a
response. I shall be derailing some of the responses or information in relation to those
responses which was made available by those departments and authorities over a period of
time.

On that issue I might mention that on 3 May the Leader of the National Parry asked the
Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations questions relating to this report and also
whether he was aware that the department had breached section 53 of the Financial
Administration and Audit Act and other questions relating to that supposed breach of the
Act.

In reply the Minister said that at that time the Government was dealing with the refund of
prepaid registration fees in factories, shops and construction safety, following the State
Government's abolition of those fees from 1 July 1988. In addition to that, award increases
in the payment of motor vehicle allowances were granted to some officers involved in the
department; there was also a distribution of information concerning changes to the Retail
Trading Act proclaimed on 1 September 1988, as well as the establishment of a computer
and information system to meet the legislative changes. The total expenditure involved was
$153 100. Each area, including the refund of prepaid fees, was charged to management
services. The motor vehicle allowance increases were charged to machinery safety, while
the distribution of information relating to the Retail Trading Act went to management
services as well. The Minister went on to say that this expenditure was to ensure the prompt
payment of outstanding accounts not foreseeable at the rime of appropriation and was
authorised by the principal accounting officer.

Mr Troy; To help small business.

Mr TAYLOR: The Minister is quite right. As the Minister said in reply to that
parliamentary question, this matter was brought to his attention on 6 November 1989 and he
was satisfied that the department had adequate and efficient procedures in place to ensure the
planned comnmitments were controlled.

The reply given to me by the officer responsible - the executive director of the department
dealing with employment, training and productivity - reads as follows -

In response to your request for comprehensive information concerning the comments
made by the Auditor General I advise that a detailed report was provided to the
Auditor General by letter of 30 October. A copy 3f this letter is attached-

The reply continued -

You are assured that the Department has adequate controls in place to ensure there is
full disclosure of all transactions and full accountability.

I have already mentioned the question of registration fees and other expenses associated with
factories and shops, as well as the question of retail trading. The matter of supplementary
funds of $168 000 was submitted to the Minister on 12 May to enable information
technology programs to be completed. The overall expenditure against this item was the
result of the Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare developing in
conjunction with the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission a jointly
owned accident claims reporting system and an employer index system. Both systems are
critical in achieving Government aims in accident prevention and compensation. YIn addition,
with the proclamation of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act in September
1988, deficiencies were exposed in existing information technology systems. It is not
possible for technical inspectorial staff of the department to meet key legislative obligations
such as certification, target inspections and community awareness functions without further
enhancement of the certification of competency in relation to accident reporting and work
place inspection systems. Such enhancement and development attracted additional
Department of Computing and Information Technology charges. Supplementary funds i
relation to that issue came to $168 000. That money was approved late in June 1989. Under
the departmental policy outlined in the department's accounting manual it had implemented
a commnitment and expenditure register whereby directors and managers are accountable and
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responsible for the specific costs of appropriations and expenditure. Under normal
circumstances these provisions are more than adequate and ensure that commitment arid
planning is controlled and efficient. That was clearly enunciated in the internal audit report
prepared by Price Waterhouse for that department. That department has addressed the issues
raised by the Auditor General's report and explained, certainly to my satisfaction - and also I
understand to the satisfaction of the internal auditor - the situation it faced in relation to the
issues I have just mentioned.

I would like to deal briefly with the issue of the State Superannuation Fund, even though we
have dealt with that by way of an amendment to the Address- in-Reply. It is important to
note that positive steps have been taken in recent times by the State Superannuation Board
and the Government to ensure that past shortcomings are corrected and that the board's
operations are placed on a sound footing for the future. It is important to note that the
Auditor General notes in this report that those steps have been taken. As I said when this
subject was last debated, some new board members have since been appointed. Most
importantly Peter Williamson is the new Chairman of the State Superannuation Board. He
was responsible for writing one of the appendices to the Auditor General's report dealing
with the question of the State Superannuation Board's investment policy. I am pleased that a
person of his calibre should agree to take on this responsibility. It is certainly not a task that
one could regard as being particularly well paid, given the calibre of the person involved.
However, I think he is one of those people who accepts a wider responsibility to the
community by undertaking these particular tasks. Already it has come to my attention that
he is doing this job - in cooperation with Peter Farrell, the Chief Executive Officer of the
board - in a fashion that I have no doubt will allow the board to achieve by 1993 targets set
down for it in relation to property holdings in particular. Any shortcomings which gave the
Auditor General cause for concern are in the past, as far as Mr Williamson, Mr Farrell and I
are concerned. Systems have been introduced and strategies are in place to ensure the
pmudent and successful operation of the State Superannuation Board.

Mr MacKinnon: Have the investment guidelines been changed? The Auditor General was
critical of the approved guidelines.

Mr TAYLOR: The Auditor General raised the issue of the investment guidelines. When
those guidelines were approved, they took into account the existing property holdings of the
State Superannuation Board. It would have been quite unrealistic to say to the State
Superannuation Board, "Reduce your property holdings to a level of less than 30 per cent" at
a time when that was absolutely impossible to do. The guidelines themselves were
introduced in the full knowledge that the board could aim for a target of 30 per cent of
property holdings by 1993, and that is what the board will achieve.
Mr Macinnon: That is because of poor investment. If they had been good investments,
you could have disposed of them.

Mr TAYLOR: Only time will tell whether the Leader of the Opposition or the State
Superannuation Board is right. However, in relation to those central business district
investments, Jonahs such as the Leader of the Opposition have been predicting for many
years that people investing in CBD properties would not get a good return on their
investments. There are ups and downs int relation to investment in a CBD property but
history shows that investing in a CBD property in the end is worthwhile, if it is a well
managed property and a property which cant attract tenants to it.

Mr Blaikie: Even if you have to wait 20 years.
Mr TAYLOR: We are looking at 1993 to reduce the holdings in CBD properties to
30 per cent of the total portfolio of the State Superannuation Board. By its very nature
superannuation investment in fact should be a long term investment.

Mr Blaikie: That means that you throw the investment away for 20 years and hope to God -

Mr TAYLOR: No, one does not throw it away for 20 years and one does not hope to God.
One makes what should be sound investments. If those investments show a positive return
and are a benefit to the fund, that sort of timing would not be extraordinary or unusual in
terms of the operation of the State Superannuation Board. However in this case it has been
admitted - and I agree - that the property holdings of the State Superannuation Board were
too high in relation to its total investment portfolio holdings. It is the job of the current board
and chairman to endeavour to meet guidelines set for them by the Treasurer.
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I will deal with the other matters raised one by one. In respect of the question about the
Office of Racing and Gam-ing, the issue detailed in the Auditor General's report related to the
lack of financial inspection of licensed premises. The Office of Racing and Gaming told me
in response that the introduction of the Liquor Licensing Act in 1988 created a backlog of
work in the liquor licensing division, and it was necessary for the department to reset its
priorities to clear the backlog, which consisted mainly of the processing of applications using
existing resources, The financial inspection program has recom-menced, and budgetary
constraints have delayed some country visits. It is anticipated that a full financial inspection
program will be carried out in 1990-91.
The Parliament dealt with the State Government Insurance Commnission during the Address-
in-Reply debate in connection with some other issues. As the member for Avon mentioned,
some the decisions in relation to the SOIC in the past few weeks were very much in keeping
with the recommendations contained in the Auditor General's report. They were also in
keeping with the requirements of the Burt Commission on Accountability.

Mr Lewis: You were defending the SGIC.
Mr TAYLOR: I still defend it; let there be no doubt about that.

Mr Lewis: Do you defend its actions?

Mr TAYLOR: I defend it without any problem at all; I will defend the SGIC and the SGIO
until the cows come home, my friend, because I believe in the effectiveness of those
organisations and their importance to the State of Western Australia. It was for that reason
more than anything else that I was prepared to sit down with the member for Avon -

Mr Lewis: Because they would have closed their doors.

Mr TAYLOR: I did not raise the issue of blackmail. I was prepared to sit down with the
member for Avon to discuss the SGlO and its future.

Mr Lewis: What a scandal it would have been if the SOIC had closed its doors.

Mr TAYLOR: I know who would have worn that scandal. I continue to support the S010
very strongly in relation to those issues. The accommodation that was reached by members
on both sides of the House was satisfactory as far as the organisation was concerned. The
member for Applecross has indicated that it was blackmail.

Mr Lewis: You indicated that that may have been the case; I did not say it.

Mr TAYLOR: The accommodation reached was one that I consider to be satisfactory. I
could go a lot further and give my views as to the nature and reasons for that accommodation
and how it is in the interests of the SOLO and its future, but I will save that for another day. I
am pleased that the organisation is satisfied with the outcome of those deliberations. I
indicated to the member for Avon the other day that as far as I -im concerned I will continue
with the approach we agreed upon and keep him and others informed on developments;
nevertheless, those developments are well and truly under way.

Mnother issue raised by the Auditor General related to the R & I Bank. A letter from the
managing director of the bank raised this point -

As soon as weaknesses in the controls of corporate advances were identified, the
Bank engaged the services of Ernst & Young to complete a thorough review of the
corporate lending area.

The review encompassed an evaluation of corporate lending policies, procedures and
controls. The recommendations of the review were implemented immnediately and
included the following action:

the recmuitment and employment of a senior manager to head up Corporate
and Commercial Division

the recruitment of suitably qualified and experienced personnel to staff the
division and an appropriate organisation structure designed and put in place
the implementation of enhanced and refined policies and procedures rising
out of the Ernst & Young evaluation
the implementation of improved systems of monitoring and control
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adequate training and education of staff is an issue which is currently being
addressed and is a high priority for the division

The bank stated to me that the controls will be made more stringent, will be formally
documented and will be strictly enforced. Knowing the quality of the management and
board of the R & I Bank, that is exactly the case.

Another issue raised related to the Building Management Authority and the Western
Australian Building Authority. The report in relation to that matter states -

Recommendations made by the Auditor General to BMA management in respect of
these concerns have been acknowledged and action has been taken to address these
concerns to the point that the final External Audit report for the year ended June 1989
issued on September 29, 1989, stated "we are satisfied that accounting and related
procedures have been modified to remove the major weaknesses previously
identified".

Further to the above statement, part of the Audit Conclusion of the same report says
that "at the time of this report we are satisfied that internal controls relating to the
principal operating cycles are now adequate".

It should also be noted that the improvements have taken place only in the latter part of the
year because the recommendations of the Auditor General were only released on 12
December 1988, and regarding the Western Australian Building Authority, the
recommuendations in the report of the Auditor General have been fully discussed with the
BMA and it is fully in agreement with the context of the Auditor General's remarks. I have
no doubt that it will make sure that the recommendat ions are implemented.

Concemns were raised about greyhound racing, and I am told by the Minister for Racing and
Gaming that the form-alisation of the amalgamation of an organisation into the Western
Australian Greyhound Racing Association is being addressed and the House can expect
legislation to come before the Parliament regarding that issue in the near future.

The Asset Management Taskforce is an organisation for which I have taken responsibility.
Since assumdig that responsibility I have brought the operations of the AMT within
Treasury. Therefore, the task force is actually part of Treasury and reports through the
Under Treasurer to me. A number of points were made in the report regarding the operations
of the AMIT and I shall comment on those points. In May 1989 Cabinet approved the
establishment of the AMT as a discrete unit of Governmnent which is funded by a
Consolidated Revenue Fund Miscelaneous Services Budget allocation. The AMIT was
established to undertake an inizial four year program to identify arid examdie all State owned
assets, to recommend measures, where appropriate, for better asset management and to
coordinate the implementation of such measures. The AMT was, at Cabinet's direction,
established as a three-tiered structure comprising a ministerial council, an officers committee
and a working team. It was agreed by Cabinet that at! decisions on AMT recommendations
were to be taken by Cabinet Ministers either in the AMT ministerial council or, for
significant projects, by the fall Cabinet. The Cabinet agreed that the AMTf working team, for
administrative efficiency, would be incorporated under LandCorp, although that it is now
under Treasury control. The team was to be staffed by either seconded property officers
from other relevant State agencies or officers under specific employment contracts.

The Auditor General mentioned that the ANT claimed to have pre-emptive rights to all the
assets to be disposed of, or those surplus to requirements. These comments seern to imply
that the AMT obtains control or ownership of the tidle for property assets for disposal under
this program. That is not the case. On establishing the AMT. Cabinet also placed an
immnediate moratorium on the disposal or development of all assets held by all Govenunent
agencies, departments or instrumentalities. Exemptions from this moratorium required the
formal approval of the ANT ministerial council. As at 24 Aprl exemptions have been
granted for all Department of Land Administration Crown land subdivisions, all Industrial
Land Development Authority sales, the SGIC, the Govemnment Employees Superannuation
Board, the R & I Bank, the Defence Technology Precinct, the Technology and Industry
Development Authority's Technology Park - which will be reviewed in September this year -
Homeswest's principal activity of providing houses and land to low income and special
needs groups, and all negotiations by Governent agencies relating to the disposal of
property under way as at I May. Apart from these exemptions, all other Governiment
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agencies are required under this moratorium to refer details of any property, that is either
declared surplus or intended to be sold, to the AMT in the first instance. Approval for an
agency to dispose of property must be granted by the AMT. This moratorium was instituted
to ensure a whole of Government approach for the better utilisation of Government property
assets. The AMT acts as an agent of the State Government, as a facilitator and coordinating
agency. Therefore, it does not have its own powers to acquire, hold or dispose of its own
property and land. The AMT accordingly operates as a coordinator within the existing
legislative and statutory framework under direct ministerial control. In light of the recent
ministerial rearrangement, and particularly with the creation of my position of Minister for
Finance and Economic Development, it has been decided to reform the administrative
structure of the Asset Management Taskforce. The AMT is now, under the ministerial
administrative arrangements, the responsibility of the Minister for Finance and Economic
Development. It was intended that the AMT working team formally become a sub-
department of the Treasury and therefore woulde be fully accountable under the Financial
Administration and Audit Act. That is now the case.
As other members wish to speak I shall be brief. Another point raised in the report was that
of the Animal Resources Centre and the fact that its financial statements were received late.
It has been indicated to me that the financial statements for the Animal Resources Authority
were prepared by a private accountant. The financial statements were prepared and sent to
the Office of the Auditor General in August 1989 before the due date of 31 August.
However. I am informed that the format of the financial statements did not comply with the
Treasurer's Instruction and they were returned on 11 September 1989. The redrafted
financial statements were received from the accountant on 27 September, and a copy was
immediately sent to the Auditor General.
I have been sent a copy of correspondence relating to this matter and the commitment from
the Auditor General on that issue and in which he noted the actions which needed to be
taken. The Fruit Growing Industry Trust Fund sent me a note which stated -

In relation to your fax message of 18 April requesting a report for the Fruit Growing
Industry Trust Fund, I wish to advise that the Financial Statement for 1988/89 was
submitted to the Auditor General, together with an outstanding statement for the
preceding financial year, on 10 October. 1989. This normally should have allowed
for auditing to be completed and for the Statement to be submitted by the due date,
31 August.
However, because two financial Statements were presented at the one time, there was
a delay in auditing the 1988/89 Statement until the earlier Statement was completed.
Foreseeing this delay, approval was sought from the Minister for Agriculture, Mr
Ernie Bridge, for an extension of time to submit the Statement. Approval was
granted and the Acting Clerk of Assembly, Clerk of Council and Clerk of the
Parliaments were advised.

The auditing was subsequently completed and a satisfactory report was submitted on
29 February, 1990.

The Local Health Authorities Analytical Committee, in reply to requests stated -

I have been informed there is no specific reason why the Accounts should not have
been submitted for audit on time, other than the inability of the then Hon. Treasurer
to devote the time to the task.

I have, however, been assured by the present newly appointed Hon. Treasurer that
every effort will be made in future to meet the submission deadlines in accordance
with the requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act.

The Public Education Endowment Trust stated -

Shortly after the start of the financial year, the Treasury advised the Trustees of the
P.E.ET., that the day to day accounts procedure be changed from a "Cash Basis" to
an "Accrual Basis".

The secretary did not have the necessary expertise to complete the accounts in the
new format and had to confer with both the Auditors and the Finance Branch of the
Ministry in order to establish appropriate procedures. This was to ensure that the
accounts were altered and re-presented in the correct form to comply with the
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Financial Administration and Audit Act. Hence the unavoidable delay in presenting
the Financial Statements.

The Lotteries Commission stated -

An administrative oversight with this Commission resulted in the financial statements
for year 1988/89 which should have been sent direct to the Auditor General by the
31 August 1989, being actually sent direct to our Minister. Officers from the Auditor
General's Department notified us of this oversight in early October 1989, and we
promptly provided them with alternate copies. The situation was explained to the
Auditor General's officers at the time, and we did apologize for the mix up.
Admintistrative arrangements have now been put in place which will prevent a
repetition of this situation.

The secretary of the Racecourse Development Trust stated -

I am told that the Financial Statements were submitted prior to the deadline of
30th September. 1989. to both our Minister and the Auditor General. However, they
were unsigned. When the Secretary enquired from the Auditor General's Office as to
when the Audit would be completed, he was told that they could not commence the
Audit until a signed copy was received. Within 24 hours of knowing that, M~r Bush
submitted a signed copy to the Auditor General, that being on 6th November. 1989.
The Secretary was of the opinion that a working copy (unsigned) was what was
necessary to carry out the Audit. He will in future make sure all copies are signed as
required by the Auditor General.

I will address a series of issues relating to health matters at a later time. However, issues
were raised by the Rural Housing Authority as follows -

The Authority uses the services of Homeswest (State Housing Commission) on a
Administrative Fee cost basis to prepare its Financial Statements. The Authority's
Principal Accounting Officer is the Director, Financial Services in Homeswest
(Mir Jim Ryan).

There were delays in the compilation of the Financial Statements to June 30, 1989 but
were completed as far as Homeswesr were concerned late on August 31, 1989.
A copy of the Draft of the Annual Report and those Financial Statements was
delivered to the Office of the Auditor General and the Minister for Housing by myself
before close of business on August 31, 1989. At that date the Authority members, as
the Accountable Authority, had not seen or approved those statements, or signed the
certificate as required. They were satisfied as to the Annual Report draft only.

The Authority had sought an extension of time from the Minister before the end of
August 1989 but was not approved by the Minister. In delivering the Report and
Statements the Minister was advised the Authority had not seen or approved the
Financial Statements.

The Authority when considering the Financial Statements after August 31, 1989 were
not satisfied with them and over a period of several weeks discussions were held
between the Authority's Chairman and officers of Horneswest to rectify the errors.

It was not until ag reement was reached early in November 1989 that the new
Statements were prepared and adopted by the Authority. These were delivered to the
Office of the Auditor General and the Mfinister on November 9, 1989 which coincides
with the Auditor's Report.
The Annual Report draft has been ready for printing since Late August in readiness for
tabling in Parliament as soon as the Auditors certificate is available.

I have received replies from every organisation mentioned in the Auditor General's report on
the responsibility of dealing with this matter. Rather than go into that detail, I will deal
briefly with other issues raised and particularly questions raised by the Leader of the
Opposition. He referred to issues relating to superannuation entitlements and liability. I
have asked the Treasury Department for advi *ce on the question of superannuation liability
and how it might best be accounted for in the accounts of Government organisations. Ilam
aware that the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee is in the process of
dealing with this issue. However, the report from the Treasury Department states -
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Treasury recognises the need to identify and report the potential impact on the State's
financial position of projected future payments for superannuation and other similar
costs, such as accrued annual and long service leave.

There are, however, several issues of principle and policy to be resolved before a
satisfactory basis for determination of such figures can be established.

Firstly, the issue of valuation is far from resolved. Treasury's policy is that
Australian Accounting Standards will be adopted for public sector reporting. At
present there is no Australian Accounting Standard on this issue and the international
scene provides no persuasive consensus. The Australian Accounting Research
Foundation has a draft standard in preparation but there are signs from the industry
and the professional accounting bodies that achieving agreement may take some time.
The issue of a standard within 12 - I8 months is unlikely. In the meantime, given the
large number agencies which would be affected, it would be unproductive for
Treasury to promulgate an in-house standard which would probably have to be
changed when the formal standard is issued.

However, Treasury is presently discussing with the Government Employees
Superannuation Board various means of providing annual superannuation liability
figures at both agency and whole-of-government levels. While further work is
required, Treasury is confident that at least some figures will be available for 1989/90
with further improvements for 1990/91.
This will, in effect, provide the 'common facility" sought by the Auditor General and
will also provide a dc-facto standardisation (to the extent that agencies make use of
the facility) prior to issue of the formal Accounting Standard.

The Auditor General has previously been made aware of Treasury's plans in this
regard.

The issue of accountability in relation to superannuation liability is rather difficult for both
Treasury and the accounting profession to come to grips with. The Leader of the Opposition
raised a number of issues on which he wanted me to comnment. First, he referred to the
Auditor General's comments about statutory liability of directors or people involved in the
running of organisations on boards of organisations such as the State Superannuation Board,
the State Government Insurance Office, the State Government Insurance Commission, and 1
suppose the R & I Bank, and the extent to which we would or would not accept some of the
proposals put forward in the Bill in the upper House in relation to the statutory liability of
directors. I understand the Bill has gone before the upper House committee that deals with
legislation and a number of issues have been raised that must be resolved before the mailer
can go forward. In addition, I also made a commitment that, before we would accept those
responsibilities and bring forward legislation, we would need to go to organisations such as
the Civil Service Association to establish whether members of boards are also permanent
heads of departments. We must clarify the relationship between the responsibilities of the
permanent heads of department and the responsibilities imposed on them through this
legislation in relation to statutory liability. Two of these aspects are particularly important;
that is, the nature of the legislation and the responsibility of the CSA in relation to these
issues. If these matters can be cleared up, I am quite happy to say to the House that the
Government will give serious consideration to either pulling forward its own Bill or
accepting some tidied up version of the Bill in the upper House.
I will consider individual organisations, such as the SGIO or the SCIC, which the
Government will do something about with regard to the statutory liabilities, and other
organisations such as the R & I Bank, to ascertain whether it is possible for the Government
to introduce individual legislation for these organisations that would bring about the
accountability mentioned by the Auditor General in his report.

On the question of a central record for the public sector, I am not quite clear what the
Auditor General requires in that situation. If he is saying that we must be certain where the
responsibilities of certain departments and organisations begin and end, that must be
addressed by the Public Service Commission. The reference may be to the wider issue of
what is the public sector as such: For the first time for many years this Government has
come to grips with establishing the number of public servants in Western Australia, and the
land holdings and other assets held by the Government in this State. Those issues have been
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addressed, but the specific issue of a central and proper record is a responsibility which I will
ensure is given to the Public Service Commission.

With regard to the level of expertise in the public sector, particularly in the audit and
accounting functions in Government departments, there is no doubt that daring the period
covered by this audit report it was very difficult for the Government to attract to its services
accountants and others with accounting knowledge who could be of benefit to Government
agencies and departments. Those times have changed somewhat in the sense that the number
of people available in this area is greater than it was in the period covered by the Auditor
General's report. This will provide the Government departments and agencies with the
opportunity of recruiting people in those areas. There is no doubt that the openings were
available in many cases, but the organisationis were not able to recruit the types of people
required with the necessary qualifications. The more difficult times now being experienced
by the accountancy profession will allow the Government to pick up some of the people with
expertise that can be of benefit in those a-reas raised by the Auditor General.

I have already dealt with the question of superannuation liability. I think the Leader of the
Opposition, with his accountancy background, will understand the difficulty of coming to
grips with this issue, not only as far as the Government is concerned, but also as far as the
wider community is concerned.

With regard to the Financial Administration and Audit Act, the Government will implement
many of the changes referred to. One aspect which was of concern to the Auditor General,
and which I am also concerned about, is the question of performnance indicators. They are
very difficult to come to grips with in the sense of working out what performance indicators
should be used in certain circumstances. I can give no better example than one I have raised
before, niot in this House, but in a public address. I refer to the Police Department and a
single police officer in a small town. In judging the performance of that officer, it could be
said that if his arrest rate is low and not many people are thrown in the lockup, there is no
work for the officer in that town because nothing happens. However, the reverse is likely to
be true; the reason no arrests are made and people are not thrown into the lockup is that the
officer is so good at his or her job and is so respected by the community that law and order is
not a problem in that town. On the other hand, one should perhaps be concerned about a one
officer town in which the officer is forever arresting people and throwing them into the
lockup. Relating that situation to performance indicators, if the officer's performance were
judged on the number of arrests made each working hour or day, it could be said that no
work had been done and the officer had not performned his duties. More often than not that is
very far from the truth, and it illustrates that one must be wary of the performance indicators
used, not only in Government departments but in business generally. I am very wary of the
work that goes into establishing performance indicators in Government departments. Much
time has been spent trying to dream up indicators to be used. I believe the Auditor General
shares my concern, and we must again address the issue of the necessity or otherwise for
Government departments and authorities to provide a whole range of indicators which would
supposedly determaine whether or not those departments are doing the job they should be
doing.

Internal audit has been a difficult question for the Government for some time. It is difficult
to attract the right people and the required number of people to internal audit duties in
departments and instrumentalities. In many ways that type of job is regarded as a thankless
task arnd it is often difficult to convince people to take on the job. The Auditor General refers
to a number of departments and instrumentalities which have had difficulty attracting people
to this area, and the Government must somehow make those jobs more attractive by
remuneration and by convincing people that making sure these matters are carried out
properly is a very important part of the procedures of Government. That is part of my task as
Minister for Finance and Economic Development, and part of the budgetary process in the
forthcoming months with regard to working out how many extra full-time employees should
be allocated to this area, or how those employees should be reorganised so that the
departments can address these issues. In many cases they are put on the back burner rather
than kept at the front line of the operation of the department or instrumentality.

As the member for Applecross wished to deal with some of the issues raised, I will conclude
my remarks. However, when this report was published by the Auditor General, I welcomed
it as an opportunity to deal with a number of issues. I have tried to indicate to the House that
the Government has dealt with those issues not only in the wider areas, such as the
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Superannuation Board and the 5010, but also throughout all the Government departments
and instrumentalities which have received a mention in the report.

MR LEWIS (Applecross) [3.49 pm]: I support the motion and in so doing indicate that I
cannot give adequate attention to the motion in the time available to me, bearing in mind that
other matters must be dealt with this afternoon. It may be pertinent to quote from an article
which appeared in The Weekend Australian on 21-22 April this year, in which a respected
commentator made the following statement -

When any government gets The sort of serve from an Auditor-General that the WA
Government has just received, then something in that State is rotten. And something
must be done about it.

That is what this Auditor Genera]l's report is all about. It is a most comprehensive report,
and Ilam disappointed at the small number of Government members in the House while we
are debating a report by an officer of this Parliament on the accounts of the State
Government over the past year or so. Only a dozen members of the Government are sitting
in the Chamber and taking note of the debate. The speech made by the Minister for Finance
and Economic Development was rather apologetic from beginning to end.

Mr Taylor: It was not apologetic. I could have made my usual forceful address and carried
on and stirred you up, but I chose to address the issues.

Mr LEWIS: The Minister's speech was apologetic; that is all it could have been. It
contained nothing but apology after apology about how he had to give instructions, right
across the broad spectrum of Government, in order that Government departments would get
their act into gear.

Mr Taylor: Don't you like it when I am being polite?

Mr LEWIS: That is what the Minister said. The Minister has at least admitted in this
Parliament that things in Western Australia were not good and proper and that the
Government was not conducting its business in the way that it should have been. The bottom
line is that the Minister's speech was apologetic.

Mr Taylor: That is your view. It is not mine.

Mr LEWIS: We heard from the Minister for Finance and Economic Development a lot of
rhetoric about how he will sort out this and that matter, and about how he has given
instructions here and there. I draw the attention of the Minister - and the Treasurer, now that
she is in the Chamber - to the fact that the Auditor General has previously reported to this
Parliament, in his annual reports of 1986-87 and 1.987-88, about the things that concerned
him. HeI recommended that action be taken to ensure that those things did not happen again.
Unfortunately, his recommendations were not observed, and we find today that the Auditor
General has made a very damning report, and is still harking back to the fact that the
recommendations which he made two or three years ago have not been taken notice of.

During the last three or four years, profound changes have been made to superannuation
legislation in Ausralia, and very strict criteria have been established to regulate the
operations of private superannuation funds. The Auditor General devoted two pages of his
report to the State Government employees superannuation fund. His principal complaint was
that there appears to be very little accounting of the interactions between Government
agencies. He makes the point that the State of Western Australia has no accounting of its
liabilities to the contributors to the State superannuation fund. That is a very damning
indictment when one considers the accounting requirements which are imposed on private
superannuation funds. The Government must look very closely at the Auditor General's
recommendations in respect of the liabilities associated with the State superannuation fund.

I turn now to the Government Employees Superannuation Board's Central Park
development. That is a major development which is currently being constructed, although no
work is being done today because the building unions are again on strike. It is estimated that
the project will be completed at the end of 1991, and will cost in the vicinity of $550 Million.
The GESB has stated that the project will be funded completely from internal revenue
sources and it does not intend to borrow from outside sources. However, I suggest that the
GESB is cheating because it has not added to that capital cost the interest that would have
been earned on the internal revenue sources had they been invested. The total completion
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cost of the development will have to include $90 million a year in interest foregone to the
superannuation fund, at today's interest rates, which should be capitalised to that
development.
One does not have to be very bright to know that there is a high vacancy factor in respect of
the leasing of central business district properties. In October last year, 8 000 square metres,
out of a total of 63 000 square metres, or 12 percent, had been let in the Central Park
development, but from October to this date, not one square metre of floor space has been pre-
let. The QY. project is about the same size as the Central Park project. The developers of
that project are getting increasingly nervous because only 14 per cent of that project has been
pre-let. That project is about six to nine months ahead of the Central Park development. I do
not want to be a Jonah; I am just trying to give a message to the Government that it should
look very hard at the projected profitability of this project. I suggest that in view of the
predicted 200 000 square metres of office space that will be coming on to the market at the
end of 1991, the prospects are not good. and even when the building is hilly let at $450 a
square metre, it will return only $28.5 million a year. We are, therefore, looking at an all up
value of $600 million. Were the figures done today, and were we to look at the interest
foregone, we would see that during the next three or four years the GESB3 will be looking
down the barrel of a gun at a capital loss of $100 million. That is a considerable amount of
money.

The Auditor General's report is a very historic and candid document which exposes some of
the major deficiencies in the accounts of the Government over the past thr-ee or four years.
The Auditor General's report supports and gives a great deal of credibility to what the
Opposition has been saying over the past three or four years, and in all cases what we have
been saying has been exposed and finally admitted by the Government. The only problem I
have now is that the Auditor General said that he could not come to grips with all of the
matters because the accounts were not there and, indeed, the various sub-agencies could not
establish what would be the bottom line of their balance sheet losses as many matters were
still pending. That should be addressed very quickly.

The Premier made a statement saying she would bring to account the projected losses and put
in place a plan to deal with those losses over the next three or four years. Unfortunately. she
has identified only $300 ilion-worth of losses. Anyone could easily assess $600 million or
$700 million-worth of losses at this time and, as the Leader of the Opposition has clearly
identified, the State is looking down the barrel of a gun at losses of about $800 million. If
some of the court cases conclude badly for the State we could be looking at another half a
billion dollars. so the Government must quickly do an accounting of the Liabilities that could
accrue, and put in place plans to address those liabilities. It is reasonable for the Opposition
to ask that that be done and it is only proper that the Government should do it.

The Minister for Finance and Economic Development has said that the Government is
addressing all of the matters mentioned in the Auditor General's report. I would like to think
that is happening, as I do not want to stand here next year and have to say again that the
Government has not taken account of the Auditor General's report, as has happened in
previous years. The Auditor General is an officer of the Parliament and the Parliament
should take account of his report. It is vital to this Parliament that we do so, but
unfortunately I believe many of the people on the Governiment benches have not even
bothered to trnm the front cover to read that very damining report. If they did, they would
come to the conclusion that things have not been done as they should have been done, and
something must happen about it very quickly. It is imperative that the Government follow up
the Auditor General's report.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (22)
Mr Ainsworth Wr House Mr Minson Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Kierath Mr Nicbolls Dr Tumnbul
Mr Clarko NU Lewis Mr Omodei Mr Watt
Kr Court Wr Macinnon Mr Shave Wr Blaikie (Teller)
Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Strickland
Mr Crayden Mr Mensaros Mr Trtnorden
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Noes (27)
Mrs Beggs Dr Edwards Mr Leahy Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mis Buchanan Mr Graham Mr McGinty Mr Troy
Mr Canr Mr Gnll Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mr Catana Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mr Wilson
Mr Cunningham Mr Gordon Hfill Mr D.L. Smith Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr P.d. Smith

Pairs
Mr Hassell Mr Ripper
Mr Cowan Mr Kobelke

Question thus negatived.

MOTION - WOOL
Floor Price Reduction - Rural Communitly Assistance

MIR HOUSE (Stirling) [4.07 pmn]: I move -

That this House calls on the State Government to develop and implement a
comprehensive forward plan to minimise the impact on rural comnmunities of the
decision by the Commonwealth Government to force a lowering of the floor price of
wool, and in particular to -

(a) guarantee n6 loss of Goverrrnent-provided services of personnel from country
towns;

(b) offer financial assistance to producers, service industries arnd families whose
livelihood is directly, indirectly or adversely affected by the Commonwealth
Government's decision;

(c) provide counselling services to families in or dependent upon the wool
industry, and who have to alter their way of life substantially; and

(d) seek an assurance from the banks that the losses they have incurred from the
corporate sector will not be recouped from the small business or farm sectors
trough any loading in interest rates, further rises in bank fees or charges, or
the imposition of penalties on small businesses or farmers who, for economic
reasons, defer a capital repayment under their existing loans.

The issue about whether the floor price for wool will1 or will not be lowered is now
substantially settled. It is not settled to my liking, but settled it is and accept it we must.
What we must do now is try to put in place some plans and ideas that will alleviate the pain
that will be suffered by people in the wool industry. I stress that I amn not talking only about
producers of wool, because in rural towns this decision will affect tremendously all those
who earn their livelihoods from rural producers. Particularly and specifically I refer to
shearers, truck drivers, shop assistants and machinery and agricultural dealers - all those
people who make up the support for rural towns; indeed, who are the lifeblood of rural towns
and who depend on the farners making a reasonable profit so they can earn their living in the
country.

We have been through these sorts of problems before in rural areas. By its general natre
agriculture is an up and down industry and in times past we have been down as well as up.
In rural areas we have witnessed a great decline in population and services, and that reflects
in our hospital and medical services, our education services and the general services offered
by Government to rural people. The Government should acknowledge the problem and take
action to alleviate it before we face a more serious situation. The assets of many people,
particularly the mechanics, truck drivers or shearers who have bought houses in small rural
towns, will diminish greatly. Their ability to sell those assets will also diminish if they lose
their jobs.

It is interesting to note that we cannot rely on the Federal Government for assistance.
Indeed, sad to say, we cannot rely on the Federal Opposition either; were the Federal
Opposition to perform at the same level as it did during debate on the floor price of wool, we
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could not depend on that Opposition at all. Ilam sad to include my National Party colleagues
in that criticism. They did not fire a shot, certainly not one of which I could be proud. They
joined the Federal Liberal Party, unlike my State colleagues who have stood up to be
counted. The Federal members of the Liberal Party have not done that. The great messiah
from the bush, Tart McLachlan, was confronted by 400 angry woolgrowers in his electorate in
the last few days. He has discovered that the decision making process in politics means that
a person must make decisions and stand by them rather than avoid them.

I will provide some figures which will highlight the problem to which I am alluding. In the
last 18 years, during which we have experienced three years of the Whitlam Labor
Governmient. seven years of the Fraser coalition Government, and seven years of the Hawke
Labor Government. the inflation rate on average has been around nine per cent per annumn;
the money supply on average ran at 10 per cent per annum; that is. 420 per cent for the
18 years. Over the preceding 22 years. prior to the election of the Whidlamr Government in
1972, the average inflation rate was three per cent: and the money supply increased at
1 80 per cent. Those figures indicate the problems faced by rural producers and their having
to come to terms with their spending power. Social changes have affected not only farmers
but also all people who work in agriculture. It is evident that we will not be able to rely to
any great extent on the banks or finance houses to alleviate the problems associated with
high interest rates. Those organisations are happy to take our money when it suits them but
not so happy to give assistance when needed. That position is quite different from that of the
home buyers in the community who are offered reduced rates of interest compared to those
paid by small businessmen.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The level of background conversation is overpowering. I
ask members to either desist or lower the volume so that I can hear the member on his feet.

Mr HOUSE: Those figures support the idea that the woolgrowers of Western Australia will
suffer a decline in income of around 40 per cent next year. That is not only wool income but
also sheep income. Nor many people in the community would be able to accept a reduction
of 40 per cent in income and not look for assistance, While I am proud of the fact that
agriculture generally can stand on its own two feet, I am not too proud to come to Parliament
and say that we are faced with a very unusual set of circumstances. A 40 per cent reduction
in income would be unusual for anybody: we need to address that problem and we need to
help those people in a positive way. I do not want any member to think that sont of call is a
general call from agriculture these days - far from it. We pay our fair share and more in
supporting this great nation, through tariff protections and through not being able to buy
fertilisers on a free and open market. In other words, that produce is protected by duties and
what I consider to he excessiv ly high interest rates. I do not normally call for assistance for
agr-iculture but!I do so now in the full knowledge that agriculture and its associated industries
are faced with an unusual situation.

The Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation in Western Australia has been operating for
a number of years. At 31 March this year the corporation had loaned $66 million to rural
producers in Western Australia. A great part 6f that money is loaned to people who, for one
reason or another, have not been able to get finance from banks or other business houses. Of
that $66 million. 21 per cent of the clients who took out loans were in arrears with interest
and capital repayments as at 31 March 1990. Those figures apply at a time when agriculture
has come through a relatively easy period. We have received a fairly good wool and stock
price;, last year the price of grain was also very good. When we consider that the majority of
people are not able to meet commitments under that scenario, we also realise what a drastic
position we will face and how much help will need to be extended through RAFCOR in
order to sustain the people, the properties, and the associated industries, as we work through
the next couple of years. In one area in the north eastern wheatbelt, only two of 59 clients of
RAFCOR were judged to be viable concerns. Once again that comes from a position where
we have had a relatively good season and received good prices. When only two of 59
producers in one area - which encompasses three shires - were viable, one can understand
that the other 57 are facing serious times. The Government should come to terms with how it
intends to handle the situation. I put it to the Governiment that it should consider a lease back
scheme so that land is not put on the market in one hit. Were that to happen, the value of the
land would be reduced dramatically. We would then have a situation where other people's
equities - those people who have borrowed 20 per cent of their gross worth - would decline
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seriously. Some people would be placed in that position and would face great difficulty. A
[ease back scheme run by RAFCOR is needed and should be considered quickly to alleviate
the potential problem of declining land values. The last time people went to the wall
following such a situation was in 1985-86, At that time a fair amount of corporate money
was being spent in the State, much of which flowed out into the agricultural region. Many
farms were bought by the high flyers of the corporate world, which undermined the marker.
However, those high flyers have had their wool clipped to a great extent and they will not be
around for the next year or two.

The threat of the loss of Goverrnent provided services from country towns is a very real
problem. As the number of people using those services has declined, historically
Governments have withdrawn them. I urge the Government to place a moratorium on
withdrawing any services for the next four or five years while the rural community works its
way through the downturn. This applies to Government departments such as the Water
Authority and State Energy Commission because employees% from those agencies spend their
money in rural towns; their children attend school in those places; they use rural hospitals
and medical facilities and contribute to the general social life of the towns. Another service
which is sometimes withdrawn from rural areas once demand falls below a certain level is
the mobile dental clinic. Rail services must also be maintained through this period. It is
important that the Government makes a commitment not to withdraw such services.
Mr Want: Did you mention telephones?

Mr HOUSE: The telephone service is another service which could be withdrawn, but by the
Comnmonwealth Government, not the State Government. However, the Government may be
able to influence the Federal Government to retain that service.

Mr Bridge: In relation to your comment about the withdrawal of telephone services, what
sort of telephones were in those areas 10 years ago? The answer is zero.
Mr Want: There were far more.

Mr HOUSE: I did not start this debate to enter into an argument with the Minister for
Agriculture. He has indicated in previous discussions that he is sympathetic to the rural
community and the Government has indicated that it understands the problem. It should give
consideration to my request to maintain these services. I did not want to get into an
argumentative debate, although if the Govemnment wants to I am quite prepared to
accommodate it on this issue.
Mr Bridge: I am not getting into a debate with you. Those communities didn't know what a
telephone was 10 years ago.

Mr HOUSE: It is also important that agricultural colleges do not suffer a reduction or
withdrawal of finance and support. They form a very important part of rural life, particularly
the TAPE courses from the regional centres which are extended into the rural areas. The
TAPE courses provide rural people, including wives, sons and daughters of farmners, with the
opportunity to improve their skills in many ways. For example, they can learn how to use
computers and train in other areas which will give them the opportunity to obtain jobs. This
will enable them to support farm incomes while they are low. It is important that no
reduction occurs in those TAPE courses, but rather an increase in the availability of those
services should be provided in rural areas. I hope the Minister for Education will look at that
suggestion and try to find ways to extend those services into rural areas as much as possible.
The Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation of Western Australia must be properly
financed. Money must be provided from State and Federal sources to ensure that anyone
who applies for assistance is not rejected on the basis that not enough money is available.
Further than that, the guidelines under which people will be eligible for rural adjustment
services must be relaxed in order that pecple can qualify for help when they need it. In other
words, Canners should not arrive at a point of no return before they qualify for assistance.

The Government must also make a commitment to rural people to not increase Government
service charges provided by agencies like the State Energy Commission and the Water
Authority of Western Australia. Increased charges by those agencies exacerbate the problem
of costs which face farmers and rural people. These problems do not apply only to farmners,
but also to those people who live in rural areas.
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Farming communities need help to retrain and relocate people who are forced out of
agriculture, or who lose their jobs because agriculture cannot support rural industries any
longer. Many people working in rural assistance industries will need to be retrained and
perhaps relocated from one rural town to another. Commitment is needed from Government
to make assistance available to those people.
During the previous crisis faced by rural people it was evident that farmers' wives suffered
greatly. They were faced with managing the household budget while realising that their
livelihood and that of their children was threatened. This caused severe mental strain. It also
applied to many of the men. It was evident that a counselling service was needed which
provided trained people who visited rural areas and offered comfort and guidance on how to
cope with the situation. I know that a scheme is in place, but it needs to be expanded. This
support must be provided when people need it because the problems associated with decline
in rural areas are not easily alleviated. Women must know that they can talk to somebody
else about their problems. Many of these people live 100 miles from the nearest service and
their friends might be 10 or 15 miles away. The situation is not the same as it is for people
living in the metropolitan area, where one can visit the next door neighbour or someone else
in the street. The retraining of those people in counselling skills is also important and will
provide a counselling service. People will then be retrained to be usefully employed and will
be able to assist the household by providing income.

Finally, the banks in this country have a lot to answer for. I say, advisedly, that the advice
they have given to some small businesses and to agricultural people has been dismal and the
banks should be roundly condemned for their lack of input. They have sent baby faced kids
into the country as bank managers with the authority to lend money to people. However, the
managers have no ability to make decisions about whether a loan is viable or not. Those
decisions have eventually sent people broke. The banks have put nothing back into the rural
areas of this State; I will argue with them anywhere at arty time about That. They have
charged farmers high interest rates for the money they have lent them, taken their money.
when they have it to lend, and paid five or six per cent less than farmers paid to borrow it.
The banks have no intention of putting anything back into rural commnunities. Recently,
within Western Australta, they were selling their assets. That is a great vote of confidence!
When they could not sell their assets they shut the bank and walked away. The principals of
those banks and the decision makers should stand up and be counted and tell rural people
what they will do for them this time. They could assist by offering small businesses and
rural producers loans at the same interest rates as those offered for home loans in this
country. They could reduce their bank fees and exorbitant charges, which are hidden interest
rates. They could also offer better advice to people in the community by providing better
training for their rural bank managers. The banks should be trained so they do not make
mistakes which allow people to get themselves in trouble. They certainly should not foist on
some of their clients the financial houses which are 100 per cent subsidiaries owned by the
banks because their clients are then faced with interest rates which are almost two or
three per cent higher than the bank interest rates to buy machinery. That is disgraceful and I
hope farmers are smart enough not to get caught up in that scenario. I hope farmers question
very carefully the advice they receive from their bank managers and their financial houses.
I must allow rime for other members to speak on this serious issue and I ask the Government
to take notice of the requests I have outlined in the motion and to please do something about
them before it is too late.

MVR MINSON (Greenough) [4.3 1 pm]: I think it was the late John F. Kennedy who made
some wise and pertinent comments about agriculture in the United States of America. He
said fanning was the only business he knew where the business operator had to buy
everything retail, sell it wholesale, and pay the freight both ways. True as it is he did not get
it quite right because one has no control over the wholesale price. Despite the bad picture he
painted it was not quite correct. However, it suims up the problem facing the woolgrowers
today who have no control over the wholesale price of wool. No doubt there will be hardship
in the country, especially in those areas where sheep are the main source of income, and we
have a few areas in the State where that is the case.

I wish to briefly add to and expand on the comments made by the deputy leader of the
National Party and I congratulate him for bringing this motion to the House because it is
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worthwhile. This House should not underestimate the importance of Government services to
country areas. To withdraw a couple of families from a town in response to a slight decrease
in population can only add to the movement of people from that town and trigger many other
things. To remove two workers will result in the removal of their spouses and perhaps three
or four children in each family, Such action could bring the local school below the threshold
where it will lose a staff member and it could mean that teacher's spouse and his or her
children will also leave the school. By this stage 15 to 20 people may have left the town and
one of the local stores may have to close because of the lack of patronage - the snowballing
effect goes on. It is important the Government stands by country areas in the time of
hardship which is just around the corner. I do not believe it is far away. Many farmers who
rely on a fixed income from the sale of their wool have not been able to sell it.

The Government will have to be very careful how it views the value of the family farm when
it is means testing for aid. To be overly concerned with the value of the family farm when
considering aid will lead to all sorts of hardship down the track. Families forced to sell their
farms to exist during the hard times will have no land to return to when the period of
hardship is over. All Government services will have to be very careful when assessing the
value of the family farm when means testing not only for sustenance, but also for retraining.

Counselling will be a very important part of a rescue package which any Government puts
together. People will have to be counselled not only to deal with the current problems and
the very serious psychological problems which will flow from them, but also those people
who find themselves in a hopeless situation will require counselling to assist them to adjust
to a new lifestyle. We must bear in mind that many of these people have not lived in an
environment other than that which they are now experiencing. Many of them will need
considerable retraining and counselling if they are to leave their properties. Financial
planning and counselling is most important.

[ reinforce the comments made by (he deputy leader of the National Party about the banks in
this country, particularly in this State. I can remember a time - some 20 or 30 years -ago -
when the banks regarded agriculture as a blue chip investment and they fell over themselves
to lend money to farmers to buy machinery, new properties, to invest off-farm, and all sorts
of things. Very few financial advisers were operating in country areas at the time and in
many cases the bank manager was the Financial adviser. It has already been pointed out to
the House that some of the advice given was very poor indeed, even though it was well
intentioned, but it was given by people poorly trained to give that advice. The banks have
not faced up to their responsibilities in following up the mess that has been caused by their
bad advice.

Another area in which the banks have fallen down is that when things started to go bad in
agriculture they were not honest with the farmers. They assessed the farmers' budgets and
said, "You will probably make it all right, but we do not have any money to lend you at this
interest rate so we will send you to a reputable finance company." It so happens that the
finance company is a wholly owned subsidiary of the bank. It puts together a package at 50
per cent at the prime rate of lending and arranges the other 50 per cent through their friendly
finance company, which could be at an interest race four or five per cent or even 10 per cent
above the prime lending rate. In that way the farming fraternity has found itself deeply in
debt and I condemn the banks for what they have done. They have not faced up to their
responsibilities in advising farmers correctly and in trying to sont out the mess they have
helped to create. I urge this House to support the motion.

MR WIESE (Wagin) (4.39 pm]: I have spoken twice about the subject of wool in this
House in the last couple of weeks to try to alert the Government to the forthcoming
problems. In the debate last week I highlighted the situation facing the wool industry. I am
now speaking to a motion calling on the Government to implement practical suggestions to
help people cope with the problems which will occur in country areas over the next couple of
months. To highlight chat I advise the House that less than 24 hours after speaking in last
week's debate, on Friday afternoon, I received a desperate call from a woman in my
electorate who had received a letter from her family's bank which said they were not to cash
another cheque because they were overdrawn and they would have to make alternative
arrangements regarding the farm fintances.

This woman was in such a desperate situation that she did not have food in the house and did
not have enough petrol in her car to drive 55 kilometres to Narogin to meet up with the
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people from the Department for Community Services, which I had arranged for her to do so
that her family could get through the long weekend. During the next 18 months or two years
we will rind that situations lie this will arise frequently. I would like to think things will be
different but I am afraid that is what will happen. That woman and her family had assets, as
near as I could ascertain, of around $800 000, and debts of around $350 000 to $400 000, so
they were in an asset rich situation, if I can put it that way, but they did not have money in
their pockets or fuel in their car to enable them to survive. That is the type of situation which
we are trying to highlight by this motion.

Government agencies must play a major role in situations such as this, and must prepare now
for that role. A major role of Government is to ensure the continued employment of those
employees who provide Government services in country towns. for example, the Water
Authority of Western Australia has been following the practice of moving its employees
from country towns to coastal or metropolitan depots. Government must ensure that does not
continue to happen. Other departments which provide services in country towns also have a
major role to play. Those Ministers who are listening and who are aware of the situation
must ensure that their departments do as much as they can to alleviate the problems in
country areas. Homeswest is the major owner of property in country towns. Homeswest
must direct some of its priorities away from the metropolitan area to country towns to ensure
that it maintains its assets in those towns and that the Building Management Authority does
what it can in terms of providing employment.

The Ministry of Education is a major employer in country towns. The Ministry of Education
should maintain the special schools which are in country areas at present and ensure that the
education resource centres remain open and fully staffed. and are used to provide assistance
to schools. The Ministry of Education should be looking at ways to lower the teacher:pupil
ratio in country schools which have multigrade classes because that would enable the
employment of one or two additional teachers in some of those country schools. Multigrade
classes present a real problem because there is no way that a teacher can teach 33 children
from three classes in the same room as well as can a teacher who has 33 children in a single
class situation. The Main Roads Department is a major employer in the country, and the
Main Roads Department should be directed to perform work on roads in country areas to
ensure that people remain in the country. The Health Department could play a marvellous
role in ensuring that nurses training schools are located in country towns. This would
encourage people to stay in country towns, and those persons who were interested in training
as nurses would be able to undergo their training in the country. Many families cannot
afford to send their children to the city for nursing or tertiary education, and it would be very
positive if the Health Department were to take on one of those roles in country areas.

The problem of soil conservation worries the life out of me. Over the last four or five years
enormous interest has been generated in soil conservation and in rehabilitating some of the
land which has been degraded as a result of past farming practices. People are now planting
trees, re-establishing grasses on some of the salt affected country, and fencing in remnant
vegetation. However, that will aHl come to a tragic halt as the incomes of country farming
people decrease. I entreat the Government, and especially the Minister for Agriculture, to
look at ways of ensuring that everything possible is done in the area of soil conservation so
that we do not lose the momentum which has been generated. I suggest that we look at the
establishment of tree growing and tree planting programs. We could perhaps encourage
farmers to generate seeds into seedlings on-farm. I am sure that could be done at minimal
cost. We could perhaps provide a subsidy scheme to encourage those farmers to plant those
trees in -areas that are in need of rehabilitation. A subsidy scheme whereby we pay farmers
30o or 400 to plant a tree could also enable them to stay on their land because it would
provide them with an income.

The Government is not the only organisation which has a role to play, but I have
concentrated on Government because I believe that being seen as assisting in a positive way
to keep people on their farms and in country towns, will give enormous encouragement to
people to help themselves. Were the Governent to withdraw from country towns, that
could generate an exodus away from rural areas to the metropolitan area. That would be a
tragedy. I hope we will get full support from Government to ensure that the worst effects of
the wool crisis will not be realized as a result of its failing to act positively to assist people in
the country.
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MR McNEE (Moore) K450 pm]: I add my support to those members who have already
spoken on this important motion. If the pattern develops as outlined by those who have
already spoken, rural Western Australia will be in for a tragedy to surpass all tragedies. I
might be prepared to look on the brighter side because my view is that when one strikes
recessional problems such as this in agriculture, they are exacerbated by Governments,
particularly incompetent Governments. That is what is happening here in Western Australia.
Agriculture has lurched from one crisis to another since 1983. 1 would be frightened.
considering the inept Government that we have and all the other things which cause the
agricultural industry problems, but I have great faith in the industry; we have been there
before. The Minister will probably tell us shortly about his three dimensional program. The
three dimensions are probably the three big Dobermnans he has tied up inside his office door
to keep people out. I am not sure what good that program will do.

I remember the early 1920s when a leading agricultural economist told us that our wool
would be worth 500 a kilogram forever. Some very wise people from the Eastern States
advised us that it was stupid to grow wool, we should turn to cattle. We did, and what
happened was that wool went up and cattle went down. I am not sure that the Australian
Bureau of Agricultural Resource Economics, in which the Commonwealth Government and
Mr Kerin have great faith, has ever been right. That is the sort of advice which these
Governments will follow. I sincerely hope that the services in country areas will not be
curtailed. Right now services have been curtailed in country areas; there is absolutely no
doubt about that.

At the end of the Second World War a body called the Joint Organisation arose out of a crisis
situation, which was much like what we have today, except that the crisis was caused by war
rather than by a political crisis in China, a financial crisis in Russia and warmn winters in
Europe. These problems have all added to the fall in our wool prices, which will give this
Government the opportunity to handle our situation incompetently. After the Second World
War our wool growers were faced with a supply of 10 million bales. Australia's share of that
in 1945 was $200 million. The Federal Government walked away from its opportunity to
give Australian wool growers some comfort when it made the decision it did.

I am full of hope for the industry; I believe it will overcome the problems which confront it.
The problems will be short-lived and the industry will come good at a time when neither the
Minister nor I expect it to, and for reasons which neither he nor I can predict. Meanwhile the
Government must pay attention to the needs of those people. If we are to have a counselling
service, we should have a proper counselling service, not one which is not much better than
one which teaches us how to go broke with a smile on our faces. We need people who are in
a situation not of their own making. If any member opposite suddenly had his income
dropped by 20 per cent, how would he pay for his fridge, his television and everything else?
How would he meet his commitments? What sort of a counselling service would be needed
and where would it come from? Members opposite should think about that because they are
more used to grabbing as many dollars as thej possibly can with no regard for those people
from whom they are taking it. The Government is taking the money from the people in the
industry I represent. I cannot make the situation any clearer.

The Government has counselling services, but what have those services done? How many
people have they prevented from leaving their properties? I support the establishment of a
counselling service, but let us have a good one. Those services in the country areas need to
be maintained. Farmers need every encouragement to stay on their properties and get those
vital repair jobs done in order to keep their properties productive and ready to go. With
Australia's indebtedness, we need every bale of wool, every bag we can produce, as export
income. When the crisis passes, as every crisis does, we need to be in a position to grab the
opportunity and run with it. I hope that the Governiment will realise this.

Mr Fred Tubby: Don't hold your breath.

Mlr McNEE: I would not hold my breath either. These are the sorts of things that are
happening. I was talking the other day to a milk carrier, and he was telling me how the
country is being denuded of people. In the milk transport system in which he serves, the
milk requirements have gone down by eight per cent in two years. That is indicative of an
incompetent, uncaring Government.

Dr Gallop: Oh, come on!
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Mr McNEE: That is what it is. This is how much the Government cares. We will probably
have another fireside chat, this time from the Minister. We had one the other day from the
Premier. She had a little egg on her apron and she said, 1I like you." What is the truth? The
facts are that the Premier knows the truth and she does not want me to find it out. This
Government would prefer to hide these figures from us.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:. I draw the member's attention to the wording of the motion. On
occasion he has strayed from the topic. I know he is trying to relate his remarks to the
provision of Government services and the matters addressed in the motion, but I remind him
of the contents of the motion and ask him to confinie his remarks to it.

Mr McNEE: I take your point, Mr Deputy Speaker. I was aiming at decentralisation and the
way things are falling to pieces in the country as a result of bad decisions. There has been an
accumulation of bad decisions. It has been going on since 1983. We have had crises before
and we have ridden them out, but we were not then in the situation of paying the ridiculous
interest rates we are paying now. We used to be able to employ labour, but those people
have now gone; they have moved out of the industry. That makes it almost impossible for us
to recover. I can only beg the Government to have some compassion for country towns, for
the people who live in them, for the rural areas, and to keep Government charges to an
absolute minimum. I beg the Government to make every effort to retain those very vital
services such as education and hospitals.

While we might be in our darkest hour, when we come out of it the people who are now in
key positions will be needed again. They will need those services of education, hospitals and
so on. If those services are not there, it will become more difficult to attract people to the
industry. I hope that the Goverruent will do all in its power to carry out the contents of the
motion. I support the motion.

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Agriculture) [5.00 pm): The concerns expressed
in the motion are very important. The motion relates to a set of arrangements designed to
respond to circumstances that have arisen as a result of the decision taken by the
Commonwealth Government.

In that respect the motion has considerable merit. The motion aims to target areas of concern
the industry sees as being of vital importance. Both the State Government and the
Commonwealth Governiment have a role to play when it comes to considering these areas of
concern. However as with almost every motion introduced in this place over the past few
weeks, if debate could be confined only to the issues addressed specifically in the motion, I
am sure in most instances we could reach consensus. Unfortunately it does not end there.
For some reason best known to members of the Opposition they use motions like this to
canvass areas which are not relevant to the central issues of the motions. In the end the
Opposition leaves the Government with no option but once more, as in the past, to oppose
the motion.

Mr House: Are you going to oppose the motion?

Mr BRIDGE: Yes, I am, for reasons I will outline in my speech. There has not been an
effective debate on the issues of major concern; instead we have heard debate about so called
deficiencies existing in rural areas at the moment. These deficiencies are largely attributable,
according to members of the Opposition, to lack of activity on the part of the State
Government. I am not prepared to accept that all the things discussed today exist in the rural
community.
Mr House: Ilam not prepared to accept that what you have just said is true of what [ said. I
am not prepared to accept that for one minute.

Mr BRIDGE: In what way?

Mr House: The criticism you have just made is not true of what I said.

Mr BRIDGE: But the deputy leader of the National Party was not the only speaker.

Mr House: I just want to make that clear.
Mr BRIDGE: The deputy leader of the National Party moved the motion. In my opening
comments I said that the motion was directed to those important features of concern.

Mr House: I must say I am disappointed that you are opposing this motion.
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Mr BRIDGE: That is the privilege of the deputy leader of the National Party. It is a joke to
talk about the lack of provision of, for example, road works in country areas.

Ms Macinnon: They are a joke.

Mr BRIDGE: No, they are nor a joke. Recently I drove down to Boyup Brook where I saw
one of the most exciting road construction projects one could see anywhere. Throughout this
State the upgrading of roads has been a substantial State and Federal Government initiative
over recent years. It does the Opposition no good to introduce that sort of issue into this sort
of debate, when we are talking about the impact on the rural industry of a Comnmonwealth
decision. I could go on talking for the next hour about the changes that have occurred in
rural areas since [ lived there. I could debate the history of the bush with members of the
Opposition because I have lived in the bush; I knew the time when none of these services
was available, It is unfair to talk about the decline in services. Let us be honest. One might
say there a-re deficiencies in the operations of services but it is crazy to say that services are
declining. The situation is quite the opposite; substantial services in country areas have
existed for some years. I think it would be better to acknowledge that and concentrate on
how we could make those services better than to generalise the debate by talking about issues
that cut across the living standards and lifestyles of people in the bush.

Only last night the deputy leader of the National Parry and I had a very constructive
discussion in this building about concerns we both share in relation to issues affecting the
rural community - not just in Western Australia but Australia generally - which must be
addressed by Government and by the corrnunity. Last night we both agreed it was
necessary to put in place a very prompt course of action to examine the state of play. In the
course of the discussion I mentioned to the deputy leader of the National Party some things
which had already been initiated. I understood that the deputy leader of the National Party
felt relieved as a result of my assurances in that regard. Today a meeting was held between
officers of The Department of Agriculture and the Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
and executives of the Western Australia Farmers Federation and the Pastoralists and Graziers
Association to assess how the industry might best develop a strategy to deal with this
situation.

Ms Omodei: Do you agree with that?

Ms BRIDGE: I think it is very important.

Ms Omodei: And you are still going to vote against the motion?

Ms BRIDGE: Members of the Opposition should ask themselves why; they should not ask
me.

That is one example. In addition to that, as a Minister I am prepared - under the three
dimensional concept - to look at some approach to the impact on Western Australia of the
Commonwealth decision. While that is a process the Government has some capacity to
manage, members must never lose sight of the fact that the Commonwealth Government has
a great deal of responsibility in this matter. It is not the State Government which must pick
up the cudgels on this problem; Western Australia must convince the Commonwealth that it
too has responsibilities and duties in this regard.

In respect of the motion now before the House, we should look at the position in this State at
the moment. In terms of paragraph (a) of the motion, which deals with a guarantee that there
will be no loss of Government-provided services of persontnel from country towns, it is well
known that I placed a moratorium on the removal of officers of the Water Authority from
rural areas. While that does not mean that adl change has been avoided, nevertheless a
clearly defined policy has existed for four years in respect of that requirement. Those
safeguards are in place and [ know they are consistent with the general approach of the State
Governent. Paragraph (b) of the motion, which reads in part -

...offer financial assistance to producers, service industries and families whose
livelihood is directly, indirectly or adversely affected...

The Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation is in place to deal with that sort of situation.
The funding mechanism is in place to deal with that requirement. It is a matter of clearly
identifying the areas of need and arguing in support of funding for appropriate applicants.
Nothing additional needs to be established by this Parliament as a result of this motion to
take the place of existing provisions.
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Mr Wiese: Would you expand those services to provide for small businesses in country
towns; that is, not just for farmers but to give financial assistance and advisory services to
associated businesses?
Mr BRIDGE: I take the point which was made in the member's speech. When examining
the impact of the downturn in the wool industry it is not only the farmers who will suffer;
therefore, any policy which refers to financial assistance from Government, Commonwealth
or State, needs to examine the broader picture. I take the member's point, but I am not sure
how we can execute this; there is a danger that members of associated industries may be
discriminated against.

Mr Wiese: They will be directly affected.

Mr BRIDGE: That is right. That is a point we will need to consider over and above what is
already in place.

Part (c) of the motion stares -

provide counselling services to families in or dependent upon the wool industry, and
who have to alter their way of life substantially;

Again, these provisions are in place. If additional counselling services are required. the
means and structures are already in place; however, we may need to intensify the activities of
that counselling program, or make same changes to accommodate the changing
circumstances.

[ have no difficulty with part (d) of the motion;, [ am perfectly happy to seek from the banks
an assurance of the kind required in the motion. However, to give guarantees beyond those
assurances is a matter of debate and a matter which the Government must consider. The
motion highlights the concern held in rural Western Australia for which the Government is
establishing an examination, assessment and evaluation process of the impact of those
concerns. The Government will do so in consultation with the industry, with the business
sector, with local government and, indeed, with the broader community as well as
Government agencies. We hope to be able to define an effective strategy to deal with the
problem. The Government does not need to be prompted to take action by way of a motion
in this House because the formulation of that strategy is already taking place.

Although the motion highlights areas of concern, I am very disappointed that speakers have
taken the opportunity to canvass areas that were not consistent with the intent of the motion.
For example, members spoke about a lack of facilities in country areas. Which members in
the Opposition can speak a single word of criticism about the provision of water supplies in
the life span of this Government? Many important strategies for the provision of services
have been implemented, yet I never hear members opposite saying much good about them.
This seems to be a fact of life which is emerging. When people like me have been involved
in the execution of these plans it is difficult to listen to the sweeping criticisms from the
Opposition about a lack of fortitude or commritment from the Government regarding rural
Western Australia. On that basis, the Government does not support the motion.

MR OMODE1 (Warren) [5.15 pm]: Apart from part (d) of the motion, the Minister
categorically opposed it; however, he appeared to be speaking in support of the motion in his
speech. I commiserate with him because he has to sit on that side of the House with all the
city slickers and he must toe the party line. I am not saying that the Minister has not
provided water resources or, in some cases, schools and hospitals to country towns, but a
significant downturn will occur in rural areas as a result of the dropping of the reserve price
of wool. We can expect a dislocation of people from country areas and this will have a
significant effect on country towns.

I am sure that the Minister for Agriculture quietly supports the motion and I am sure he
would like to vote in favour of it. I suppose that I may have got under the Minister's skin the
other day when I said that he does not have the guts to vote with Opposition motions on the
wool debate; I shall take that comment back if it makes the Minister happier about voting for
the motion. It appears that the Minister is writing a number of "Dear John" letters to Mr
Kerin, but he should consider the fact that when the expected 30 per cent downturn in
income occurs in country areas he may find people will not be receptive to his singing
ballads and reciting Patterson and Lawson. I am concerned about that because the Minister
is basically a good person who likes to do things for country people; he has demonstrated
that in the past.
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This motion is positive as it calls on the House to vote for, and implement, a forward plan.
The Minister has admitted that the Western Australian Farmers Federation (Inc). the
Pastoralists and Graziers. Association and the Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
have met to discuss this issue. I cannot see how members apposite could want to vote
against this motion. If members choose to ignore the situation, which will have a dramatic
effect on country areas, they will suffer at the ballot box. I know that country members on
the other side of the House are already a little worried about the opinion of country people in
this State. Members opposite know that it will not take long for people in the bush to find
out that the Government is not supporting country people. Once country people find out,
they will act accordingly to the detriment of the Government.

The position raised by members of the National and Liberal Parties regarding co'unselling in
country areas is an important issue. The Government must ensure that school and hospital
facilities are upgraded, and it must ensure that more technical and further education facilities
are provided than has been the case in the past to make sure that young country people have
an alternative educational outlet. I would like to think that the Minister for Agriculture will
change his mind and support this motion. I call on the Government to support the motion.

M R B LA IKI E (Vasse) [5.20 pmJ]: I record my strong support for this motion and draw the
attention of Government members to part of the motion which the Minister for Agriculture
has indicated they should not support. T'he motion reads -

That this House calls on the State Government to develop and implement a
comprehensive forward plan to minimise the impact on rural communities of the
decision by the Commonwealth Government to force a lowering of the floor price of
wool ...

I appeal to all Government members to understand that because of the Federal Government's
interference in the wool industry every woolgrower in this nation will be subject to a
30 per cent cut in income. If members opposite were representing their constituents in the
mining or other industries which affect their electorates and they were to be subject to a
30 per cent cut in income they would be representing the case of those people whom they
considered to be disadvantaged. Woolgrowers will suffer a significant downturn in their
income which will affect not only this State, but also the Commonwealth. It has been
brought about because the Federal and State Governments, particularly the Federal
Government, are broke and the Federal Government is trying to sell off part of the family
silver, the wool stockpile, to pay some of its bills. Members should understand that the
Federal Government controls this country's monetary policy and it has ensured that the wool
industry is placed in a parlous situation. The Federal Government's monetary policy has
resulted in this country's facing bankruptcy and the people will go down with it.

Ir is important to understand what is happening in countries comparable to Australia. For
example, if one wanted to buy a Holden Calais in America he would have to pay $A 12 000;
in this country he would have to pay $36 000. Australians would have to pay between
$46 000 and $48 000 for a Ford Bronco while in America it would cost $A 15 000. If a
person in America wanted to borrow money to buy a house the interest rate would be
10 per cent white in Australia the interest rate would be 16 per cent. The Federal
Government's monetary policy has caused high interest rates and that is what is hurting the
people in the country. I do not sympathise with the Minister when he said he was not
prepared to support the motion, but Ilam amazed at his lack of capacity to understand what
the wool industry is going through. I suggest to the Minister that he asks his colleagues to
understand what will happen in rural Western Australia in the not too distant future. The
Federal Government's monetary policy will affect not only rural Western Australia but also
the metropolitan area.

The tragedy of this debate is that there is not one member opposite who represents the wool
industry or the woolgrowers.

Dr Gallop: The member for Northern Rivers does.

Mr BLALKIE: Let him have his two bob's worth so we can hear what he will do.

Dr Gallop: Are you a woolgrower?

Mr BLAIKIE: I have been and I represent people who are sheep farmers. I have had
representations from people in my electorate to the effect that the 30 per cent cut which will
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be foisted on them as a result of the Federal Government's decision will be devastating to
them. They are small growers in high rainfall areas and they farm on properties of 200 to
300 acres. They do not have a future. I hope the Minister for Education has got that into his
head. He may be a Rhodes Scholar in the world of academia but he knows nothing about
getting dirt under his fingernails. I suggest he get out of the world of theories and go into the
world of practicalities.

The Australian Labor Party will regret to its dying day what it has done. The Prime Minister
wants to strut the world stage shouting his personal beliefs for being pro-Israeli and people
wonder why we cannot sell sheep to Iran, We saw our Prime Minister strut the world
television stage after the Tianarnen Square debacle crying with great emotion and saying
that the Chinese people were barbarians, and then we find that we have not sold any wool to
China since he made those comments. He needs to understand that whatever posturing he
makes to the Australian community has a consequence on world trade. These things are
affecting the wool industry and the woolgrowers in Australia.
T'he motion moved by the deputy leader of the National Party is well based and has a positive
foundation and it should be supported. Members opposite have heard a feeble explanation
from the Minister for Agriculture, but they should consider what will happen to the wool
industry; woolgrowers in this State and the nation will receive a 30 per cent cut in income as
a result of the Federal Government's intervention. Plans should be made to minimise the
impact on farmers of the reduction of the floor price of wool and this motion calls for that. I
commend the motion to the House.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (24)

Mr Bradshaw Mr Hassell Mr Mensaros Mr Trenordent
Mr Ctadco Mr House Mir Mioson Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Court Mr Kierath Mr Nicholls Dr Turnbull
Mr Cowan Mr Lewis Mr Ornodei Mr Want
Mrs Edwanjes Mr Macinnon Mr Shave Mr Wiese
Mr Grayden Mr McNee Mr Strickland Mr Blaikie (Teller)

Noes (29)
Dr Alexander Dr Edwards Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Mr Troy
Mr Bridge Mr Graham Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mrs Buchanan Mr Grill Mr Read Mr Wilson
Mr Carr Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mrs Watkins (Teller)
Mr Catania Mr Gordon Hill Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr P.1. Smith
Mr Donovan Mr Leahy Mr Taylor

Pair
Mr Ainsworth Mr Kobelke

Question thus negatived.
[Questions without notice taken.]

SPECIAL CO)MMNISSION DILL
Printing Error

THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnen): Order! During question time it was drawn to the attention
of the House that copies of the Special Commission Bill, introduced by the Leader of the
Opposition, and distributed in the House today, did not contain certain clauses. The draft of
the eill was presented to the Assembly staff late yesterday afternoon with a number of
amendments, and presented to the printer last night. This was proof checked late last night.
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and proof checked again at 7.30 am today. However, the Bill contained a number of clauses
which were not in the Bill distributed to the House today; it would appear an error occurred
at the State Printing Division. I will arrange for the proper printing of the Bill to take place.
and once that is done the corrected Bill will be distributed to members.

House adjourned at 6.01 pm



QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - CLOSURE
18. Mr MENSAROS to the Deputy Premier:

When will the Western Australian Development Corporation legally cease to
exist?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Legislation has been introduced in the current Parliamentary session for the
Western Australian Development Corporation to legally cease to exist from
30 June 1990. Treasury officers will be involved in liquidating the
Corporation's outstanding matters after that date.

WA INC - LOSSES
Impact Statements

66. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that the former Minister for Resources and Trade told
- this House on 21 November 1989 - Hansard p 4851 - that the Government

would "absorb those (WA Inc) losses without impact on any significant
measure on the people of the State'?

(2) Has the Premier now stated publicly that the WA Inc losses will impact on
Western Australian families after all?

(3) On the basis of what new information does the Premier now disagree with the
former Minister?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.
(2)-(3)

I refer the Member to the attached statement which outlines the Government's
intention in relation to losses. There is no conflict between this statement and
those of the former Minister.

MEDIA STATEMENT
PREMIER OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
There will be no State Government equity involvement in any future
petrochemical plant in Western Australia.

Premider Carmen Lawrence said today Cabinet had endorsed her view that any
suggestion of such involvement should be put to rest.

If such a plant eventually proceeded it would do so under private enterprise
and after meeting rigorous environmental standards.

The Premier said that while there were significant economic benefits
associated with the project neither taxpayers' money nor the taxpayers'
environment would be put at risk.

The Premier also announced that Cabinet had moved to formalise the State's
responsibility to meet the costs of the PICL project incurred by Western
Australian Government Holdings Limited (WACH).

The Government was confident the Liabilities could be met without unduly
impacting on taxpayers.

The Premier said the Government would meet its commitment to holding
increases in those major taxes and charges impacting on families to at or
below the inflation rate.
"I will also ensure the costs do not impact on the key areas of education,
health and the fight against crime," the Premier said.

Those costs incurred by WAGH had already been publicly identified and
would be dealt with in the following way:
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* For legal and accounting purposes the Treasurer has given WAGH a
commitment of financial support which will enable it to continue as a
corporate vehicle solely for winding up its connection with the
Kwinana Petrochemical Project.

* The Treasurer has instructed WAGH that it is to terminate and
withdraw from all other activities.

The Government is committed to ensuring that WAGH is never used
for any other purpose.

* WAGH will comply with its obligations under the Companies Code.

WAGH had been released from the advances $83.2M made under the Industry
(Advances) Act.
In essence, that leaves WAGH with two liabilities - $175M due on debentures
and $55M due on commercial bills.

It is planned to clear the $55M before 30th June this year, subject to
Parliamnentary approval under the Government's accountability commitments.

The legislation seeking that approval would also repeal the Northern Mining
Corporation (Acquisition) Act 1983.
The Premier said she was confident Parliament would approve the relevant
legislation because the State was committed to the expenditure in any event
and today's decision would avoid damage to the State's credit rating.

The $175M liability would be repaid through the normal budgetary process at
no more than $50M a year, including interest payments.

At current interest rates this debt would be cleared in five years.

"As soon as the pending Bond litigation has been disposed of, WAGH will be
wound up," the Premier said.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - PRiVATE MEMBERS
Legal Fees - Government Payments

86. Mr H-ASSELL to the Premier:
(1) In the past year has the Governument paid legal fees on behalf of -

(a) any Minister of the Crown;

(b) any private member

in connection with legal proceedings in which that Minister or member was
involved?

(2) If so, what are the derails?

(3) Has the Government agreed or undertaken, whether specifically or generally,
to meet any such liabilities in the future?

(4) What rules are applied by the Government to determine whether a Minister, a
former Minister, member, or former member is entitled to the benefit of
taxpayers' support of a legal case involving that Minister, member or former
member?

(5) Is the Premier aware that early in the term of the present Governent rules
relating to these matters as then applied, and as had applied for a considerable
period, were known to the Attorney General?

(6) When were the rules changed?

(7) Were the changes publicised?

(8) What rules apply to the access of Ministers and members to the Crown Law
Department for advice in relation to legal matters of interest or concern to the
Ministers or members?

(9) Are any present or former Ministers currently in receipt of advice in relation
to legal matters from the Crown Law Department?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I am having this matter thoroughly researched and will reply to the Member in
writing when!I am in a position to do so.

REVENUE - BUSINESS FRANCHISE (TOBACCO) AMENDMENT ACT
Tobacco Franchise Licence Fees

99. Dr TURNB ULL to the Deputy Premier:

(1) In the 1989-90 fiancial year, as a result of the Business Franchise (Tobacco)
Amendment Act 1989 how much tax revenue -

(a) has been raised so far;

(b) is l ikely to be raised?

(2) Will the Deputy Premier detail how that money has been or wil be spent?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(I) (a) To 30 April 1990, tobacco franchise licence fees totalling
$75.3 million had been paid to consolidated revenue in 1989/90;

(b) the 1989/90 budget estimate of $90.5 million is expected to be
attained. This includes an amount of $16.5 million as a result of the
amendments to the Act.

(2) The Government has given a commitment that $5 million of the licence fees
in 1989/90 is to be directed to the Western Australian Health Promotion
Foundation. This will take place after legislation establishing the Foundation
is enacted.

The remainder of the 1989/90 licence fees is to be directed to consolidated
revenue to fund general government expenditures including the major areas of
health and education.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - WIND-UP
183. Mr COURT to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) When will the Western Australian Development Corporation be wound up?

(2) Have the staff been given notice that their services will no longer be required?

(3) What staff will be transferred to other Government operations?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Legislation has been introduced in the current Parliamentary session for the
Western Australian Development Corporation to legally cease to exist on
30 June 1990. Treasury officers will be involved in liquidating the
Corporation's outstanding matters after that date.

(2) &(3)
As the operations of WADC have been run down, staff no longer required
have moved on. This has left staff that are mainly in the LandlCorp and
EventsCorp Divisions of the Corporation. The staff of these two divisions are
being given the opportunity to transfer with the functions of their division.

WIILAM TURNBULL - RURAL & INDUSTRIES BANK OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

Future Strategies Advice

281. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Did the Government commission Whitlam Turnbull to advise it on the best
future strategies for the Rural and Industries Bank of Western Australia?

(2) When was that advice received?

(3) How much did the report cost?
(4) What were the key recommendations contained in the report?
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(5) Is it correct that the report addressed the question of privatisation for the
R & I Bank and recommended in that direction?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The former Premier engaged Whitlami Turnbull to advise on a proposed future

strategy for the R & I Bank.

(2) February 1990.
(3) $101,305.

(4)-(5)
There are no recommendations as such in the report.

ROTHWELLS LTD - $75 MILLION SCHEME
Bond Corporation, State Government, Spedleys Securities Lid - Government

Involvement
298. Mr COURT to the Premier:

Was the Government involved in a scheme to put $75 million into Rothwells
in October 1988 of which Bond Corporation, the State Government and
Spedley Securities would each contribute $25 million?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
I am advised that there were some discussions along these lines but the matter
was never concluded.

STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - JOHN BROWN ENGINEERING
Countern-ade Commitments - Gas Turbine Contract

364. Mr COURT to the Minister for Trade:
(1) What are the countertiade commitments for John Brown Engineering, which

has won the contract to design, manufacture and supply the State Electricity
Commission of Western Australia with a 105 megawatt gas turbine generating
unit?

(2) What trade deals are being proposed?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) John Brown Engineering has a countertrade commitment of $12.8M which

will be extended should SECWA exercise its option to purchase a second and
third turbine in 1991 and 1992 respectively.

(2) The company has undertaken to fulfil its obligations through:
- additional exports of Western Australian manufactures or raw

materials, or
- investment in productive capacity that is new to the State or that will

enhance existing productive capacity.
At the rime of signing Government contracts, successful tenderers are rarely
in the position of knowing precisely the types of countertrade activities they
will undertake in order to fulfil their countertrade commitments.
A Master Countertrade Agreement is in the process of being f-nalised with the
company and over the next two months the Department will be working
closely with it to identify the areas of economic activity and specific proposals
which will qualify for countertrade credits.
John Brown Engineering Limited is a subsidiary of the Trafalgar House
Group which has diverse interests including tourism, oil and gas exploration
and development, civil engineering and construction, shipping and property
development.
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EMPLOYMENT - VOLUNTARY UNION MEMBERSHIP
Breaches of Indusirial Relations Act - Ministerial Prosecution

Responsibilities
546. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that her colleague in another place admitted that he was
unaware of his responsibilities to prosecute employers and unions who breach
the voluntary union membership provisions of the Industrial Relations Act?

(2) Will she instruct her colleague to fulfil his statutory responsibility and launch
prosecutions against employers and unions who violate the right of every
worker to voluntary union membership?

(3) If no to (2), why not?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(3)
The Attorney General does not have exclusive powers in the area referred to.
He is not the Minister responsible for the Industrial Relations Act and, in
keeping with the practice of previous Attorneys General, he has indicated that
he would not propose to act on his own initiative in respect of Sections 96B or
96F of the Act.
In respect of the use of these powers, it is not the Government's policy to
unnecessarily interfere in employee employer relationships. Legislation of
this nature which was introduced by the Liberal Government is not beneficial
to positive labour relations.

The Government believes it is inconsistent to have a policing function in the
Industrial Relations Act relating to membership or non-membership of
organisations while the Industrial Relations Commission is prohibited from
dealing with these issues.

Since 1983 the Government has repeatedly attempted to pass legislation,
which was supported by the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council, that
would reinstate the authority of the Industrial Relations Commission in such
matters. On each occasion the legislation has been rejected in the Legislative
Council as a result of opposition by the conservative pantics.

UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION - RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
Government Policy Conflict

663. Mr TLUBBY to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that by sanctioning the signing of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child the Government is committed to
protecting both the born and the unborn?

(2) Is the Premier aware that this stance contradicts with the Premier's support for
abortion on demand as indicated in answer to question without notice 60 of
1990?

(3) Will the Premier please explain how the Government intends to resolve this
conflict in policy?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) The Convention is primarily concerned with protecting the rights of children

and does not make this distinction.

(2) 1 have indicated that I believe that support for or opposition to abortion is a
matter of personal conscience.

(3) See (1) and (2).
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HEALTH - "AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF HEALTH COR.PORATE PLAN
1989-1990',

682. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Health:
(t) Further to question 422 of 1990, which proposals in the report are supported

by the Government?

(2) Which proposals does the Government not support and why?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) The Government is in the process of analysing the report and has yet to reach

a final position on its many proposed directions.

(2) Not applicable.

PREGNANCY TESTING - NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS
Downs Syndrome

683. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Health:

(1) What is the total estimated cost of automatic screening of pregnant women for
neural rube defects and Dawns Syndrome?

(2) How many women are tested each year?
(3) How was the report, prepared for the Health Department, entitled

"Recomnmendations. for a screening programnme for neural tube defects in
Western Australia using maternal serum aipha-feto protein estimation",
considered when the decision not to proceed with a screening programme was
taken?

(4) Who was responsible for that decision?
(5) What are the criteria for rejecting the screening programme as not a

worthwhile preventative measure?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) The estimated cost of screening all pregnant women for levels of:

Alpha-fewo protein (AFF) is
(neural tube defects) $342,847.00
(Down's Syndrome) 93.885,Q

TOTAL: $436,732.00

This would be a recurrent cost for one year's screening. There would be in
addition a capital cost of $30,500.00.

(2) It is estimated that 5% (1,200 women) of the total pregnant population of
24,000 women are screened each year at the present time.

(3) The report entitled "Recommuendations for a screening program for neural
rube defects in Western Australia using maternal serum aipha-feto protein
estimation" was considered in detail.

This report considered neural tube defects alone, and subsequent work is now
being carried out on a cost benefit analysis to measure the effectiveness of
adding screening for Down's Syndrome to the program.

A decision not to proceed with a screening program has not been taken, and it
appears in the Health Department's Corporate Plan released on May 22, 1990.
The listed program is Program 301 Genetic and Prenatal diagnosis.

(4) See (3).
(5) See (3).
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HOSPITALS - AUDITOR GENERAL'S REPORT
Treasurer's Instructions 410, 406 Compliance

684. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Health:
(1) With reference to the Auditor General's Report of 1990, what steps are being

taken to see that the Treasurer's instruction 410 and 406 are being complied
with?

(2) Why were such instructions not complied with in so many instances?

(3) Have the offending hospitals had'a complete audit carried out yet?

(4) If not, when is it likely to be done?

Ms WILSON replied:

(1) All hospitals, cited in the Auditor General's Report, have pians in place to
ensure full compliance with the requirements of Treasurer's Instructions 410
and 406 by 30 June 199 1.
Many of these hospitals will achieve compliance with these requirements well
before this date.

(2) It was recognised when the FAA Act was introduced that full compliance
would not be immediately possible. Plans were established to achieve
compliance with what were in many instances, significant changes.
Substantial progress has been made with less than ten percent of hospitals
receiving qualified opinions from the Auditor General in 1989/90 for non
compliance with these Treasurer's Instructions.

(3) &(4)
ALl public hospitals are subject to an annual audit review by the Auditor
General in accordance with FAA Act requirements. This is further augmented
by Internal Audit programmes.

Each teaching hospital has an internal audit function which undertakes
regular, ongoing audit'reviews within that hospital. Non teaching hospitals
are provided with a bureau based internal audit service by the Health
Department which provides a cost-effective cyclical audit review programme.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - SH-ENTON PARK
WORKSHOP PROBLEMS

686. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Is the Minister aware of any problems associated within the Shenton Park
workshop of the Water Authority of Western Australia?

(2) If so. what are these problems and what is being done to overcome them?

(3) How many people are employed at the workshop?

(4) Has the amount of work done by the workshop declined in recent months?

(5) [( so, why?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

I. There are always problems in a workshops complex of this size. All current
problems are being appropriately dealt with internally.

2. As above.

3. The Shenton Park workshops facility is part of the Authority's Central
Workshops. 170 staff are employed at Shenton Park and 60 at Canning Vale.

4. Yes.

5. There are peaks arid troughs of work over the course of a year for a service
group such as this. This is possibly accentuated by a tapering off of work
towards the end of a financial year.
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CHIROPRACTORS - REGISTRATION
697. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the purpose of registering chiropractors -

(a) to protect the title 'chiropractor';

(b) to protect the public from untrained and unqualified persons who
attempt to practice chiropractic?

(2) Does the Act that requires the registration of chiropractors prohibit untrained
and unqualified persons from practising what chiropractors do with the use of
another tidle?

(3) Will the amendments that are proposed to the Act which controls chiropractic
practice provide protection of the public, specifically from registered medical
practitioners and physiotherapists, or unregistered persons, untrained and
unqualified in chiropractic, to attempt to practice what chiropractors do?

(4) Does the qualifyiing criteria, currently set by the Acts controlling the
registration of -

(a) medical practitioners;

(b) physiotherapists;

require such persons who wish to practice chiropractic to be adequately
trained and qualified to do so?

(5) If no to (4) will the proposed amendments to the Act controlling chiropractic
ensure that the specific minimum standards of qualification and training are
set for medical practitioners and physiotherapists who wish to practice
chiropractic?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) (a) Yes.

(b) Yes, to the extent chiropractic is defined in the chiropractors Act 1964
and to the extent an unregistered person holds him/herself out to be a
chiropractor.

(2) No.

(3) No. The standard of practice for medical practitioners and physiotherapists is
within the jurisdiction of the Medic;al Act and Physiotherapists Act
respectively.

The status of unregistered practitioners is being reviewed and
recommendations have not been finalized.

(4) Yes. The Medical Act 1894 and the Physiotherapists Act 1950 require that
persons who practice in these areas must be registered. In order to be
registered practitioners must meet the qualification criteria specified in their
respective Registration Acts.

(5) N/A.
SHEEP - LIVE SHEEP CARRIER 'AR WA"

Veterinarian Removal
705. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) What reasons were given by the Federal Government for the removal of the
veterinarian from the live sheep carrier, Anva?

(2) Was the State Goverrnent involved in any aspect of this decision?

(3) Who funds the placement of a veterinarian on live sheep shipments to Saudi
Arabia?

(4) Are veterinarians required to be on board live sheep carriers which are
destined for other ports, and if not, why not?
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Mr BRIDGE replied:

1. i) Unloading appeared to be irrninent.

ii) The sheep were in excellent condition and had adapted fully to
shipboard life.

iii) Family illness, which was placing an unreasonable strain on the
veterinary officer and his family.

2. Yes-

3. The exporter.

4. No, because the importing countries do not require it.

RURAL ADJUSTMENT AND FINANCE CORPORATION - STATE AND
NORTHERN TERR-ITORY GRANTS

Western Australian Allocation - Fanner Assistance

707. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Finance and Economidc Development:

(1) How much money did the Commonwealth Governmnent allocate under State
and Northern Territory grants (Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
Act) to Western Australia for the 1989-90 financial year?

(2) (a) Does the Western Australian Treasury earn interest on this money;

(b,) if yes, how much;,

(c) where is the interest applied?

(3) What was the total amount of Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation
funding released to farmers -

(a) during the 1988-89 financial year;

(b) to date this financial year?

(4) How much money has RAFCOR collected in payments from farmers -

(a) during the 1988-89 financial year;

(b) to date this financial year?

(5) Is the Minister aware of the increasing difficulty in farmers obtaining rural
adjustment assistance?

(6) Is the Minister contemplating the restructuring of the board of directors?

(7) If so, is the Minister prepared to guarantee that the number of farmers on the
board will not decline?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I refer the member to question 459.

HOSPITALS - PUBLIC HOSPITALS
Ward Closures

713. Mr HASSELL to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Minister or the Minister's department considering the need for fturther
ward closures in public hospitals?

(2) Is the Minister or the Minister's department aware of any public hospital
considering further ward closures or considering undertaking ward closures?

(3) Have the cuts in health care provision made the various hospitals conform to
their budgets within the current financial year?

(4) Are hospitals being given additional assistance with their budgets?

(5) Is it correct that budget overruns by public hospitals in the current financial
year will constitute a first charge on their budgets for the next financial year?

(6) If not, what is the situation in relation to public hospitals which overrun their
budgets in the current financial year?
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Mr WILSON replied:
1) No further ward closures are presently being considered.

2) No.
3) These measures together with other internal management strategies, which

have been taken, are expected to achieve budget targets for 1989/90.
4) Within the overall budget allocation for hospitals available to the Department

in 1989/90, additional assistance will be provided for additional net expenses
relating to cost of award increases, and increased costs of revenue losses
relating to shifts in public/private patient mix.

5) Yes, the policy is that budget overruns attributable to factors other than those
identified in (4) above, will need to be covered by the 1990/91 budget.

6) Not applicable.

REPETITION STRAIN INJURY - STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE
CONMSSION

Female Psychiatric Examinations, Sheraton Hotel
722. Mr COURT to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Does the Government support the pressure the State Governmit Insurance
Commission is putting on a group of female repetitive strain injury sufferers
who were forced to undergo psychiatric examinations by the visiting Sydney
psychiatrist Dr Yolande Lucire at the Sheraton Hotel?

(2) If so, why if it is necessary to have psychiatric examinations after these people
have already been assessed medically, haven't local psychiatrists been used?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The State Government Insurance Commnission is exercising its right as an

insurer in making appointments for some RSI workers compensation
claimants to obtain an alternative medical opinion for medico-legal reasons as
provided under the provisions of the Workers' Compensation and Assistance
Act.

(2) 1 amn advised the SGIC has used the opportunity of Dr Lucire's services while
she was in Perth attending a conference.

HOMESWEST - HOME LOAN SCHEME
Approvals

725. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Housing:
(1) How many applications from Homeswest home loan scheme (as referred in

the capital works budget) are expected to be approved within the period 1 July
1989 to 30OJune 1990?

(2) What is the aggregate amount of funds (approximately) expected to be lent
under these schemes in (1) above?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

I. 790
2. $65 million

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMvISSION - ACCOUNTS 1989
'Write Back of Provision for Rental Guarantee" Amount

733. Mr MacINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

Referring to page 44 of the Stare Government Insurance Commuission
accounts for the year ended 30 June 1989 would the Minister explain the
detail of the "Write back of Provision for Rental Guarantee - $6 436" and how
the amount was calculated?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:

I refer the Member to Note 14 "Deferred Liability" on page 29 of the printed
SGIC Annual Report 1988/89 which explains this matter,
"In the 1988 accounts the Commuission provided an amount of $6,436,000
against profit on sale of property, representing the net present value of the
estimated potential liability under a rental guarantee agreement. During the
year the Commission was released from this commitment. The amount has
been included in investment income for 1989.
The Commnission has no deferred liabilities at 30 June 1989."

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE CONMSSTON - ACCOUNTS 1989
Public Property Register Maintenance Failure

736. Mr MacKJINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

Why has the State Government Insurance Commission failed to comply with
the Treasurer's instruction 410 which requires the accountable authority to
maintain registers of public property including plant and equipment as
referred to by the Auditor General in the qualifications he has made to the
accounts of the State Government Insurance Commission for the year ending
30 June. 1989?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The State Government Insurance Commission had a register which was
deficient in some areas hence the Auditor General's qualification. This matter
is being addressed by the Commission.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE CONMSSION - ACCOUNTS 1989
Proposed Dividend Payable Amount

737. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) As on page 35 of the State Government Insurance Commission accounts for
the year ended 30 June 1989 it states 'Investment income earned but not yet
received, including a proposed dividend payable by the State Government
Insurance Curnnission, is brought to account as a current asset", would the
Minister detail what is the amnount of the proposed dividend payable by the
State Government Insurance Corporation?

(2) When was the dividend paid?

(3) On what basis is the dividend calculated?
(4) What was the dividend payable for the year ending 30 June 1988?

Msr TAYLOR replied:

(1) The dividend from the State Government Insurance Corporation to the
Insurance Commission as shown in the State Government Insurance
Comminission General Revenue and Appropriation Accounts for the year ended
30 June 1989, (see page 21 of printed report) is $7 751 970.

(2) The dividend was distributed by:

(a) 60 000 shares of $ 100 each fully paid which were issued on 30 June
1989.

(b) ordinary dividend $1 751 978 which will be paid by 30 June 1990.

(3) The Dividend was declared by the Board of the State Governmnent Insurance
Corporation and is referred to in Note 4 Dividend in the Insurance
Corporation Annual Report 1988/89.

(4) The dividend paid to the Commission for year ended 30 June 1988 is also
shown in the General Revenue and Appropriation Accounts (next to the 1989
figure) on page 21 and is $2 433 000.
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SCHOOLS - BUILDINGS
Repair and Renovation Programs

747. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Works:

(1) Further to question 389 of 1990 which schools in the metropolitan area have
either been built or have undergone repair and renovation programmes in the
current Financial year?9

(2) For each of those schools what work has been performed by day labour
groups and what work has been performed by private contractors?

(3) What has been the total budgeted for each of the schools?
(4) Which schools have gone over budget and by how much?

Mrs BUCHANAN replied:

(1) More than 400 schools have had work done on them in the current financial
year.

(2) Approximately half of the metropolitan work and most of the country
expenditure has been performed by private contractors.

(3) Total budget estimates for these projects were approximately $80 million.
(4) Actual expenditure is expected to be approximately $82 million. Differences

between estimates and actual costs are due to a range of factors including
changes in scope, the statistical nature of estimating, variations in timing, etc.

SCHOOLS - BUILDINGS
Repair and Renovation Programs

748. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Works:
(1) Further to question 388 of 1990 which schools in the country areas have either

been built or undergone repair and renovation programmes in the current
financial year?

(2) For each of those schools what work has been performed by day labour
groups and what work has been performed by private contractors?

(3) What has been the total budgeted for each of the schools?

(4) Which schools have gone over budget and by how much?
Mrs BUCHANAN replied:
(1)-(4)

Refer to question 747.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN - PREMIER CHANGEOVER
Discarded Material

749. Mr KIERATH to the Premier:
In relation to the changeover from former Premier Dowding to Premier
Lawrence, and taking into consideration that many trade, economic, tourism,
and industrial development type promotional and information material
contains forwards, comments or articles from the Premier of Western
Australia, what is -

(a) the quantity and value of booklets, pamphlets, brochures, letterheads
and stationery that either have been, or are likely to be discarded;

(b) what is the quantity and cost of booklets, pamphlets, brochures,
letterheads and stationery required for the new Premier to replace
items listed in (a);

(c) when will these items be available and when is the estimated date of
completion?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(a)-(c)
Promotional and information material produced by the Government
occasionally contains a message or foreword from the Premier where this is
deemed appropriate.

In most instances these publications are reviewed as stocks diminish and a
decision taken as to reprinting to meet the requirements identified at that time.

Publications and brochures become obsolete for a number of reasons and I
would assure the Member that it is not the Government's intention to reprint
everything containing reference to the Premier just because the occupant has
changed.

WOOL - SAMPLE TESTING EXPENDIT'URE

751. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

Of the total amount of money collected in the past two years from
woolgrowers how much of that total was spent on wool sample testing?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
SHEEP LICE ERADICATION FUND

198 8/89 1989/90 (to April 3)
Total Revenue $564,700 $450,698
Expenditure on Tests $370,644 *$402,517

* In 1988/89 the Wool Research Trust Fund contributed $180,000 towards
the cost of tests.

SHEEP - LICE ERADICATION
Pour On Chemical Spurt

752. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

Has the Department of Agriculture in Western Australia endorsed the pour-on
chemical Spunt as the best pour-on for control of lice on sheep?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

No. The Department of Agriculture, as a matter of principle, does not endorse
particular commercial products.

BY-ELECTIONS - FREMANTLE
Premier's Letters

756. Mr KIERATH to the Premier:

As, during the campaign for the by-election for the State seat of Fremantle,
the Premier wrote to the electors using envelopes bearing the Premier's name
and office, will the Premier please advise -

(a) the quantity of envelopes so used:

(b) were they provided through the Parliamentary stationery office;

(c) what was the total cost of these envelopes;

(d) when was this amount paid;

(e) were they paid by -

(I) the Premier's electorate allowance:

(ii) the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet;

(iii) any Ministerial account or funds;

(iv) any Government department or statutory authority's account or
funds;
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(v) Australian Labour Party campaign funds;
(vi) the Premier's stationery account;

(f) was sales tax paid on these envelopes?
Dr LAWARENCE replied:

As the letters were part of the by-election campaign, all costs of producing the
materials were met by the Australian Labor Parry.

POWER STATIONS - MUJA
Overtime Payments

780. Dr TURJNBULL to thei Minister for Fuel and Energy:

With regard to overtime payments at Muja power station -

(a) what is the cost of overtime payments for wages employees for 1988-
89 and for 1989 to March 1990;

(b) what is the percentage of overtime for wages employees for 1988-89
and for 1989 to March 1990;

(c) what is the cost of overtime payments for salary staff for 1988-89 and
for 1989 to March 1990;

(d) what is the percentage of overtime for salary staff for 1988-89 and for
1989 to March 1990;

(e) what is the total number of wages employees, and salaries and staff at
the Muja power stat ion?

Mr CARR replied:

1988/89 1989/90 (9 Months)

a) $2.4 million $2.04 million
b) 13.4% 14.4%
c) $1.01 million $0.95 million
d) 9.1% 10.5%
e) Total staff is 700 as at 1 st June 1990:

Wages employees 464
Salaried employees 236

POWER STATIONS - MUJA
Contract Labour Cost

781. Dr TURNBULL to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:
With regard to hire of contract labour skilled and unskilled at Muja power
station -

(a) what has been the cost of contract labour, skilled and unskilled, for
1988-89 and for 1989 to March 1990;

(b) what has been the percentage of the cost of contract labour, skilled and
unskilled, for 1988-1989 and 1989 to March 1990;

(c) what is the cost of contract labour, skilled and unskilled, on an hourly
basis?

Mr CARR replied:

a) Contract labour 1988/89 1989/9Q (9 months)
$747,000 $729,000

b) Contract labour as a percentage of total wages, salaries and contract labour:
19881 9 1989/2
2.5% 3.0%

c) Cost of contract Labour is dependant on the particular job classification but is
approximately award rate plus 25 per cent.

A75841-11
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT AUTHORIT7Y - BUDGET ALLOCATION
South West Region

782. Dr TURNBULL to the Minister for Works:

(1) What is the budget allocation for the Building Management Authority for
1989-90?

(2) What is the budget allocation for the south west region?

(3) What amount of that allocation from (2) above has been expanded in the nine
months from July 1989 - March 1990 in the south west region?

(4) What is the amount of the outstanding accounts at March 1990 in the south
west region, for the Building Management Authority?

Mrs BUCH-ANAN replied:

(1) The Building Management Authority CRF Expenditure Budget for 1989/90 is
$138 million.

(2) The Budlding Management Authority does not allocate budgets by region.
(3) Approximately $3 million of the Building Management Authority CRF

Budget has been directly expended in areas embraced by the statistical
borders of the South West and Lower Great Southern regions.

(4) This information is unavailable, however the Building Management Authority
is currently paying 95 per cent of all accounts within 30 days.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT - NEW COMPUTER SYSTEM

785. Dr TURNS ULL to the Minister for Health:
(1) (a) Is the Department of Health installing a new computing system;

(b) if yes, is it known as the Baxter system?

(2) What were -

(a) the overall installation costs;,

(b) the date by which the system would be installed and in operation, as
identified in the feasibility study on which the decision to install the
new system was made?

(3) When is the new system likely to be operational?

(4) What is the current estimate of the cost of installing the new system?

(5) (a) Is the installation of the new system covered by a contract specifying
the cost and completion dare;

(b) if yes, what are they?

(6) What provision is there in the contract for cost overruns and delays in
completing the installation?

Mr WILSON replied:
1. (a) Yes. The approved first phase of an integrated set of patient cre,

financial and administrative information systems for eight of the
largest hospitals in the state is nearing completion.

(b) No. Baxter H-ealthcare Pry Ltd was contracted to provide and install1
certain patient care application software products.

2. (a) The overall installation costs identified for all of the information
systems in the feasibility study for the first phase of the project
amounted to $27.7 illion (1985/86 dollars).

(b) An initial estimate of 24 months from project initiation to completion
of the approved phase was made in the feasibility study. This estimate
was revised to 36 months following the establishment of the project
management structure in July 1987.
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3. The information systems will be operational in the five Teaching and in
three Non-Teaching Hospitals by the end of the current year.

4. The overallI cost to date for the approved first phase of the project is
$23.4 million.

5. (a) The contract with Baxter Healthcare Pty Ltd specifies the licence fees
and other charges applicable to the provision and installation of
computer application software products during the period of the
project plan for the approved phase of the Hospital Information
Systems project.

(b) The licence fees and other charges referenced in 5(a) above, amount of
$2.3 million over the 24 month period of the initial project plan, or
over the period of an amended project plan to be jointly agreed
subsequent to the signing of the contract.

6. The contract with Baxter Healthcare Pty Ltd contains a provision for penalty
payments to the Health Department for delays by the contractor in delivering
and loading specified computer application software products to the agreed
specifications in accordance with the project plan as modified.

SHEEP - LIVE SHEEP TRADE
Dispute Cost

788. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Can the Minister tell the House the cost of the current dispute to the
Australian live sheep exporters?

(2) Can the Minister confirm that New Zealand live sheep exporters have fulfilled
what is normally an Australian consignment of 500 000 wethers. because of
the continued unofficial Australian veto of its live sheep exports?

(3) What steps is the Minister raking to remove this threat by New Zealand to
Western Australia's live sheep trade?

(4) How would the Minister rate the performance of Australian Governm-ent
representatives in Saudi Arabia when compared with their New Zealand
counterparts?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

I. I am advised by the Australian Bureau of Statistics that the value of live sheep
exports from Australia were:

1987/88 $222.6M
1988/89 $198.6M
1989/90* $74.6M

* eight months only.

The direct cost to the Australian live sheep exporters of the current dispute is
not known.

2. 1 am aware of media reports that New Zealand is supplying a major live sheep
contract to Saudi Arabia.

3. The sensitive issue of reopening the live sheep trade with Saudi Arabia is
being handled by the Federal Government and the Australian Meat and
Livestock Corporation.

4. It is not appropriate for me to comment on this matter.

MULTICULTURAL AND ETHNIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION - REVIEW TERMS

789. Mr COURT to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs:

(1) What are the terms of the major review of the Multicultural and Ethntic Affairs
Commission announced at a meeting of the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs
Commission of Western Australia on 30 June 1989?
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(2) Were any ethnic communities or organisations of these communities asked to
make submissions to this review?

(3) If yes, who were these organisations?

Or LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Terms of Reference
* Whether or not the Commission's mandate should more clearly focus

on delivering a comprehensive community relations program, if so,
does this need to be enunciated within legislation.

* Whether or not the strcture is still appropriate; what is the role and
function of Commission members.

* Whether or not there is a need for the Commission to have greater
legislative powers, if so, for what purpose.

* Whether or not there should be a name change.

(2) Yes.

(3) To provide a full list of those ethnic communities and organisations consulted
would be cumbersome. Suffice to say that over 200 groups were asked to
respond to the Minister in relation to the review.

DAWESVILLE CUT - WORK ABANDONMENT
791. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Transport:

Is there a possibility that the Dawesville Cut scheme will be abandoned during
its execution, in the same manner as the algae dredging operation appears to
have been discontinued?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
The member is referred to answer given to question 630.
Algae dredging operations have not been discontinued. The weed harvesting
program currently being implemented by the Waterways Commnission costs
about $250,000 annually. A major review to upgrade the weed control system
has been completed. $500,000 was included in the 1989/90 budget for the
purchase of equipment which will improve the efficiency of the operation.

DAWESVILLE CUT - CANAL BRIDGES
792. Mr MENSAROS to the Mfinister for Transport:

(1) What plans for how many and what sont of bridges have been made over the
proposed Dawesville Cut canal?

(2) Is the cost of such bridges included in the estimated cost of the project?
(3) Are there any plans for additional bridges over the canal to be cut?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
I refer the member to the answer given to Question 630.

POLICE STATIONS - KWINANA POLICE STATION
Operating Hours

796. Mr KIERATH to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:

(1) What are the existing operating hours of the Kwinana Police Station?
(2) Is the Minister aware of any proposed changes in the operating hours of the

Kwinana Police Station?

(3) If yes -
(a) what are the proposed operating hours

(b) what are the reasons for the decision to change the hours?

(4) What are the crime statistics for the Kwinana Police Station over the past
twelve months?
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(5) What proportion of these crimes occurred over weekends between 5.00 pmn on
Fridays and 9.00 am on Mondays?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I . The Kwinana Police Station operates from 8.00am to 6.00amn 7 days a week.

2. No.
3. a. Not applicable.

b. Not applicable.

4. For the period May 1, 1989 to April 4, 1990, 2,573 offences were reported.

5. For the period Friday May 5, 1989 to Sunday April 30, 1990, 843 offences
occurred between 5.O0pm Fridays and 9.00amn Mondays.

RAILWAYS - ELECTRIFIED SERVICE
Armadale, Midland. Fremantle, Northern Suburbs - Power

Requirements
799. Mr TUBBY to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

What are the estimated power requirements for the operation of each of the
following railway lines on electrification -

(a) Armadale;

(b) Midland;

(c) Fremantle;

(d) Northern Suburbs?

Mr CARR replied:

(a) 3 Mw

(b) 3 Mw

(c) 3 Mw

(d) 8 Mw
The above are estimates based on latest proposals for these works.

RAILWAYS - ELECTRIFIED SER VICE
Armadale, Midland, Fremantle, Northern Suburbs - Power

Requirements
800. Ms& TUBBY to the Minister for Transport:

When does the Minister estimate that each of the following railway lines will
be requiring electrical power for their operation -

(a) Aimadale;

(b) Midland;

(c) Fremantle;
(d) Northern Suburbs?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(a) The power supply in the feeder station will be energised for testing purposes
this month. The overhead line will be energised early in August with the first
train service during October.

(b)-(c)
It is proposed to rm electric trains on the Midland-Fremantle line by April
1991; the power supply will be energised for test purposes prior to this date.

(d) The Northern Suburbs railway will be operational by October 1992 and the
power supply will be energised for test purposes prior to this date.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

SPECIAL COMMISSION BILL - MESSAGE
128. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

(1) To enable the Parliament to debate the Opposition's Special Commission Bill,
will the Premier ensure that a message is provided to the Parliament for this
B ill?

(2) If not, why not?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It is a matter of convention in this House that that has never been done, and I
do not propose to depart from that convention.

HARMAN REPORT - GAS COST ASSESSMENT
129. Ms COWAN to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

With reference to the Harman report and its assessment of the cost of gas as a
primary energy resource for the generation of electrical energy, were the
additional costs associated with the increased capacity of the Dampier gas
pipeline included in the calculation of the estimated gas price?

Mr CARR replied:

I am advised by members of the Hannan committee that in making their
assessment of the relative costs of gas compared with coal, they considered all
the factors that would influence the cost of power produced from those
respective power stations. In the case of coal, that included the construction
cost of the power station and the longer lead time for the construction of that
power station. In the case of gas, they considered such things as the cost of
getting the gas to the area where the power station is established.

ROYAL COMMISSION - STATUTORY PROPOSALS
Royal Commissioner's Reports

130. Dr ALEXANDER to the Premier:

With reference to proposals for a statutory Royal Commission. is it necessary
for procedures to exist to enable the Royal Commuissioner to report on his or
her findings?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I was asked a question earlier about whether a message would be provided to
enable this Bill to be further discussed. It has been widely discussed for a
long time and to my recollection has been in the public arena since 27 March,
and before that.

Some amendments have been made since then, as indicated by the Leader of
the Opposition today, but I was fascinated on going through the Bill during
the speech of the Leader of the Opposition to discover that this comnmission
will exist in perpetuity. The Bill provides for a commission in limbo because
it contains no provision at A for reporting.

Mir Macinnon: Yes it does. There is a whole division on reporting.

Dr LAWRENCE: I suggest that the Leader of the Opposition rakes another look at
the Bill.

VILLANI, VINCENT - GRAYLANDS HOSPITAL

131. Mr H-ASSELL to the Minister for Health:

Notice of this question was given to the office of the Minister for Health
earlier today. I ask the Minister -

(1) On what basis was Vincent James Villani placed in Graylands
Hospital?
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(2) When was he first placed there?

(3) For what period or periods was he placed there?

(4) Is it correct that he was found guilty of wilfu murder in 1972?

(5) When was he released from prison?

(6) Is he on parole?

(7) Is he in custody, or under lawful restraint or control of any kind?

(8) H-as the Minister received a report on his departure from Graylands
Hospital?

(9) Was he confined to secure areas in the hospital?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) What action has the Minister taken on this case?

(12) Was Villani placed in Graylands Hospital at a time when he was in
prison under sentence for wilful murder?

Mr WILSON replied:

I thank the member for his adequate notice of those questions. The answers
are -

(I) Villani was admitted from aftercare under section 43(2) of the Mental
Health Act of 1962.

(2) On this admission on 14 May 1.990. His first admission to Graylands
Hospital was on 14 January 1974.

(3) His admissions to Ciraylands Hospital have been for varying periods
from 14 January 1974 to 21 September 1989, prior to the current
admission. I will table a list of the various admissions between those
dates.

(4) Yes.

(5) He was released from Canning Vale Prison on parole by order 6f the
Executive Council on 24 November 1986.

(6) Yes.
(7) He is currently a division three patient under the terms of the Mental

Health Act of 1962.
(8) Yes.

(9) No.

([0) I am advised that he was moved from a secure ward to an open ward
because of the improvement in his mental state, on the basis that, it is
neither desirable nor necessary to hold all division three patients in
secure facilities, and that these patients are admitted for treatment in
their own interests.

(11) 1 sought and received a report from Graylands Hospital, and
subsequently met senior staff from the hospital and the Health
Department. As a result I have directed the department and the
hospital to undertake urgent discussions with the Crown Law
Department and the Department of Corrective Services to develop
more comprehensive interim guidelines for the management of
patients in special custody and those referred from aftercare with a
view to the incorporation of those provisions in the Mental Health Act,
subsequent to a further inquiry.

(12) Yes, on three occasions from 1974 to 1986.

[See paper No 315.]
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HOUSING - KEYSTART HOME LOAN SCHEM
1990-91 Changes

132. Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Minister for Housing:

What are the major changes to the Keystart program for 1990191 ?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:

I am very pleased to respond to the member's question and to advise that
some changes have been made to the Keyscart scheme.
The new Keystrn house and land limit will be $110 000, an increase on the
current upper limit on house and land of $84 300. This will mean that
60 per cent of the houses currently on the market will be available to those
people taking Keystart loans, and it is a substantial increase.

The revised income limit of eligibility for Keystart will increase from $300 to
$800 a week. The amount of $800 a week is the current figure required for a
person to service a credit foncier loan from a commercial institution for a
median priced home, so it will completely fill the gap between lower income
earners and law/midddle income earners. Funds for this scheme will be raised
by a bond issue. The first issue will be in June, with subsequent issues in July

and August.
The lists for both established homes and homes to be constructed will be
opened on Monday, 11I June 1990, and advertisements will be placed in this
weekend's Press.
Both the housing industry and consumers have expressed the opinion that
there should be a steady flow of funds throughout the year. In response to that
concern, it is intended to invite 4 000 applications in the first six months of
the scheme followed by a further 4 000 applications in the latter half of the
year.
In announcing these changes to the Keystart scheme, I remind the House that
this highly successful and innovative home ownership scheme was introduced
by this Government to assist lower income families to achieve home
ownership. It has been an outstanding success, and in the first 12 months
$183 million of Keystart loans assisted more than 2 500 hou~seholds. It has
been a positive and creative response to the needs of home buyers in the
current high interest market.
I remind the House that the Opposition's response was to accuse the
Government of making false promises to the people about Keystart. The
Opposition spokesman for housing said that the Government would not be
introducing Keystart and that the Government had abandoned the scheme in
the current situation of high interest rates. It is precisely because we have
high interest rates that this scheme has been so successful and it is now time
for the Opposition spokesman on housing to remove the egg from his face and
encourage his constituents to apply for Keystart loans.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL - LEGISLATIVE ASSEMLY
Vote of No Confidence

133. Mr COURT to the Premier:
Given that the Western Australian Parliament consists of both the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council, what action is required by the
Government under the Westminster convention when a vote of no confidence
in the Government is passed by either House?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I would not have thought that the Legislative Council could pass a vote of no
confidence in the Gavernment which had any effect. However, we all know
that the Legislative Assembly could pass such a vote.
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ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD - ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD

134. Mr READ to the Minister for the Envirornent:

(1) Is the Minister aware of comments made by Green politicians Bob Brawn and
Jo Vallentine that the selection of Alcoa of Australia for the United Nations
Environmental Roll of Honour was an extraordinary bungle?

(2) If so, can the Minister comment on Alcoa's environmental record in Western
Australia in recent years, particularly at its Pinjarra mine sites?

MIT PEARCE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of that question. It will be of interest
because much of Alcoa's work is in the member's electorate, and what work
is not there is mostly in my electorate. I was disappointed to see the
comments attributed to Mr Brown and Senator Vallentine attacking Alcoa for
this environmental award on the occasion of World Environment Day. In
case members are not aware of it, Alcoa was enrolled on the Global 500 -

Mr Kierath: The motion was put yesterday.

Mr PEARCE: I understand that. I am glad the member is aware of it.

Mr Kierath: You were not here.

MrT PEARCE: I was here. In fact I made the point that I had just come back from a
function organised by Alcoa to celebrate that event. F take the opportunity
now to say that I was disappointed by the comments of those two members of
Parliament who attacked Alcoa because I thought Alcoa had achieved a
meritorious award. It is the first company anywhere in the world to be
enrolled on that roll of honour. Most of the awards had previously gone to
organisations or individuals. Alcoa is the only organisation in Western
Australia to achieve that level of significance, and it did it on the basis of
20 years' operation in Westemn Australia in a very environmentally sensitive
way. Alcoa has very good community relations in most parts of the State in
which it operates.

Mr Blaikie: Are you reading my speech?

Mr PEARCE: If I were reading the member's speech the comments would be very
thin and the print would be very large.

Several members interjected.

Mr PEARCE: If members want To support my answer I am very happy to hear it.
The environmental movement generally would do a lot of good to its
credibility if it were prepared to be supportive of companies and industries
which seek to operate in an environmentally sensitive way. The Government
takes great pride in this award, because one of the senior officers who did
much of this environmental work was Mr Barry Carbon, now in charge of the
Environmental Protection Authority. A tremendous amount of the
rehabilitation work done by Alcoa was done in conjunction with the
Department of Conservation and Land Management, so the Government of
Western Australia can take a little of the reflected glory from Alcoa's great
achievement on this occasion. I am sorry to see that some people axe nor
prepared to recognise it.

TRADING HOURS - CHAMBSER OF COMMERCE, BUNBURY
Government Pressure

135. Mr P.J. SMITH to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

John Saunders, from the Bunbury Chamber of Commerce, was reported in the
South Western Times of Thursday, 31 May as saying that the chamber was
"forced to compromise its long standing opposition to Saturday afternoon
trading under pressure from the Government, council and public opinion".
Has the Minister seen the article and would she like to comment on it?
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Mrs HENDERSON replied:

Yes, I have seen the article which indicates that the Bunbury Chamber of
Commerce has said it has been subjected to pressure from the Government to
change the trading hours on Saturday afternoon. I was very surprised to read
this article in the South Western Times because I have had no conversations
with the Bunbury Chamber of Commerce, nor have I had any correspondence
with char body, and I have exerted no pressure on that body in respect of its
attitude.

Mr Trenorden: Can you remember the legislation we passed a short while back?

Mrs HENDERSON: The legislation to permit a council to change the trading hours?

Mr Trenorden: Yes. You do not think there was any pressure there?

Mrs HEND)ERSON: I think the member for Avon is a little confused about the
relationship between local government and the State Government. A local
council can apply to the State Government to change the trading hours in its
town, and the Act makes it clear that. in reaching that decision, council must
take into account the wishes of local traders, local consumers and the benefits
to the town as a whole. I have not at this stage had an approach from the City
of Bunbury in this regard, and I have placed no pressure on the Bunhury
Chamber of Commerce or any other organisation to change the current
circumstances.

YOUTH LEGAL SERVICE - ESTABLISHMENT
136. Mr WIESE to the Minister for Justice:

(1) To what community pressures did the Minister respond when he established
the Youth Legal Service?

(2) Were parent groups consulted prior to its inception?

(3) H-as the Youth Legal Service prepared a booklet which outlines youth rights?

(4) Is the Minister aware of community concerns that this booklet will undermine
(he rights of parents?

(5) Is he also aware of police concerns that both the booklet and the Youth Legal
Service are increasing the difficulties which they currently face in bringing
young offenders to justice?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(l)-(5)
The Youth Legal Service is funded not by the Ministry of Justice but partly by
the Department for Community Services and partly by other Federal and State
agencies. It has the support and sponsorship of the Anglican and other
churches. It is really a non-Goverrnent organisation which has sought
Government support. I emphasise that the role it plays in the community,
both by representing the interests of young people and by the production of
legal education publications for young people, is very much appreciated by
the Government.

In terms of the debate currently going on in the community about juvenile
justice, we sometimes forget that 97 per cent of young people are not in need
of community protection. Young people in general have rights which need to
be protected. They have a role to play in that they are our future commumty
and their rights and interests need to be safeguarded. It is especially
meritorious that funding is provided to an agency like the Youth Legal
Service to provide support and advocacy for their rights.

The member should provide me with a copy of the publication to which he is
referring. It is not a condition of funding that we obtain copies of all the
publications the organisation issues, but if the member has concerns about one
particular publication I would be more than happy to take up that issue.
However, I do not think that should detract from the very positive role that the
Youth Legal Service provides in our community.
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LEGISLATION - CLAUSE INSERTION
Leader of the Opposition' s Comments

137. Mrs WATKINS to the Leader of the House:

(1) Is he aware that the Leader of the Opposition was reported on radio this
morning as claiming that inserting unacceptable clauses into Government
legislation does not have the same effect as blocking those Bills and is a less
far-reaching and negative proposition?

(2) Is he able to advise whether the Government believes this to be the case?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Yes, I heard the Leader of the Opposition squirming on the radio this morning
while he tried to explain away his party's proposal to insert, as I understood it,
into some Bills a clause which will require those Bills not to be proclaimed
until after the Premier has agreed to call a Royal Commnission. The reason I
say I heard hint" squirming" on the radio is because each of his utterances
seemed to be saying something different about that matter, In summary the
Leader of the Opposition seemed to be saying, "We will treat these Bills on
their mci-its", which I would hope the Opposition would have been doing all
the way along in both Houses of Parliament. I find illogical the proposition
that somehow it is less blocking to put an unacceptable clause in a Bill, which
the Opposition knows perfectly well the Government is unlikely to accept,
than just to block the Bill directly. That is like saying that kidnapping for a
ransom is not kidnapping because all one has to do is pay the money and one
gets the kid back. That is the kind of logic which apparently prevails on the
Opposition's side of the Parliament.

Mr House interjected.

Mr PEARCE: I reckon when 0. Henry wrote "T'he Ransom of the Red Chief" about
a child in that position he knew the member for Stirling and his family
particularly well.

No matter how the Leader of the Opposition squ inns or how he tries to put up
less negative and far-reaching propositions, the Government is not likely to
cave in to any of them.

QUESTIONS - ANSWERS
Time Limit Guidelines

138. Mr STRICKLAND to the Premier:

(1) What guidelines, if any, have been established for the time taken by Ministers
in providing answers to questions on notice?

(2) Is the Premier aware that according to today's Notice Paper 78 questions
asked in May remained postponed and, further,. that answers are yet to be
provided for 34 questions asked four weeks ago or more?

(3) Will the Premier consider establishing performance criteria for the answering
of parliamentary questions?

(4) What action will the Premier take to improve the situation?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1)-(4)
It was drawn to my attention today by a member who has been in this place
for some time that it was characteristic of the former Liberal Governiment that
if a question was either unduly long in what it would require of public
servants or did not seem to go anywhere, a former Premier of this State would
simply say, "The member is on a fishing expedition and I do not propose to
answer the question." This Government does not take that attitude. This
Government believes that if a question is bona fide, it should be answered and
it should be answered carefully. Ministers and Ministers' staff and
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departments are asked to answer questions expeditiously but some questions
asked by members opposite take an inordinately long time to answer. As
Premier, I will not say to an officer of the Treasury, an officer of my
department, die Ministry of Education or the Health Department, 'This takes
precedence over all other matters." The Government certainly says it has a
very high priority. Ministers arid their staff deal with questions as a matter of
urgency, and they take seriously the requirement to get the information right.
If by chance incorrect information is provided -

Mr Macinnon: Question 298 required two lines to answer it. Two lines! Tying up
staff? Don't be stupid!

The SPEAKER: Order! That is not very nice.
Dr LAWRENCE: The answers will be highly variable but it is critical that members

opposite understand that they would be the first to criticise a Minister or the
Premier. Indeed, a member of the Opposition has recently been talking to a
journalist saying, "See, there is a discrepancy between the answers to question
X and question Y, dealing with a certain number of dollars." If members of
the Opposition want answers to questions to be inaccurate and Ministers to
stand in this place and given wrong information to the Parliamnent and the
people, we will deal with it in a day. Otherwise I expect that members of the
Opposition should expect reasonable delay and diligence by Ministers and
their staff in answering questions.

ISAACS, MR ROBERT - ABORIGINAL HOUSING BOARD CHAIRMAN
Sacking

139. Mir LEWIS to the Minister for Housing:
(1) Is Mr Robent Isaacs to be sacked as Chairman of the Aboriginal Housing

Board?
(2) If yes, will the Minister advise the Parliament -

(a) whether Mr Isaacs has an employment contract with the Western
Australian Government;

(b) the reason for the removal of Mr Isaacs as chairman of the AHE;
(c) the name and credentials of the person to be appointed the new

chairman;
(d) whether Mr Isaacs is also to be replaced as administrator of the AHlS;
(e) whether Mr Isaacs had the courtesy of being advised of the

Government's intentions?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(l)-(2)

The Aboriginal Housing Board last year conducted a major review of its own
operations. In fact the entire staff of the Al-fB spent four days at Port Walter
where they reviewed the board's charter and objectives. Out of that came a
very substantial review document, in which they set out a series of
recommendations for actions they would like taken to define the board's role.

Mr Macinnon: Was that not led by Mr Isaacs himself?
Mrs HENDERSON: He was involved in that discussion, as were all the other staff

and members of the board. One of the major recommendations com-ing from
the review was that the positions of chairman and administrator of AHB
should be separated. That has not yet occurred but it is my intention to do just
that. On three separate occasions I have had discussions with Mr Isaacs and
various other members of the AHB about progressing that. When I am in a
position to make a formal announcement about that, I shall do so. Certainly
Mir Isaacs has been involved in those consultations and from everything he
has told me he is fulfly supportive of all the recommendations of the review.
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HARMAN REPORT - POWER GENERATION
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade Submission

140. Mr COURT to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Does the Minister support the submission by the Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade to the Harman committee arguing that there should
be no further procrastination over a decision to build additional coal-fired
base load capacity and that the H-ill River private power station option should
not be prematurely excluded from feasible options, as has been advocated by
a range of persons and bodies including Senator Richardson, the Western
Australian Trades and Labor Council and the environmental movement?

(2) If yes, what action has the Minister taken to support these arguments within
Government?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

1 think the report of the Harman committee is a document on which the
Government can make very firm decisions about the future of power
generation in Western Australia. It is an excellent report and as the Minister
for Finance and Economic Development in Western Australia I endorse the
outcome of those recommendations. I think the Opposition will find the
Government will take firm action after the period for public comment is over
to make the proper decisions in respect of future power generation in Western
Australia.

HOMESWEST - JOINT HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Guidelines

141. Mr WATT to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Can the Minister confirm that some joint development projects between
Homeswest and other groups are being held up pending the drawing up of
guidelines?

(2) Is the Minister able to say when the proposed guidelines will be completed?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

Hozneswest has been involved in a series of joint ventures with private
comm-unity groups, charitable bodies, churches and local Government
authorities to provide housing, mostly for the aged. This has been an
extremely successful program. A problem emerged last year when a group -
which I think was the Masonic Lodge in Kingsley - entered into an agreement
with Homeswest for a joint venture to provide housing for the aged and
subsequently decided to use the site it had been allocated to build a service
station. As a result it became clear to Homeswest that it had a responsibility
to register a caveat or some other form of legal hold over the land it provided
when the amounts of public money involved in such joint ventures were quite
substantial. The amounts of money involved are still quite substantial.
However, the groups involved in putting forward submissions put forward a
whole range of different arrangements - for example, some have offered to
provide the land and have sought from Homeswest funding to build the units,
while on the other hand others do not have the land but have sought to offer
management expertise. The short answer is I do not believe any one contract
or document can be applie-d to all the different circumstances of the different
groups entering into those joint ventures. As each group comes forward and
applies for funding, a separate series of negotiations will be entered into,
which wrnl result in a legal agreement between those two groups. The ones I
have seen vary from group to group. For example, some are local government
authorities, some are church groups and others are local community bodies
established specifically for that purpose.
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